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In Memoriam
Lewis Herbert Thomas, 1917-1983
Canadian scholars, particularly those in Western Canada,
mourn the loss of Lewis Herbert Thomas, who died late last year
at the age of sixty-six. Born in Saskatoon and educated at the
Universities of Saskatchewan and Minnesota, Professor Thomas
carefully nurtured Western and prairie studies for more than
thirty years. He was a devoted student of the prairie experience
and wrote numerous articles and seven books, including the
landmark publication The Strugglefor Responsible Government
in the North- West Territories 1870-97 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1956). As Provincial Archivist of Saskatchewan,
and as Professor of History and Chairman of the History
Department at the University of Alberta, Professor Thomas was
a key figure in the development and flowering of Western Canadian historical writing among the rising generation of scholars in
the 1960s. As Professor Lewis G. Thomas noted in his biographical sketch of Lewis H. Thomas in The Developing West: ESSQ.l's
on Canadian History in Honor ofLewis H. Thomas (Edmonton:
The University of Alberta Press, 1983), "the fruitful course of his
life, and all that it has meant to his family, his friends, and his
students suggests that the way of the pilgrim, though it may be
hard, is not without rewards."
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"The Settlers' Grand Difficulty":
Haying in the Economy of the Red River Settlement
Barry Kaye
Department of Geography, University of Manitoba
ABSTRACT. The sharpness of the distinction between farmers and hunters at Red River should
not be overemphasized. Most of the farmers throughout Red River's history exploited many of
the freely available "wild" resources. In fact, the wild hay from the plains provided the main
support for animal husbandry at Red River. When the winter feed was not available, the
settlement was pushed even closer to the edge of starvation.
RESUME. Les limites nettes de la distinction existant entre fermiers et chasseurs de la Riviere
rouge ne devraient pas etre exagerees, Au cours de toute l'histoire de la Riviere rouge.Ies fermiers
exploiterent beaucoup de ressources "sauvages" librement accessibles. En fait. Ie foin sauvage de
la plaine fournit I'aliment principal du cheptel de la Riviere rouge. Lorsque Ie fourrage d'hiver
n'etait pas disponible, la Colonie se trouvait poussee un pas plus avant vers les limites de la
famine.

When Lord Selkirk founded a colony on Red River in 1812, his
intention was to establish a commercial farming settlement but, from
the onset, the colonial economy was based only partially on crops and
domestic animals. Repeated crop failures compelled all settlers at Red
River, whatever their origins and agricultural skills, to turn continually
tothe game resources of the plains and the fisheries of lake and stream
for a large part of their food supply. From its commencement, the
colony was linked by necessity to the nomadic economy that was the
basis of the fur trade, a link that the colony, even at its optimum stage
of development, was not able to break. Hunting, fishing, and fowling,
in addition to agriculture, were the supports of the colony, just as they
were of the fur trade.
It was the continuing uncertainty of both agriculture and the
plains buffalo hunt that first created and later sustained this basic
dichotomy in the Red River economy prior to 1870. This dichotomy
also reflected the disparate peoples and cultures that made up the
settlement. Among Red River's population were colonists, primarily
Highland Scots, but including also numbers of French Canadians,
British mixed-bloods and Orkneymen, whose prime concerns were
their crops and animals. By 1830, however, these colonists were outnumbered by peoples who showed little predilection for agriculture,
and lived chiefly from hunting, fishing and trading in furs. ·Predominant among this latter group were the French-speaking mixed-bloods
of St. Boniface and St. Francois-Xavier, but some French Canadian
freemen, British mixed-bloods and many of the full-blooded Indians at
Red River lived in a similar manner. One distinguishing characteristic
of this group was its heavy dependence on "wild" resources, or on what
Palliser called the "natural productions" of the land. I In the colony's
early years, would-be farmers at Red River were also dependent on the
same "wild" resources, for not until the late 1820s was anything like a
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viable agriculture beginning to emerge. Until then, tillage endured only
as a partner of the nomadic economy that underlay the fur trade. The
most obvious expression of this partnership was the autumn migration
of most of the colonial population to Pembina, sixty miles to the south,
where they lived by hunting during the winter months.
Increased agricultural productivity after 1827, and the acquisition
of domestic animals from the United States, enabled potential farmers
in the Red River population to discontinue their yearly trip to Pembina
and, to a great extent, freed them from dependence on the buffalo
herds. However, the settlement of large numbers of French-speaking
metis at the colony after 1823 ensured the perpetuation of the essential
dichotomy of the Red River economy. As a result, by 1830, one of the
most striking internal divisions within the settlement was that between
areas where agriculture was the main support of the economy and
areas where hunting and fishing supplied most of the staples of life.
The sharpness of the distinction between the farmers and the
hunters at Red River should not be overemphasized, however. It was
blurred by the fact that some dominantly hunting peoples, despite their
general preference for the free, wandering life of the plains, carried on
small-scale agriculture. Another obscuring factor was that most Red
River farmers continued to exploit many of the freely available "wild"
resources after 1830. The farmer-colonists supplemented the produce
of their river-lot farms with sugar from riverside maple groves, with a
variety of wild fruits gathered at appropriate seasons, and with fish,
especially whitefish, which they caught in Lakes Winnipeg and Manitoba. Some of them also took part in the spring and autumn goose
hunts at Shoal Lake. The main concern here, however, is with one
aspect of the farmers' dependence on the natural environment: their
dependence on the plains as a source of winter fodder for their livestock.
During the colony's difficult early years, the few domesticated
animals at Red River suffered from a general lack of adequate husbandry. Harvests were often meagre and provided little or nothing to
spare for animal feed. Haymaking was a casual, hit-and-miss affair,
not the well-organized and regulated activity it became later. As a
result, winter feed was often in short supply, while sheltering stables
were inadequate or absent.
The settlers' initial experience with livestock provided plenty of
evidence that Red River farmers would have a difficult struggle as they
tried to find time and energy to gather, transport and put aside sufficient quantities of winter fodder to feed the increasing livestock population. Prior to 1827, they clearly failed to meet the challenge this
problem presented. Thejournalist at Fort Garry made several references to cattle and horses dying for want of feed in 1826, the year of the
great flood.? By late April of that year, winter feed was in such short
supply that the settlers had to resort to desperate measures to prevent
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their animals from starving. Some farmers fed their cattle from dwindling grain stocks, thus raising apprehensions of seed scarcity at spring
planting.' Others without grain felled trees on their lots to enable cattle
to feed on the branches, "an alternative," the journalist noted, "that is
only had recourse to, in the last extremity, where wood is scarce."4
The same journalist was convinced that these difficulties were due
largely to the indolence of settlers in failing to lay in a sufficient supply
of hay the previous summer. There may be some truth in this, but
inexperience more than indolence was probably the cause. Many of the
settlers were rearing livestock for the first time and lacked familiarity
with the environment. Only experience could bring knowledge of the
best haying spots and of the quantities of winter feed needed to bring
the various types of livestock through a Red River winter. Moreover,
many settlers came to own livestock before they had erected winter
shelters for them. As late as 1830, only 233 stables were listed in the
Red River census.
In spite of these early setbacks, livestock were gradually integrated into the Red River economy after 1827. By the 1830s, many Red
River farmers had a horse for riding in summer and for sledge-pulling
ill-winter, plus a pair of oxen for ploughing and carting hay and wood.
Many also had a small herd of cattle and a number of pigs, sheep and
poultry. Yet, of all the cultural groups at Red River, it was the Highland Scots of the Lower Settlement who were most interested in raising
livestock. At the other extreme, the numerous metis valued their
buffalo runners but most of them had little interest in pastoral activities. Livestock numbers, as recorded in various censuses from 1827 to
1856, are shown in Table I.
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF LIVESTOCK REPORTED FOR RED RIVER SETTLEMENT
IN VARIOUS CENSUSES, 1827-1856

Livestock
Cattle
Sheep
Pigs
Horses
Oxen

1827

1833

1840

1846

1849

1856

635

2,572

225
237
247

2,033
492
1,219

4,166
1,897
2,149
1,292
L749

3,842
4,223
3,800
2,360
2,681

3,917
3,096
1,565
2,085
2,097

6,609
2,245
4,929
2,681
3,006

Source: Red River censuses, 1827-1856.

The greater productivity of Red River agriculture after 1827 did
not result in a reduced dependency on the natural vegetation of the
plains for livestock feed. The production of enough winter feed from
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the plains to sustain their animals through the long and often severe
winters continued to be the greatest problem for livestock farmers.
During the open season, livestock were turned out to graze on the
unimproved land of the settlers' lots, normally two-thirds or more of
the whole or, especially with oxen and horses, out on the open prairies
beyond. Pigs were unhusbanded ordinarily and left to live off -the
country, finding sustenance from the mast and roots of the timbered
river fringes or from the prairies beyond. Most of the horses at Red
River were of the small Spanish type and these hardy animals normally
spent the winter outdoors. The remaining livestock, however, had to be
sheltered and fed during five or six months in winter.
Some animal feed resulted from the settlement's arable farming;
in good crop years a little barley and oats were used as feed, potato
surpluses were sometimes used to fatten pigs and sheep, and the straw
of the threshed grain was occasionally fed to oxen. But the colonists
were almost entirely dependent on the wild hay that they could bring in
from the plains to feed their livestock in winter. The prairie grasses
found in abundance throughout the Red River Valley offered an
excellent opportunity for hay making and provided the main support
for livestock farming at Red River. As a result, there was little incentive
to introduce tame hay. Occasional experiments were conducted with
the cultivation of red clover, white clover and timothy but none met
with any great success and, prior to 1870, no kinds of tame grasses were
grown for hay making. It was wild hay from the plains that provided
the main support for animal husbandry at Red River. The Nor' Wester
could report in 1869 that "our prairies are covered with nutritious
grasses which are the only food for our stock both summer and
winter."!
The growth of the colony's population brought forth a number of
regulations and restrictions affecting hay gathering and animal grazing. These were intended to reduce squabbling by giving each settler an
equal and fair chance to mow sufficient hay to carry him over the
winter. Within the "settlement belt," or inner two miles, each colonist
was able to mow the hay and graze his animals on his own two-milelong lot as and when he wished. Beyond the two-mile limit, settlers had
the exclusive right to cut hay on the outer two miles immediately at the
rear of their holding. This important right was recognized by the
Hudson's Bay Company and was known as the "hay-privilege." Some
light timber was cut in the outer two miles and by 1870 the outer two
miles of several parishes contained considerable ploughed land, but it
was valued chiefly for the hay it provided.s
Not all settlers at Red River had a "hay-privilege" behind their
farm, however. In the parishes of St. James, St. Boniface and St. Vital,
many did not enjoy this privilege. In these parishes, part of the outer
two miles was cut off by the junction of the Red and Assiniboine
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Rivers, and by.. the junction of the River Seine with the Red. In St.
James, the lots of some settlers abutted on the "hay-privilege" of St.
John's parish and partly on the Hudson's Bay Company's reserve land
at Upper Fort Garry." As a result, in 1860 the residents of St. James
petitioned the Council of Assiniboia to give them the same haying
privileges enjoyed by other colonists.! On the east side of the Red,
where the river lots were squeezed between the main river and the River
Seine, much of the land beyond was the property of the Roman
Catholic church. Nor was the "hay-privilege" a feature of the new
settlements established after the early 1850s along the Assiniboine west
of St. Francois-Xavier.
Beyond the "hay-privilege," all colonists had equal rights to the
hay and timber of what was called "the common."? Access to this
"common ground for hay-cutting," however, was regulated by the
Council of Assiniboia. The usual date on which the plains beyond the
"hay-privilege" were thrown open to farmers was July 20. 10 One settler
recalled that "before the day fixed for the beginning of hay-cutting
each year, the best hay meadows were spied out, and each man had
planned where he was to cut hay."!' On the designated day, the farmer
took his scythe, hand rakes and carts, and set off for the lower stretches
ofthe plains where the slowly evaporating water produced an especially rich growth of grass. Sloughs, marshes and other wet spots
within easy reach of the colony were the favoured places. With experience, the colonists eventually became familiar with those sections of
the-plains which would best reward their hard labours. The "Big
Swamp" to the west of the Lower Settlement, Long Lake beyond Baie
St. Paul on the Assiniboine, the Grosse Isle, northwest of Upper Fort
Garry, and the "Weedy Hills" (location unknown) are mentioned in the
records as favoured haying areas. The marshy Netley Creek area, on
the edge of the Red River delta, was another important haying location. The Hind Expedition observed large numbers of haystacks there
in September 1857. 12 In dry years, not all settlers could make sufficient
hay in the vicinity of the colony, so some haymakers were forced to
travel farther afield. At such times, the wet margins of lakes, such as the
marshy Long Lake area and the marshlands along the southern edge of
Lake Manitoba, attracted more settlers.
At these and other unnamed locations, the farmers set up their
tents and commenced to cut down the grasses on or soon after July 20.
To preempt his chosen hay land, the mower cut a circle around it with
his scythe, and "each man's ownership of the area he had marked out
was always respected."13 Once the grass was cut, it was cocked and
made into large haystacks. The stacks were frequently fenced and
covered with tree branches in an attempt to protect them from fire,
wind and wandering animals.
While most of the occupied land within the "settlement belt" was
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held in severalty, two areas within the colony, both close to the Forks,
were held in common and to these a number of settlers had equal right.
The two areas were the Point Douglas and St. Boniface Commons or
Reserves. This right, probably first granted by Lord Selkirk in 1817
and later confirmed by the Council of Assiniboia, was given to the
residents with small holdings on Point Douglas and in St. Boniface, on
the narrow neck of land at the junction of the Seine and the Red.
Access to grazing and haying land was difficult for settlers in both these
areas, so they were allowed to graze their animals and cut hay on the
common, which evidently represented the pastoral centre for the grazing of the commonable animals. In 1864, Point Douglas residents
protested to the Council of Assiniboia about encroachments that
settlers on the Assiniboine River had made on what they called their
"special reserve." They claimed that they alone had the right to graze
animals and make hay on the reserve. 14 The commons also may have
functioned to some extent as market and social centres. In many ways,
they resembled the village greens characteristic of Western European
villages or, in Canada, the commons that were established during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by French settlers along the lower
St. Lawrence River.
Despite the labour expended on haying, the regulations of the
Council of Assiniboia, and the seemingly endless unenclosed plains
beyond the colony, the acquisition of sufficient winter fodder was the
farmers' "grand difficulty." 15 Red River farmers found it far from easy
to gather enough hay to keep their animals fed and in good condition
until spring, by which time it was invariably in short supply. As a
result, by the end of winter Red River cattle often looked "more like
death than life."16 According to Palliser, many cattle and horses were
"lost every winter from the people not laying in a sufficient stock of
hay."!? But losses were especially severe when a long, very cold winter,
following a dry summer, had rendered hay scarce. Livestock mortality
rates were very high during the drought years 1846-48. As George
Simpson observed in 1847, "the blight that destroyed the grain and
potato crops of last year greatly injured the hay, which is found to be of
unsound quality; and that, together with the length and severity of the
winter, occasioned a great mortality among the cattle and sheep ..." 18
Writing in the following year, Andrew McDermot noted that "in
consequence of the most dreadful winter that was ever known in Red
River at least one-sixth part of all the cattle was starved to death."19
The unusually severe winter of 1856-57, which was followed by a very
backward spring, caused the deaths of nearly one-seventh of all the
colony's cattle.> The census of 1856 had reported 6,609 cattle, which
would suggest that more than 900 cattle perished during that particular
winter. The colony's sheep also fared badly during winter. Hind, for
example, noted that 184 sheep were lost during the winter of 1855-56. 21

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -----
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The dry years of the 1860s also reduced the pastures and the
numbers and condition of Red River livestock. The droughts of 1863,
1864 and 1865 caused extreme shortages of winter fodder, resulted in
an acute scarcity of hay by springtime, and had the usual effect of
reducing the weight and condition of the stock. In spring 1864, Samuel
Taylor, a farmer from the lower part of 51. Andrew's parish, recorded
in his journal, "a great many cattle dying for want of something to eat,"
and later added that "hay is scarce all over this year some had not one
strawlong ago."22 The following March, the same writer noted that
"there is people down from up amongst the French and Scotch, in great
need of hay."23 The situation was just as bad in the late winter and
spring of 1866; "there is a general complaint all over for hay, and none
to get to buy anywhere," wrote Taylor.> Hay continued to be scarce in
1867; Taylor noted in March and April that "bad times begining [sic]
for hay ... no warm weather yet and hay little ... a great many people
out of hay."25 These conditions of scarcity inevitably raised mortality
rates amongst all kinds of livestock, as they had in the dry years of the
1840s.
The not infrequent heavy winter livestock losses suggest that some
Red River farmers were keeping too many animals for the amounts of
winter feed they could reasonably expect to gather, especially in a dry
year.)f~;Yet livestock raising at Red River was on a small scale. Even
among .those settlers most concerned with livestock, the herds and
flocks were not large. However, despite the modest livestock numbers,
the amount of prairie hay that had to be cut, hauled and put up for the
winter months was considerable. Hay, an extremely bulky product,
was normally measured by the cart load. There are no precise figures
on the number of loads required to winter cattle or sheep at Red River
but, if Palliser is correct, then it took five loads to winter an ox and ten
loads to winter a horse.w We get some indication of total hay requirements from Nor' Wester reports on prairie fire losses. In October 1860
the paper reported that:
We are sorry to say, that the fires on the east bank of the Red River have done a
great deal of injury to the people of the middle district. Mr. William Dunn, we
are told, has lost all his hay - say 140 loads, Mr. Angus Matheson, part - say
45 loads; Mr. John Gunn about the same quantity; and Mr. George Munroe 30
10ads. 27

It is clear that one of the hardest and most time-consumingjobs facing
many Red River farmers each year was the harvest of well over one
hundred cart loads of hay on "the common" during the haying season.
The major disadvantage of almost total dependence on the plains'
wild hay resources was fluctuation in grassland growth from year to
year. One settler estimated that three or four tons of hay could be made
from an acre of prairie.v The actual yield in anyone year was determined largely by rainfall conditions, and the colony's graziers were
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particularly vulnerable to the effects of drought. In dry years, not only
was the growth of prairie grasses less rank, but the annual prairie fires
ran farthest and most often, thus further reducing already scanty hay
supplies. The Nor' Wester's description of the fire situation in August
1864 is equally applicable to many other years:
Destructive fires have raged over the plains this month. Along the Assiniboine
and Red River they caused considerable loss, burning much of the hay belonging
to settlers on both sides of these rivers, and in some instances, we believe, part of
the crops. The loss of a winter's hay is a very serious one at any time, but is is
particularly so this year, when it was with the greatest difficulty that farmers
succeeded in getting enough to keep their stock alive till spring.s?

Haymakers tried to protect their precious stocks from destructive fires
by surrounding them "with a ploughed or burned ring at least eight feet
wide situated about twenty yards from the stacks."30 Such precautions
undoubtedly reduced losses but it was a rare year when disastrous fires
failed to claim all or most of some settler's hay. Settlers unfortunate
enough to ·lose their supplies had to rely on the generosity of neighbours to see them through the winter.!'
The quantity of hay each settler could harvest was severely limited
by the shortage of hired labour. A few Indians from the Indian Settlement of St. Peter's sometimes hired themselves out at this busy time 32
but haying was essentially a family affair in which both women and
youngsters regularly took part.v The amount of hay that could be put
away for winter was also limited by the slow hard methods employed in
making it. A few mowing machines were introduced into the Red River
Settlement from the United States during the late 1850s and 1860s, but
throughout most of the colony prior to 1870 hand labour continued to
dominate harvesting.
Cutting the prairie grasses beyond the limits of the "hay-privilege"
was carried out usually during late July and early August, though a
little inferior hay was- made later once the crops were harvested.>
However, annual climatic variations frequently caused modifications
in the haying routine. In dry years, when hay seemed likely to be scarce,
anxious farmers commenced mowing before the official date laid down
by the Council of Assiniboia, even though they ran the risk of sacrificing their haying rights. 3S In late July 1863, the Nor' Wester learned that
some settlers had begun "to put hay before the legal date, and that Mr.
Mactavish [Governor of Assiniboia] gave orders to have the hay seized
and sold for the benefit of the public."36 And when a wet spring and
early summer made movement on the plains difficult, the commencement of haying was put off for a few weeks to give the prairies more
time to dry OUt. 37
No matter when haying commenced, the farmers' problems were
further complicated by the fact that barley, the first crop to come to
maturity at Red River, invariably ripened at about the same time as the
prairie grasses were ready for cutting, thereby forcing them to do two
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arduous tasks within a short monthly period.v Haymaking, therefore,
was a time of strenuous activity for the Red River farmer, an activity
"which every year half breaks both his back and his heart."39 The hay
harvest also coincided with the mosquito season and, despite the
obvious risk of prairie fires, bonfires were often lit in the hope that the
smoke would keep spiteful insects at bay.
Once their hay was stacked, the settlers had to make numerous
journeys hauling it by cart or sledge to the riverside farms. The amount
of travelling increased during drought years, for lack of water on the
plains forced haymakers to get their drinking water from the Red or
the Assiniboine, Taylor, in August 1863, recorded that "people had to
cart out water to hay making and reaping."40 The Nor' Wester, one year
later,wrote that
Despite some smart showers in June and July there is barely enough herbage on
the plains to feed the cattle, and owing to the entire absence of water there they
cannot go far enough to pick the best of it. They have all to march back once or
twice a day to drink at the river."

Haying activities were curtailed as the harvesting of wheat, the
colony's main crop, got underway but were taken up again inthe fall
and continued throughout the winter, for the hay was rarely put away
before the, onset of cold weather. Despite the threat from annual fall
fires, hay ~as left out on the plains, from whence it was hauled home
when needed. The Nor' Wester informed its readers that during the last
three weeks of September 1861, "strings of carts, sometimes a quarter
of a. mile in length, might be seen traversing over bleak and level
prairies with their loads."42 Agricola, a correspondent on agricultural
matters in the Nor' Wester, indicated that the winter hauling of hay was
a business which of itself occupies the greater part of the time of the sturdiest
members of the family for most of the winter, and sometimes compels a weakhanded family to send out little boys to work for which none but hardy men are
really quite fitted. Twenty four and thirty hours are nothing unusual for a single
trip over bleak and sometimes trackless plains.v

The Taylor journal confirms that the hauling of hay (and timber) was
an almost daily activity of Red River livestock farmers during the
winter. The sledge was the usual mode of winter hay transport but the
cart continued in use when snow was scarce or absent.
Prairie hay was a "free" resource available to all and the vast
majority of settlers with livestock took advantage of this to meet their
own requirements. Yet hay did have some commercial value at Red
River. Farmers who had failed to put up sufficient hay to last the
winter, or had lost hay through fire, created most of the demand and
tried to make up their deficiencies through purchaseas hay ran out.sThe Hudson's Bay Company also occasionally bought hay to feed its
livestock at Lower Fort Garry.45 Information on hay prices is slight
but, during the 1860s, the market price in normal times seems to have.
ranged from two shillings and sixpence to six shillings per cart load. As
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fodder supplies decreased towards spring the price of hay invariably
rose sharply and, at that season, sometimes brought as high as twenty
shillings for a cart load weighing 800 pounds."
There were years when severe drought and the consequent insufficiency of hay caused the normal annual haying routine at Red River to
be modified. This occurred in 1847 and 1864 when, in response to the
drought hazard, farmers made hay at distances of sixty miles or more
from the colony. Rather than hauling home their hay, farmers with
substantial herds wintered their cattle at the source of supply. At such
distant locations rough sheds were hastily constructed to shelter cattle
and they were kept there until the spring thaw. This practice was
known as "out-wintering" and favoured locations for it were the Long
Lake area and the southern margins of Lake Manitoba."
The Red River Settlement's haying economy did not long survive
the creation of the Province of Manitoba in 1870and the disintegration
of the old order that followed the commencement of permanent agricultural colonization on the prairies beyond the Red and the Assiniboine river-front settlements. The commons of Point Douglas and St.
Boniface were destroyed by the expansion of the new urban centre of
Winnipeg. The ploughing up of the "hay-privilege," which had been
underway since about 1860, gathered pace in the years after 1870.
During the same decade, the common land beyond the "hay-privilege"
was divided up into quarter-section farms by Dominion land surveyors. However, the many poorly-drained areas in the Red River lowland, some of which had formed the favoured hay grounds of the
Selkirk colonists for forty years were avoided by the incoming settlers
and, no doubt, continued to contribute to feeding the livestock of old
settlers and new.
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William Todd: Doctor and Trade,
for the Hudson's Bay Company, 1816-51
Arthur J. Ray
Department of History, University of British Columbia
ABSTRACT. Dr. William Todd's long career as one of the Hudson's Bay Company Chief
Traders was relatively undistinguished, but he made a considerable mark as a medical doctor.
Nonetheless, he died a bitter, broken man, believing that his service as a doctor had never been
fully appreciated and that it may have cost him the promotion he coveted in his waning years.
RESUME. La longue carriere du Dr. William Todd en tant que run des principaux chefs traiteurs
de la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson fut relativement banale, mais ce dernier laissa cependant
une forte empreinte en tant que medecin. II mourut pourtant amer et brise, persuade que son
ministere de docteur n'avait jamais ete apprecie it sa juste valeur, et croyant au contraire qu'il lui
avait coute une promotion convoitee dans les annees de son declin,
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Nothing is known about Dr. William Todd's life prior to his
appointment as a surgeon in the service of the Hudson's Bay Company
in 1816. Between that date and 1829 he served as clerk and surgeon at a
number of locations in western Canada. I During the early years of
Company service, Todd acquired the reputation of being a clever,
attentive doctor who was extremely scrupulous on points of honour
and etiquette, but of questionable value as a clerk and trader.? However, in 1830 Governor George Simpson abruptly revised his opinion
of Todd's abilities in the latter areas and described him as:
Supposed clever in his Medical Capacity. Good Trader, generally clever, strong
claims for promotion, the only HB Clerk 1st Class, who volunteered for Athabasca during the opposition not provided for by a Comision.!

This recommendation enabled Todd to attain the rank of Chief Trader
in 1831 and in 1834 he was placed in charge of the Swan River District.'
Excepting for temporary assignments and furloughs, he held that post
until the end of his career in 1851. 5
Todd had a relatively uneventful career as a Chief Trader, but he
did make a considerable mark in his lifetime as a medical doctor.
Indeed, he was probably the most famous surgeon in the western
interior of Canada before 1850, and his contemporaries often referred
to him simply as "the Doctor" in spite of the fact that there were other
medical men in the region.
Todd's medical career was highlighted by three episodes. The first
of these occurred in the early 1830s when he was called upon to attend
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Governor George Simpson and his wife Frances. Frances Simpson
arrived in Red River in the summer of 1830, and in December she
began a difficult pregnancy that kept her bedridden most of the time.s
The complications not only sapped her mental and physical strength,
but that of the Governor as well, who was extremely agitated by his
wife's poor health."
There were two doctors in Red River in 1830, but Governor
Simpson had confidence in neither of them. Describing these men in a
letter to J.H. McTavish, Simpson wrote,
(Dr.) Hamlyn is a superficial silly fellow in which we have little confidence and
(Dr.) Bunn is like a prophet who is not respected in his views."

Considering these men unreliable, the Governor sent for Dr. Todd,
who was stationed at Brandon House. Todd arrived about I January
1831, and he gave Mrs. Simpson close and "excellent attendance"
thereafter. Nonetheless, her condition remained precarious. In another
letter to McTavish,dated 20 May 1831, Governor Simpson reported:
Mrs. Simpson (is) still continuing ... the greater part of her time in Bed and her
symptoms by no means favourable. Tod is in constant attendance and I think I
must keep him here during the summer as Hamlyn goes off ... if our calculations be right she will be in the Straw about the Middle of Septem which is a most
awkward time for me as I scarsly get back from York Factory."

The protracted state of his wife's feeble condition caused Governor Simpson increasing anxiety. During his visit to York factory in
July, he again wrote to McTavish saying:
Both yourself & Mrs. McTavish I am sure will be grieved to learn that I left my
poor better half in/ I am afraid/ a dangerous state at Red River. Dr. Tod is in
constant attendance upon her and I am more miserable about her than words
can tell; if any evil should happen I shall be the most Wretched Man in existence
as my whole heart & soul are bound up in her. 1O

When under severe stress, Governor Simpson was prone to attacks of
apoplexy. As his depression and anxiety about his wife's health intensified, he also began to fear these attacks. According to Dr. Todd, the
Governor was accustomed to being bled whenever he' believed he was
about to have such an attack. Todd refused to administer this treatment, however, believing that it had been done too often before his
arrival. In recounting this episode in a letter to the Governor written 16
July 1849, Todd wrote:
I have only to remind you of your state of health ... labouring under the
constant apprehension of Apoplexy, which had preyed on your Mind to such a
degree as to Make you at times quite Miserable, how often on these occasions
when fearing an attack have you sent for Me to bleed you, your arm bared up
and ready for the operation. A more Subservient Man would doubtless have met
your Wishes, even against his own Judgement, and probably brought you to the
brink if not the grave itself. I declined bleeding being of the opinion depletion
had been carried too far already, I knew the Struggle would be Severe and the
success doubtful, but depended greatly on your naturally good constitution,
which I was resolved should have fair play, the result has since shewn that I was
correct, yet during that time I kept an anxious look out on you altho I seemed
not to do so. II
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The crises passed in September 1831 when Mrs. Simpson gave
birth to a son.'? However, tragedy lay ahead for Dr. Todd and the
Simpsons. The child's autumn birth delayed Todd's departure from
Red River to Brandon House. This was to prove fatal for his first
country wife. Recalling the sad incident to Simpson, Todd noted:
... I was detained at Fort Garry till the Winter had set in (the cause I need not
remind you of). When I took my departure for Brandon House with four loaded
Carts containing part of the outfit of Upper Red River, My own family & private
property, from the frozen state of the ground every thing on the track presented
resistance to the Cart Wheels, the Consequence was two were upset one of them
broken to pieces before I passed White Horse plains. When within about 30
Miles of Brandon House My wifes Cart also upset by which she sustained the
following injury(:) dislocation of the Shoulder Joint fracture of the Collar Bone,
her side Crushed and altho I took every precaution from the first, acute inflammation of the lungs followed from which she never fully recovered and ultimately brought her to an early grave in the prime of life. She was at the time six
months gone with child, the very Robert you took into the (Company's) Service
this summer (1849).13

On Easter Sunday, 22 April 1833, the Simpsons' infant son died
suddenly at the age of seven months. 14 Thus, the first major episode in
Todd's medical career was a tragic one. He lost his wife by accident and
the child he had delivered did not survive a full year. Mrs. Simpson's
health did not improve after the delivery of the child because of
unspecified complaint said to have been contracted as a consequence
o(.giving birth. IS This affliction baffled all of the local doctors (including Todd) and Frances Simpson was eventually sent to England where
she was placed"... under the hands of the most celebrated Ladies Dr.
in-England/ Dr. Blindell/ ... at £3/3/0 P visit ... "16
The second major episode in Todd's medical career took place at
York Factory in 1836. During the ·winters of 1833-34, 1834-35, and
1835-36, the men at the post suffered from a mysterious disease called
the "Y ork Factory Complaint. "17 The affliction appeared in late winter
and early spring. During the first year of its occurrence it affected the
officers more than the labourers. On 25 May 1834, Edmund Smith
wrote a letter to Alexander Christie in which he gave the following
account:
The extraordinary degree of sickness with which it has pleased Providence to
visit this place for the last few months and the present debilitated state of the
gentlemen (officers) have induced Mr. Miles to request that I will by this
opportunity forward to you some short account of the complaint.... Upon my
arrival at YF 22 March I had the unexpected pleasure of seeing all the gentn in
the mess room some of them ... more like ghosts than men ... Since that time I
have seen a few fresh cases and from these I judge the YF complaint to be a
species of colic accompanied with spasm and low inflamation and peculairly
modified by the state of the atmosphere. the vomiting restlessness and pain are
more tormeting ... than is usual, and much more obstinate in yeilding to
remedies than I have hithertoo experienced. With regard to relapses thay have
been many and unaccountably more alarming on account of the previous
reduced state of body ~ and decidedly much aggravated by the excessive depression of spirits, which reigns universally here. Generally speaking the Tradesmen
and labourers have recovered more rapidly and permanently than has been the
case of those confined to the house ... or sedentarily engaged... 18
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Those who suffered several relapses were said to have very disordered
and uncomfortable stomachs, painful arms, and "nervous weakness. "19
The most severe cases led to convulsions, loss of reason and death.e'
Needless to say, by the summer of 1836, the men stationed at York
Factory were in a state of panic because of the recurrence and severity
of the disease. The officers were evacuated, including Dr. Whiffen, the
post's surgeon, who was among the sick.s! Governor George Simpson
decided to replace him with Dr. Todd.
Todd's appointment was welcome news to the men who remained
at York Factory since they had great faith in him as a physician.
Reflecting this confidence and the attendant optimism it generated, on
29 July 1836 James Hargrave wrote to Governor Simpson to inform
him:
The Appointment ofC.T. (Chief Trader) WHimTodd to winter at this Place has
relieved us of much Anxiety on respect to the Sickness which has of late years
Appeared in this Establishment, particularly with the Gentlemen. Doctor Todd
having Wintered here before and now to reside for the season has already given
much Confidence to those that are here, which of itseif will I hope tend to lessen
the Apprehension of this too frequent and Dreaded Visitation each Successive
Approach of Spring.P

Unfortunately for all concerned, Todd himself succumbed to the
dreaded York Factory "complaint" within a week of his arrival at the
post, and he had four violent attacks in September which left him so
weakened everyone feared for his life. 23 Two years before his death, he
recounted this experience in a letter to the Governor and Committee of
the company dated IS July 1849.
I was in bad health leaving this place (Norway House), and in such a state of
debility on reaching the Factory (York) as made me at once susceptible of
disease, nor had I been there a week when I found myself attacked by the
prevailing malady, but not before I had time to make every enquiry and take
such precautions as I judged necessary, that I was successful is evident from the
fact, that I was the .last . person attacked with the distressing and dangerous
malady, that my own suffering for ten weeks were little short of torture to which
those who witnessed the helpless, and I may say hopeless state I was in when I left
the Factory can bear ample testimony, I reached this place (Norway House) with
great difficulty but could go no further, since then my health has been uncertain
and has often suffered from trifling causes which was not the case previously.>

Regrettably, Todd never stated what precautions he took to bring the
illness under control nor did he offer a diagnosis. Thus the York
Factory complaint remains a riddle for the medical historian to
attempt to solve.
The third, and to Todd the most important episode in his experience as a doctor, began in the summer of 1837. During the month of
June an epidemic of smallpox broke out at Fort Union on the Missouri
River.P Todd began to obtain fragmentary and conflicting reports
about the outbreak in the autumn. This news was relayed by Indians,
mostly Cree and Assiniboine, who visited him at his headquarters at Fort
Pelly. Three months elapsed from the time the first account was received on 20 September 1837 until the story was positively confirmed.>
~
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Fortunately for the Indians, Todd did not wait for confirmation
before taking action. The day after the first report, Todd assembled all
the Indians who were in the vicinity of Fort Pelly and he
entered in full explanation of with them respecting the reports brought yesterday
of the disease at the American establishment which 1 pointed out to them was
likely to be Small Pox, and the danger they incurred if it once got among them[.]
[I] proposed Vaccination as the only preventitive to this[.] they at once agreed
and 1 immediately commenced and vaccinated Sixty persons including Men
Women and Children.s?

Todd used the relatively new cowpox vaccine that had been sent to
Canada by the Governor and Committee in London. This was the first
time that this type of vaccine was used in western Canada.
Given the time that Dr. Todd received his medical training in
Europe, probably between 1810 and 1816, there would have been
considerable debate as to the efficacy of the Jennerian cowpox vaccine
when he was a student. It is clear from the Fort Pelly Journals that
Todd was aware of this debate and that he firmly believed that Jenner's
preventive measures were sound. All through the winter he pressed his
vaccination campaign and warned Indians that any who refused it
would be dead by spring. He carefully noted the experiences of those
bands who accepted the treatment and those who declined. On 15
January 1838 he noted:
... two men arrived from Beaver Creek[.] by Mr. McKays letter the Mortality
among the plain tribes from the Small Pox has been very great but principally
confined to the Assiniboins who keep to the Southerd and in general traded with
the Americans[.] about 200 tents have traded this year at Beaver Creek got
vaccinated and have so far escaped, and these are nearly all that remain of that
once Numerous tribe[.] 1 regret also to observe that a Small Band of our best
Crees were attacked and (the) greatest part of the grown people carried off.
These unfortunately had not been in after McKay received my instructions to
commence Vaccination - one however had been at the House got vaccinated
and was instructed how to proceed with the others when he got to the camp, he
says he vaccinated his own family and about 20 of his connexions but the others
refused and even laughed at him[.] he says himself and relations attended the
others regularly during the whole time of their illness and that not one of them
caught the Small Pox[.] if proofs were required of the efficacy of Vaccination
this is a pretty Strong one. 28

As a consequence of his rapid and diligent actions, many Indian
lives were saved, and his reputation as a fortune teller and powerful
medicine man spread widely among thern.> He claimed that his fame
as a doctor increased to the point:
that on my arrival at different Establishments patients Crowd round me with
diseases whether real or imaginary which seem to be husbanded up till such time
as I am expected to make my appearance from the Interior.. )0

It is clear from this comment that Todd had a high opinion of his own
abilities as a medical practitioner. In his 16 July 1849 letter to Governor Simpson he boasted that rarely a summer passed:
that I have not to perform some operation not only on the route to and from
(Fort Pelly and York Factory)" but at the Factory itself" as was the case three
years since (1846), when Mr. Smellir absolutely refused to perform an operation"
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but was perfectly willing that I should run the risk if I thought proper. I did so
and succeeded. the patient was an Indian from Oxford[,] one of the Most
Valuable hunters there.... 31

While obviously proud of his reputation as a doctor, his correspondence in the later years of his life makes it clear that he also
believed that he had suffered personally a great deal in the process of
carrying out his medical responsibilities. He lost his first wife in an
accident that he believed would not have occurred had he not rendered
aid to the governor and his wife. In the winter of 1833 he sustained a
permanent injury while travelling to Red River to offer medical assistance. Regarding this unfortunate mishap he wrote:
on my winter voyage 1833 from Fort Pelly, a distance off about 400 miles, my
escort being only two men, I was obliged to occasionally give assistance and used
exertions by which I sustained considerable injury in the left side particularly the
hip joint which was followed by acute inflamation which incapacitated me from
either sitting or walking. Yet proceed I must or starve[.] for ten days I was lifted
in and out of the Carriole in a blanket placed at full length downwards, nor was I
aware of having ever slept, my suffering must be left to the imagination, to
describe them, impossible, from the effects of this injury I have never fully
recovered, and have of late had partial attacks of parlyses of that side which as I
advance in years (he was 61) will doubtless become more serious.P

As noted earlier, three years later, in 1836, he caught the York Factory
complaint which Todd claimed had a lasting affect on his health.
Todd dwelled on these hardships in his 1849 letters to Governor
George Simpson and to the Governor and Committee in London
because he believed that he had never been adequately compensated
for his services as a doctor. To redress what he considered to be an
injustice, Todd asked to be promoted and retired as a Chief Factor, a
promotion that would double his annual income, and he wanted
remuneration for the professional services he had rendered as a medical man during the eighteen years prior to 1849.33 In pressing his case,
Todd pointed out that his predecessors at Swan River had been chief
factors and his successor there, Nicol Finlayson, also held that rank
even though the district had been reduced toone-third of its former
size.> Regarding his claim for remuneration for service as a doctor,
Todd argued that Chief Factor Dr..John McLoughlin:
had a handsome gratuity awarded for professional service yet (except for a short
time) he had a medical man with him, was never removed from his charge for
professional business [as Todd had been in 1831 and 1836] nor had his health
suffered from professional avocations as had been the case with me)5

According to a letter written to Governor Simpson on 19 May
1849, Todd wanted to retire in Canada, but claimed that he had
insufficient means to do so. He informed the Governor:
I have changed my notions from [proceeding to] Canada to Red River which
must from necessity become mv final settlement, as Mv means are limited to
support my family in the civilized world without considerable personal exertions
which rnv state of health will not admit. this is a rather harmful reflection for a
Man of
age and long services after having had charge of a District near 20
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years, people will naturally conclude I must have committed some grivious
error, been extravagant or treated with injustice. the two first points I denv,
respecting the last I leave people to form their own opinion. . . . I always
attended more to the business entrusted to my charge than my own private
affairs. I had the erroneious notion to think they were in some measure connected together."

The above reflections raise a number of questions about the company's
promotion system, the way the system dealt with officer / doctor
employees, the characters of Dr. Todd and Governor Simpson, and the
relationship that the two men had with each other.
With regard to the company's promotion system for officers, it
should be recalled that we are dealing with a commercial enterprise.
Men were promoted primarily for their business management and
trading skills. When the Hudson's Bay and North West companies
joined forces in 1821, twenty-five chief factorships were created to
provide each of the wintering partners of the old North West Company
and the senior officers of the Hudson's Bay Company with a £400
sterling share in the newly amalgamated corporation and a strong
voice in its field operations. These men served on the various departmental councils and it was the chief factors who submitted to Governor
Simpson the names of more junior officers whom they thought
deserved promotion to rank of chief factor. Simpson merely sent the
liston to the Governor and Committee in London."
There were a number of problems with the system. Foremost was
the fact that no provision had been made for the forceful retirement of
chief factors who were no longer able to discharge the duties of their
commission in a satisfactory manner, due to the problems associated
with old age. This proved to be a real problem because many of these
senior officers lived to relatively old ages.v Not only did they often
cease to make a positive contribution to the ongoing operations of the business, the aging chief factors blocked the chances of promotion of deserving junior officers by continuing to occupy their lucrative positions.
In an effort to reform the system to the company's advantage and
eliminate the "dead wood," a new scheme was introduced in 1834.39
The number of chief factorships was reduced to sixteen and the
number of chief trader positions was increased by the same amount.
Furthermore, the Governor and Committee assumed the right to make
promotions without regard to the recommendations of the chief factors. At the same time, the London Committee also assumed the power
to retire officers whenever it deemed an officer's retirement would be in
the company's best interests, providing the officer was given adequate
compensation. Significantly, Governor Simpson supported these
reforms and they had the effect of increasing his control over the
promotion process, since the Governor and Committee paid close
attention to his recommendations.
Todd's request to be promoted as he approached retirement and
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his claim that his services as a doctor had not been adequately recognized earlier must be considered in this light. Since two of the purposes
of the reform of 1834 had been to relieve the company of the burden of
chief factors who had outlived their usefulness and to provide continuing advancement opportunities for promisingjunior officers, Dr. Todd
would have had to have the active support of Governor Simpson and a
very strong case to be promoted on retirement. The record suggests
that he had neither.
Considering Todd's relationship with Governor Simpson, it
should be recalled that, initially, Simpson described him as a clever
doctor, but a questionable clerk and trader. The Governor then reversed himself in 1830 with respect to Todd's ability as a trader, claiming
he was good and clever, and recommended him for promotion. By the
winter of 1831-32, Simpson seemed to have changed his mind again.
While writing his well-known "character book," he made the following
observations about Dr. Todd:
Considered skilful in his profession and a tolerable Indian Trader, but not
regular in business, nor is he an active bustling man, and his ignorance of the
French and Indian Languages disqualify him for many situations in the Service
and of Counting House and Depot business he is quite.ignorant. A man of fair
conduct, perfectly honest, ... not much liked by his colleagues who think little
of him altho' he has a very good opinion of his own abilities ... Has a tinge of
radicalism about him, is over fond of a Glass of Grog, and would in a Civilized
World be addicted to Pot House conviviality altho' not a drunkard.w

This character sketch portrays a man who would hardly seem worthy
of putting forward for promotion a year earlier. It also raises the
question as to why Simpson's opinions of Dr. Todd as a trader are so
erratic. In an effortto find an answer, a few key aspects of Governor
Simpson's own personality and his experience in Rupert's Land in the
early 1830s must be considered.
One of Simpson's biographers, J.S. Galbraith, has described him
as a man who placed his own self interest above all other considerations." According to Galbraith, Simpson considered the best interests
of the company to be synonymous with his own and he worked
tirelessly as well as ruthlessly toward those ends.v Although he had
children by native women before 1830, he took a European wife,
Frances, in that year and brought her to Red River. Being the company's senior officer in Canada, his action created shock waves in the
fur trade society that had been developing in the northwest, and it
strained the relations between himself and a number of the senior
officers who had native wives, particularly Donald McKenzie, Governor of the Red River settlement, and John Stuart, Chief Factor at Bas
de la Riviere. These two men were offended by Simpson's treatment of
his former native country wife. But, rather than lashing out directly at
the governor which would have been risky, they criticized his only close
friend, J. George McTavish, Chief Factor at Moose Factory, who, like
Simpson, had abandoned his native country wife for a European
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woman. Undaunted, Simpson sought to isolate his new wife from
native women of Red River as much as possible, partly because he
wanted to keep her removed from the stressful local gossip network,
and partly because he held the native peoples in very low regard.v
While in social conflict with two of the leading local officers, McKenzie
and Stuart, Simpson also held himself aloof from all other officers
since he believed they should show him deference. However, the officers' were generally unwilling to treat him that way in the early 1830s
since there had been no precedent for doing SO.44
Regrettably for Dr. Todd, it meant that when he arrived in the
Red River settlement in January 1831 to treat Frances Simpson, the
Simpsons were experiencing extreme social stresses that added to their
emotional and physical problems." Todd thus had to spend a great
deal of time with the governor when Simpson's emotional state was
interfering with his ability to make sound character judgments, the
very time when Simpson was writing his "character book."46 Consequently, the assessments in the book are not reliable. They generally
tell more about how Simpson felt about the individual at that moment
than they tell about the individual's real strengths and weaknesses."
For example, given the time and social situation, it is not surprising
~~:hat Simpson's evaluations of McKenzie and Stuart were negative and
~t variance with endorsements he had given these men earlier.
The assessment of Todd at this time should be seen from a similar
'eerspective. It was his misfortune to be under the hypercritical eye of
Simpson at this particular time. Given Todd's social situation and
certain personality traits, he was bound to draw the ire of the governor.
F or example, Todd was married to a native woman according to the
custom of the country. Therefore, he was probably sympathetic to
McKenzie's and Stuart's views of how officers should treat their native
spouses. In any event, his native wife would not have been a welcome
companion for the Governor's wife. More damaging is the fact that
Simpson regarded Todd as somewhat of a radical, judging from the
comment in his "character book." According to Galbraith, Simpson
was an ultraconservative who abhored radicalism of any sort." Similarly his comment about Todd's fondness for grog is significant.
Glyndwr Williams indicated that the governor was irrational on this
subject." Although Simpson concedes that Todd was not a drunkard,
clearly he saw Todd's appreciation of grog as a sign of weakness. In
retrospect, one wonders how the two men passed their time together.
Social and political conversation would have been potentially fractious and social drinking equally risky. It is not surprising that in one of
Governor Simpson's private letters to his friend McTavish during the
winter of 1831, he described Todd's company as obnoxious. 50
,ii,

While it is easy to understand why Governor Simpson appeared to
have developed a personal dislike for Dr. Todd, it is also clear why Dr.
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Todd believed that he deserved some special consideration from the
governor. Not surprisingly, there is no evidence in any of Simpson's
voluminous correspondence that he ever acknowledged such an obligation. Indeed, Simpson's letters to the Governor and Committee and
others in the late 1840s are noticeably silent about Todd's character or
merit as a servant. Simpson's private correspondence with his close
friend McTavish suggests an additional reason. Besides his personal
dislike of the doctor, Simpson began to doubt Todd's professional
abilities. It should be recalled that in his letters to McTavish between
January and September 1831 he indicated that Dr. Todd was offering
Frances Simpson constant and excellent attendence.>' However, on 2
December 1832, Governor Simpson wrote to McTavish informing him
that Frances' health had not improved following the delivery of the
child, and he added that she "sustained some serious injury through
mismanagement at her confinement from which 'tis possible she may
never recover.t'v It is uncertain precisely what kind of treatment Dr.
Todd had offered, except that he had bled Frances frequently, or how
Governor Simpson had come to the conclusion that his wife had
suffered permanent damage to her health as a consequence of the aid
provided, given that the services of an expert "lady doctor" in London
were not obtained until a year later.P In any event, Simpson clearly
held Todd responsible for Frances' medical problems. Therefore, the
Governor not only refused to recognize a personal debt to Todd, he
was not sentimental in any way, and he probably held the incident
against Todd despite the fact "the doctor" had accidently lost his own
wife in the cause. Unfortunately for Dr. Todd, he probably never knew
what Simpson's true sentiments on the matter were, since the Governor
appears to have expressed them only to McTavish.
With regard to Todd's assertion that his prompt actions saved the
lives of many Indians during the smallpox epidemic of 1837, there can
be little question. However, Governor George Simpson appears to
have desired to take the credit himself. In his official report to the
Governor and Committee in 1841, to which Todd would not have had
access, Simpson wrote:
The Epedemic reached some of the Company's establishments on the Saskatchewan, & proved fatal to many of the inhabitants, especially the half caste
population, who had not previously been vaccinated. Fortunately, however,
information reached me in Canada of the spread of the infection on the banks of
the Missouri in time to afford an opportunity of forwarding vaccine lymph very
rapidly to York Factory & Moose, by the interior route from Canada; circulars
were addressed to the Gentlemen in charge of districts & posts, that all persons in
the establishments & Indian camps within reach should be vaccinated, by force if
necessary, & in an incredibly short space of time nearly the whole population of
the thickwood country, were saved from the ravages of that fatal malady, under
Providence by these means.>

No mention is made of Todd's very important efforts. It was he who
distributed active vaccine to the "thickwood posts" when it was discovered the vaccine matter at these other posts was apparently dor-
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mant.» Simpson's statement is also puzzling in that the Governor and
Committee had ordered vaccine be shipped and used at all of its
establishments. Governor Simpson was notified of this order on 15
February 1837, nearly six months before the epidemic broke out on the
Missouri River.w It could be argued that both Simpson and Todd had
been negligent in not having initiated the programmes earlier. In any
event, Simpson clearly did not admit to Todd's contribution, either in
letters to company officials in London or in his correspondence with
the doctor. Again, this is in keeping with Simpson's tendency to
present himself in the best possible light to the Governor and Committee, even if it meant denying the contributions of others.
According to Letitia Hargrave, the year after Simpson filed his
report, a rumour was circulating that Todd was going to be posted to
the Mackenzie River area. Regarding this rumour she commented:
I suppose he has not been good, & yet they say he is an excellent trader, but
popular characters never appear to be sent to Mackenzie River & I think he has
to have got into disgrace with their honors."

Mrs. Hargrave does not indicate whether "their honors" were the
Governor and Committee and Simpson, or only the former, nor are
any clues offered as to why he may have fallen into disgrace. Todd's
own correspondence throws no light on the subject either. Ultimately,
Todd was not dispatched to Mackenzie River.
It is clear that when he made his claim for promotion and remuneration in 1849, Todd was in a weak position. Not surprisingly, Simpson did not support him. He merely agreed to send Todd's written
request to London. He did so without commenting upon it. 58 The
Governor and Committee considered Todd's request to be unreasonable. On 25 March 1850, the secretary of the committee sent a cryptic
note to Simpson informing him:
We have received an application from Mr. Chief Trader William Todd, in which
he submits to us his claims for remuneration on account of services performed
many years ago in his professional capacity, after he had attained the rank of
Chief Trader, and also requires to be permitted to retire with the rank of Chief
Factor.
Neither of these claims appears to us to rest on sufficient grounds. It is only
in cases of an extraordinary nature that we can promot any gentlemen with the
view to his retirement; and as to extra services, not only has the time long gone
by when Mr. Todd should have preferred his claims had it been ajust one, for
remuneration, but we wish it to be generaly and perfectly under-stood that every
medical man in the service is bound to give his professional aid to the Company's
Servants and Indians when there is occasion for such aid, although there may be
no stipulation to that effect either in his contrct when he enters the Service, or in
the Deed which he signs on receiving a Commission.v

In sum, the Governor and Committee made it clear that men were
promoted primarily for their business skills. Doctor officers were not
given special promotion considerations for the medical services that
they rendered. These services were taken for granted.
In the spring of 1851, Todd settled in Red River. According to
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Eden Colville, his health was "manifestly too shattered ever to be able
to resume active service. "60 On 27 December 1851, Colville further
reported: "Dr. Todd has established himself on the Assiniboine about
five miles above the Upper Fort, and is not likely to live much longer I
fear. I understand he is addicted to opium eating.... "61 Very likely
Todd's addiction to opium followed his 1833 injury which he said left
him in severe pain long afterward. Todd died on 22 December 1851. On
the day of his death, Colville wrote Governor Simpson and said:
The only event that has occurred here since I closed my (mail) packet, is the
death of Dr. Todd. He died this morning ... Will you be pleased to notifiy this
to the Company, as it is hardly worth while troubling them with another letter to
announce this fact. 62

Thus, Dr. Todd died a bitter broken man. He believed that his
service as a doctor had never been fully appreciated and that his
medical career had caused him a great deal of personal hardship and
pain. He believed, probably correctly, that his skill as a doctor had
served to win the loyalty of many Indians to the company.s- But, in
spite of this, he was convinced that the medical service he provided
interfered with his work as a trader and may have cost 'him the chief
factorship that he coveted in his waning years. This was the highest
position one could attain in fur trade society. Given that he was not
poor, despite his claims, and granted that the appointment would have
doubled his annual retirement income, it is likely that he hungered for
the promotion as much for the recognition and status that it would
have brought as he did for the monetary gain involved. While recognition as "the doctor" by the local populace was no doubt important to
him, it was not as prestigious as being a chief factor.
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The Missionaries' Indian: The Publications
of John McDougall, John Maclean
and Egerton Ryerson Young
Sarah Carter
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ABSTRACT. Historians have paid little attention to Methodist missionary literature. especially
the works of John McDougall, John Maclean and Egerton Ryerson Young. The overall impression left by these accounts was of the Indian as feeble and backward. Such beliefs led to the
conclusion that the rich Western lands should be settled by a stronger. more industrious people.
RESUME. Les historiens ont prete peu d'attention aux ecrits missionnaires methodistes, particulierement aux oeuvres de John McDougall, John Maclean et Egerton Ryerson Young. L'impression generate creee par ces recits etait que I'Indien eta it sans caractere et arriere. De telles
croyances pouserent it la conclusion que les riches terres de l'Ouest devaient etre colonisees par
une race plus forte et plus industrieuse.

A multitude of books on the subject of missionary heroism and
martyrdom was churned out of British, American and Canadian publishing houses during the decades surrounding the turn of the century. I
The Methodists were the most prolific of Western missionary authors
and of these the most industrious were John McDougall, John
Maclean and Egerton Ryerson Young, who together produced some
thirty volumes. In today's very different religious climate these books
inspire their readers with little more than boredom, scorn or irreverent
amusement. Yet this literature conquered the Victorian reading public.
Tales of adventure and peril in remote lands peopled by strange
"primitive" races were enormously popular.? The energetic and courageous heroes of these sagas were prepared to face and conquer all
difficulties, confident that they were participating in a great scheme of
progress aimed at rescuing the shamed and benighted from superstition and ignorance.! Emphasizing these themes, McDougall, Maclean
and Young would have satisfied the curiosities and appetites of devout,
literate Victorians. It is likely that their inexpensive, clothbound books
enjoyed a wide readership in Protestant Canada, which was predominantly Methodist in the late nineteenth century." The three missionary
authors not only made their views known in newspapers and other
journals, but promoted the activities of their church through frequent
public lectures in Canada, the British Isles and the United States.
Because their countrymen regarded McDougall, Maclean and Young
as authorities on the Indians of the Canadian West, their publications
constitute an important key to late nineteenth century Canadian perceptions of the Indian.>
Historians of the Canadian West have paid little attention to
Methodist missionary literature. Missionary publications are dangerous ·sources for the uncritical researcher as they present a distorted,
one-sided view of contact between the Indian and the white man. But
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these books do reveal a great deal about the intellectual and moral
premises of the missionaries' society. To McDougall, Maclean and
Young, the Indian was an affront to the values, beliefs and institutions
they cherished and believed universally applicable. They had enormous admiration for the technological achievements of their own
society and found the Indians woefully backward in comparison.
Indians appeared oblivious to the white man's crusade to subdue
nature, their religion was an affront to the missionaries' central beliefs
and what they perceived as the Indians' cruel indifference to women
was offensive to the virtues of domestic affection and the home, which
they cherished. Contemporary readers of these stirring missionary
accounts were left with the overall impression that the Indian was a
member of a feeble, backward race, living in a world of ignorance,
superstition and cruelty. It would have been difficult to escape the
conclusion that the vast, rich lands occupied by the Indians should be
settled by a stronger, more industrious race of men. Missionary publications provided information that justified and sanctioned the appropriation of Indian land and authorized the establishment of a society
based on social inequality.
Of the three missionary authors, John McDougall had the longest
and most varied career in Western Canada, and he was the most
comfortable in his adopted environment.s His boyhood was spent in
the northern parts of Lake Huron and Lake Superior where his father,
George McDougall, worked as a Methodist missionary. John
McDougall's formal education was limited, consisting of one winter in
a log school and two terms at Victoria College, Coburg. Nonetheless,
he was later to boast that his was the most valuable matriculation as it
was from "God's university," which he defined as "The largest on earth,
all out of doors, amid the varied experiences of frontier life."? After his
father was appointed to the Rossville mission at the northern tip of Lake
Winnipeg in 1860, McDougall taught school there for three years.
Already able to speak Ojibway from his boyhood in northern Ontario,
McDougall easily learned Woodland Cree and, later, Plains Cree. In
1863, the McDougalls established a mission on the banks of the North
Saskatchewan.at Victoria (now Pakan), and in the following years
built a network of missions throughout the region that is now Alberta.
McDougall's books attest to the difficulties and sorrows of pioneer life. Two of his sisters died in the 1870 small-pox epidemic that
swept the West, and all but one of the family caught the disease.
McDougall's first wife, Abigail Steinhauer, died in 1871 after a brief
illness, leaving him with three small children.! George McDougall's
frozen body was found on the prairie in January, 1876, after he
apparently had lost his way back to camp during a buffalo hunt. A
brother of John's died that following year, aged sixteen. John McDougall, however, lived to old age after an extraordinary and distinguished
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career." Ordained in 1872 after twelve years of missionary work and
married that same year to Elizabeth Boyd of Ontario, he spent most of
his career at Morley, a mission to the Stoney Indians he established in
1873, where his church and school still stand.t? McDougall played a
role in many of the critical events that shaped the Canadian West. In
1874, he was commissioned by the Dominion government to prepare
the Plains Indians for the arrival of the North West Mounted Police; he
was present at the signing of Treaty No. 7 at Blackfoot Crossing in
1877; and in 1885 he rode with General Strange's column as scout and
chaplain. McDougall served the Methodist Church in various official
capacities and, following his retirement in 1906, he worked on several
government commissions to the Indians and the Doukhobors.!'
McDougall published six books of reminiscences, his father's
biography, a work of fiction, andnumerous newspapers and journals
articles. Ambivalence marks his writing. He was critical of Indian
culture but saw in it "primitive" virtues which he felt had been lost or
corrupted in his own society; he laboured to introduce "civilization" to
the Indians, but was disdainful of its excesses and decrepitude. He
identified with and remained loyal to the culture of Protestant Ontario,
but not to the same degree as his fellow missionary authors. McDougall was cut off from this society for most of his life and he chose to
remain remote from a more settled society. He claimed to be more
comfortable with the Indians languages than with English and he
found their lifestyle "exceedingly romantic."12 McDougall clearly
derived great pleasure from buffalo hunting, trapping, and travelling
by dog team. He was even attracted by tribal warfare as he told a
representative of an Ontario newspaper in 1903:
there was an intense fascination about it all, and men gave themselves up to the
pursuit of those of other tribes with a fierce delight that was contagious. I do not
doubt that but for the grace of God in my heart I would have become as fierce a
warrior as any of them."IJ

McDougall expressed contempt for- nearly all the "Easterners"
who peopled his books. His description of Dr. Lachlin Taylor, General
Secretary of the Methodist Church, was typical. Taylor was "a sample
of spurious civilization ... too much coddling, too much comfort, too
much false sympathy, and the result a misconception of life and its
responsibility, and the further result is moral and physical degeneracy."!' Despite the affinity for the Indian way of life and scorn for
civilized society, McDougall did not waver in his mission to introduce
"civilization" to the Plains Indians. His passages on the evils of pagan
Indian life are as strident as those of the other missionary authors and
his pride in the values, institutions and technology of the western world
is as arrogant and pronounced. McDougall may have rationalized this
dichotomy in his thinking by concluding that the ideals of white society
were worthy of respect and loyalty even if they had been deformed and
corrupted in practice.
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The wntmg of Egerton Ryerson Young displayed none of
McDougall's attraction to Indian life. Young spent only eight years in
the West, yet these years are portrayed as the pinnacle of his career in
his books, as he wrote little about his life before going there. After he
left his mission among the Indians, Young spent his time lecturing and
writing about his experiences. Young was born at Crosby, Ontario, in
1840 and, like McDougall, was the son of a Methodist minister. 15 He
attended normal school in Toronto and taught for several years before
he was ordained in 1867. Young's first appointment was to the Hamilton First Methodist Church and there he married Elizabeth Bingham.
In 1868, the young couple journeyed to the Methodist mission at
Norway House, a trip that took over two months. They were guided for
much of the distance by George McDougall. Young established missions at Nelson River and Beren's River during his tenure in the
Northwest. He left his mission among the Indians in 1876 and was
released from pastoral work altogether in 1888, "owing to the many
calls upon him as lecturer."!" Young addressed audiences in North
America, Great Britain and Australia accompanying his lectures with
magic lantern slides. Described as "one of the most successful writers,
especially of books for boys, in the Dominion," he published eleven
books for both the adult and juvenile reading public between 1890 and
1907. 18 All but one of these were based on his experiences in the
Northwest.
Of the three missionary authors, Young was least able to detach
himself from the religious and social framework of nineteenth century
Protestant Ontario. He was much more intolerant and inflexible than
McDougall or Maclean, totally denouncing Indian religion and
society. Perhaps because of his difficulty with Indian languages, the
individuals described in Young's books seem wooden and superficial.
All of Young's endeavours among the Indians were portrayed as
tremendously successful. Any despair or frustration was ignored. He
explained in the introduction to one of his books that "These wanderings on the fast disappearing trail speak of successes rather than
failures ... because it is so much more pleasant and helpful to look on
the bright side of life, and talk of victory rather than defeat."L9
E. R. Young gained a reputation for "drawing the long bow" in his
lectures and books. Young is described in a history of Methodism in
Western Canada as possessing true preaching ability, keen imaginative
power and literary skill. But there were also "those who profess to
know Indian life intimately, [who] contend that some of his stories are
highly idealized accounts of some very ordinary incidents in the life of
the noble Red Man."20 John McDougall was one of those intimately
familiar with Indian life who questioned Young's accuracy. In 1895,
McDougall's "kindly criticisms" of Young's recently published Stories
From Indian Wigwams and Northern Campfires appeared in the
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Christian Guardian." McDougall doubted whether Young could have
seen or taken part in many of the incidents he related, and he charged
Young with adopting stories from other works of literature and merely
changing the scenes and the actors. Young responded with a personal
attack on McDougall, claiming that he was a missionary only to fatten
his bank account as he was in a position to barter with the Indians.P
The exchange of letters continued until the Guardian closed its pages
to the debate. McDougall had the entire series published in pamphlet
form at his own expense, including his last words on the matter. At the
heart of the argument was the issue of who was best qualified to pose as
the "apostle" of Canadian missions in the West.
Reverend John Maclean is rarely mentioned in histories of Methodism in the Canadian West.s! A likely reason for this neglect is that
Maclean was himself the historian for his contemporaries and wrote
tributes to the work of many missionaries, including James Evans,
Henry Steinhauer and George McDougall. His last project was a life of
his friend John McDougall, published a year before Maclean's death in
1928. 24 Two of Maclean's books, The Indians ofCanada and Canadian
Savage Folk, were based largely on his work as a missionary among the
Blood Indians at Fort Macleod from 1880 to 1889. 25 The Indians of
Canada went through at least four editions and had both Canadian
and British publishers, while Canadian Savage Folk, a greatly
expanded version of the earlier volume, was hailed after its appearance
in:1896 as "the largest, most important book on the native races of
Canada yet published," as a "permanent authority on the subject," and
as the "standard work for years to come."26
John Maclean was born in Scotland in 1851 and came to Canada
in 1873. He was the most highly educated of the three missionary
authors, receiving a B.A. and M.A. from Victoria College, Coburg,
and later a Ph.D. in history from Wesleyan University, Bloomington,
Illinois. In 1880, Maclean was ordained, married to Sarah Anne
Barker and appointed missionary to the Bloods who occupied the
largest reserve in the Dominion. He began a writing career while
stationed at Fort Macleod, publishing several books and contributing
to scholarly journals, often under the pen name "Robin Rustler."
Maclean published one of the first newspapers in the West from Fort
Macleod, The Excelsior, which ran for only one year as it had a
circulationof only 100 and no advertisements. He was correspondent
on North-West Indian tribes for the British Association for the
Advancement of Science from 1882 to 1888, and was a member of
several American and Canadian scientific societies. Maclean remained
in the West after his work among the Bloods but not as an Indian
missionary.
Maclean strove for objectivity in his observations of the Indians.
He proudly announced in the introduction to one of his books that his
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study would avoid the mistakes of others because he did not examine
the Indian from the point of view of the white man. He attempted "to
reach the meaning of life of our savage folk."27 Maclean was not always
successful in maintaining a detached, scientific spiritof inquiry. Even
his chapter titles, such as "Some Queer Folk," "The Doomed Race," or
"The Bible in the Lodges," suggest that he could never completely
conquer the precepts and assumptions of a nineteenth-century Metho·dist missionary. Maclean's scientific approach prevented much of his
personality and background from emerging in his writing.
Missionary life in Western Canada was demanding, at times
gruelling, and often monotonous. Most missionaries were unaccustomed to a life which demanded they hunt and fish for food, whipsaw
lumber for shelter, and travel by dog-train, horse and canoe. Books
were few, mail was infrequent, as was conversation. For any missionary to endure such a life something must have muted the discomfort,
loneliness and frustrations effectively. Their publications indicate that
strength and reward were found in the idea that Methodist missionaries had a significant part to play in a great scheme of "progress." As
men of the Victorian age, McDougall, Maclean and Young shared the
belief that progress meant an end to the tyranny and superstitions of
the past; man's mission was to replace superstition with reason, barbarism with civilization.v History was viewed as an organic development
in which each generation stood on the shoulders of the last. Primitive
man, such as the North American Indian, represented the crude beginnings on the march to civilization.s? When the missionaries contrasted
their civilization with that of the Indians, they saw the development
clearly as one of progress. This commitment to an ideal of progress
compelled the missionaries to view the Indian as historically anterior
and culturally and morally inferior.
The missionaries were.convinced that the Indians had not taken
the first faltering steps on the ladder of progress as there was no visible
evidence of any degree of control over the environment. This was at the
heart of the missionaries' objections to tribal society; the Indians
appeared to be not the masters but at the mercy of natural forces. The
missionaries perceived a state of servitude in all facets of Indian
society; they were bound to the movements of the buffalo and imprisoned by a religion which was viewed as a superstitious awe of the
unknown. The most glaring evidence of the Indians' inability to master
their environment was that t.hey left no marks of their presence on the
land. During the many centuries that the Indians possessed the land,
they cleared no farms and built no cities. There was no indication that
Indian society would begin to move in this direction on its own as the
missionaries perceived their culture as static and dormant. This apparent disregard for the enormous resource potential of the West, which
the missionaries continually extolled in their books, conflicted not
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only with the ideal of progress but also defied the Biblical injunction
"Subdue it."30 This point was continually emphasized in McDougall's
books and in his sermons. One which he was known to have delivered
on several occasions began with this message:
The great God has work to be done, plenty of it. He wants men to do it. The work
is great. Material moral and spiritual wildernesses are to be reclaimed and
resurrected and made to fill the purpose of their existence.... That God does
call men this world is full of the proofs of. It is to till the soil, to hew and place the
rock, to fashion the timber, to melt and fuse and mould and shape the metal. ...
the bridging of oceans and spanning of continents and manipulation of lightnings, the multiplication and concentration of mechancial power in these days all
go to show that God meant what He said to the first man when, pointing to the
wonderful world He had made, He gave the command "Subdue it."31

To McDougall, a society that ignored man's mission of subjugation
was "dead to progress" and, consequently, barbaric.P The Plains
Indians were "thoughtlessly, carelessly living on the surface. Like the
butterfly flitting from plant to plant, so these men roamed and camped
and dreamed not of mines and means which were above and beneath
them on every hand."33
The Indians' dependence on the buffalo was viewed by the missionaries as evidence of enslavement to natural forces. The Blackfoot
wererthe most dependent among men" as they were helpless without
the buffalo, yet the whole nation did not own one.> "Buffalo and tribal
conimunism" prevented the introduction of the individual and private
property, two closely-related concepts that in the missionaries' opinion
wereessential to civilization" In teleological fashion, McDougall saw
the' band of a divine providence acting in the extinction of the buffalo,
in order to hasten the civilization of the Indian:
The great herds of buffalo, as abused by man were hurtful to himself, and
therefore in the fullness of time the Great Father, in the interests of His children,
wiped them from the face of the earth. Tribal communism has always been
hurtful to individuality, and without this no race of man can progress."

Describing a gathering on the plains for a hunt in the summer of 1869
McDougall commented, "... the flocks and herds are still wild and
free, and as yet belong to no individual. This is communal; the individual has not yet come in. It is our work to bring in the individual."37
Using the example of the Germanic barbarians, John Maclean
explained that it was only when people became landed proprietors that
the way was paved for civilization. When the Goths and Huns adopted
agriculture:
... there arose an inequality among the people from the fact that the chiefs
became landed proprietors and employed those under them as labourers. The
former equality, arising from their tribal relationship, gave place to an individuality which paved the way for the evolution of the Germans, Hungarians and
other civilized nations of the nineteenth century. 38

McDougall, Maclean and Young agreed that a major problem
with the Ind.ian way of life was that it ignored the value and necessity of
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providing for the future. The Indian lived from hand to mouth, securing food for immediate needs, feasting together during times of plenty
and starving together during times of want. To the missionaries this
was evidence of a listless, lethargic approach to life. The Indians defied
the missionaries' attempts to teach the meaning of sowing now to reap
benefits in the future; they dug up the seed potatoes they had planted
after only a few days and ate them. 39 E.R. Young's personal frugality
and thrift mystified the Indians. They could not understand why the
missionary would hesitate to give food to anyone claiming to be
hungry." Young's rigid practice of rationing supplies to last twelve
months gave him the reputation of being "mean, stingy and
unfriendly."41 McDougall stated that part of his mission among the
Indians was "to emphasize the stern necessity of making provision for
the future."42 According to John Maclean, the annual payment of
treaty money was the best time to observe the Indians' careless indifference to money. Maclean was astounded at how quickly the money was
exhausted on what he perceived as "gee-gaws": vermillion, beads, brass
wire and tacks.v The missionaries described the Indians as "inveterate
gamblers," lacking any ability to resist the temptation to become
immediately rich or poor.
Because the Indian was dependent on the buffalo, owned no
private property, and did not appreciate the significance of providing
for the future, he had distorted attitudes toward the value of work and
time, according to the missionaries. Great stress was laid on hard work
in evangelical, Victorian society. As one historian has stated "Except
for 'God', the most popular word in the Victorian vocabulary must
have been 'work'. It was, of course, the means by which some of the
central ambitions of a commercial society could be realized: money,
respectability and success. But it also became an end in itself, a virtue in
its own right."44 Idleness was a moral and social sin. The debate over
whether the Indian was "lazy" or not raged through much of the
nineteenth century missionary literature of Western Canada. The missionaries generally agreed that Indians led active lives. As Young
penned in defence of the Indians' reputation:
There is an impression abroad that the Indian is a very indolent, lazy and
shiftless creature. Where spoiled by contact with unprincipled whites or where
treated only as a "ward of the nation," there is, I am sorry to say, too much truth
in the charge. But out in these northern regions there are large numbers of them
who in their way are just as industrious and attentive to their daily concerns as
are their white brethren anywhere."

McDougall and Maclean agreed that if"tenderfoot" white men were to
follow tribes on hunting or war expeditions they would soon be persuaded that the Indian was not lazy.46 But warfare was sinful and
hunting merely a pleasurable pastime. People that cleared no land,
sowed no crops, built no cities, had no literature or art, and had no
homes, even though a vast dominion was at their disposal, were guilty
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of a form of idleness. The Indians may not have been lazy in their daily
activities but they lacked a spirit of industry, they did nothing to raise
themselves from the rank in which they were born. The missionaries
felt the Indians were without any systematic, habitual diligence or
perseverence in any employment toward the creation of something of
value. While the Indian may not have been idle in his primitive lifestyle,
his employment was not worthwhile.
Coming from a society that demanded a daily routine of work and
punctuality, the missionaries were disturbed by the Indians' attitude
toward time. McDougall wrote that they "did not value time; that
appreciation is an evolution belonging to a permanent or settled life"
and "it was part of our mission to make these people feel its value."47
The Indians adhered to seasonal time: "Nights and days, and months
and seasons, I found, were the measurements of time out here. Minutes
and hours would come by and by with railroads and telegraphs."48
Compared to what the missionaries perceived to be the achievements of their own society, the Indians had centuries of catching-up to
do. An enormous pride for the technological power of the western
world is conspicuous in the books of McDougall, Maclean and Young.
Their descriptions of engineering feats such as the locomotive and the
steamship were almost worshipful. Their society was nearing the pinnacle of man's vast crusade to subdue nature. The Indians seemed
asleep to the larger destinies of the human race and, if left to themselves, would never be awakened. The missionaries described Indian
society as static, dormant, in a state of inertia.s? While white society
was't'everchanging," the Indian had remained the same for centuries.
As McDougall wrote:
They never thought of nor speculated upon the magnificent array of mighty
power within their sight and sound, and in the centre of which they were living all
the time. They worried not because of stacks or stooks, nor yet "stocks". They
lost neither appetite nor sleep because of marts or merchants. They heard not the
clank and clink of multiple machinery, and much less the roar and rush of
transcontinentals. None of these things moved them, for truly it had not entered
into their life, nor come as yet into their thought. so

The vast difference in technology was to the missionaries the most
tangible evidence of the centuries that divided the two cultures. Before
the arrival in the West of the white man, everything was done by man's
"strength and stupidness."!' As E.R. Young explained, the methods of
the Indians were "puny" and "crude" in comparison to the powerful
machinery of the white man:
Where up the rivers, over the portages and across the lakes, in rude native-made
boats manned by human muscles, magnificent though they were, the limited
traffic of the country passed, now the steamboats and branch railroads are to be
found, laughing in their giant strength with derision at the puny work and crude
methods they have supplanted. Their shrieks and shrill whistles have awakened
the echoes amid the solitudes of centuries, and now everything in that land seems
to feel the throbbing pulse of a new and active land. S2
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According to John Maclean, the government was wise in sending
Indian representatives to visit the older provinces as they returned with
"lasting impressions of the power of their white brethren" and a "real
knowledge of their position. "53 The missionaries were pleased to report
that Indians would travel long distances to gaze at trains and steamboats and that they were in awe of gadgetry, such as the sewing
machine and clothes wringer. 54 In Maclean's opinion, Indians lacked
the intellect and patience necessary to create advancements such as
buildings: "The planning of the architect, the concentrated force of
intellect necessary for a number of men to erect a building are to him
strange things. "55
The missionaries were convinced that the Indians were never
likely to begin a course of subduing the land on their own. This
disregard for the Biblical injunction and neglect of the West's potential
forfeited their claims to the land in the opinion of the missionary
authors. It was a land for a hardy, thrifty race of men who would dot it
with homesteads, and build cities and factories. The land was crying
out for "real" occupation. "As the Anglo-Saxon wave of civilization
rolled westward, those fertile prairies were too valuable to be kept as
mere buffalo preserves," wrote E.R. Young, quoting an authority who
claimed that "under skilful agriculture a single acre will more than
support an man. "56 The missionaries' books were filled with passages
predicting the glorious future of the great lone land:
... in fancy we caught the rumble ofwaggons on well-travelled roads, the shriek
of the locomotive, the hum of machinery, the lowing and bleating of herds and
flocks, the tinkle of the cowbell, the ringing of the church and school bells. I
could hear all these in anticipation for verily the land before me was worthy and
in good time would come to its inheritance. 57

The missionaries found evidence of the backwardness of Indian
society in their religion which was at once a cause and a proof of Indian
inferiority. The authors differed, however, in their interpretations of
the Indians' faith. McDougall and Maclean agreed that the Indians'
beliefs constituted a religion that was worthy of the same respect (and
scorn) as other misguided religions, or perversions of the truth. Young,
however, struck a more intolerant attitude; he condemned outright all
Indian beliefs and customs, associating them with devil-worship. Yet
the theme of the bondage of the Indians' pagan beliefs was emphasized
in the publications of all three authors. Their metaphors were of
slavery and servitude, of being fettered or imprisoned, or covered with
a shroud or crust from which they must be released, rescued or saved.
In contrast, Christianity offered liberation, the "prospect for the complete emancipation of the body, mind and spirit"; it "would arouse
their dormant energies, and create a new era of independence. "58 The
images of the "light" of Christianity and the "darkness" of paganism
were popular in the literature of McDougall, Maclean and Young:
In the home of the Northern Lights, and under the shadow of the Rocky
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Mountains the light of the celestial land has dawned upon the souls that were
weary of sin, and out of darkness have they been led into the light and glory of
God. When the mists have rolled away we shall see the tears of thousands of
American aborigines who have found their way to God. 59

McDougall and Maclean found the Indians to be earnest and
sincere in their religious devotions; their elaborate ceremonies and
profound beliefs made them "akin to men of other nations."60 Maclean
perceived numerous doctrinal parallels between the Indians' faith and
Christianity. He found evidence of the doctrines of sin and atonement
for sin, and the ideas of the immortality of the soul and the resurrection.s' McDougall and Maclean were careful, however, to emphasize
the inferiority of the Indians' faith; not to do so would have eliminated
their role. The Indians may have been moving in the right direction,
but theirs were primitive, childlike gropings in the face of mysterious
and awesome natural forces. McDougall made it quite clear why the
Indians' religion must be banished - it was the central cause of their
"degradation": "this intense superstition and ignorance, to my mind, is
all due to the faith and religion of the people. Their faith is a dead one;
no wonder they are dead in trespasses and sin."62 As McDougall perceived the situation, the Indians' religion was inextricably linked to their
moral, material and mental backwardness. It was a cause of the Indians' inability to gain some measure of control over their environment:
Here was paganism intensely conservative, the outcome of many centuries of
tradition. And here were its high priests, and the novitiate following which
thronged after them, seeming to me as "the blind leading the blinder", if this were
possible; the whole causing a devolution which was lowering the range of
thought and life and ideal, and all the while producing a profundity of ignorance
as to things moral and spiritual which in turn, as a logical sequence, affected the
physical and material life of this people.s!

In E.R. Young's opinion, the Indians' religion led to much more than
mere moral and spiritual ignorance; it encouraged a regime of cruelty
and terror in which numerous vile and abominable acts took place.
Young's books were peopled by vicious, selfish characters who could
not distinguish right from wrong and were strangers to the emotions of
love and sympathy. Indian men were harsh tyrants who treated women
as beasts of burden and strangled the aged or left them to perish.
According to Young, adultery, murder and all manner of treachery
and villainy were allowed to go unpunished in this land of vice,
ignorance and idolatry.
The idolatry, superstition and ritualism associated with the Indians' faith were evidence to the missionaries of a backwardness in
intellect and ability. The Indians' veneration of objects in nature or of
man-made idols demonstrated that they could not "grasp the unseen,"
and were the servants, not the masters of their natural world.s" Young
frequently described his horror at stumbling across "startling evidences of a degraded paganism." Tree trunks, carved into representations
of the human form were "grotesque idols":
.
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Here on this hill were all these sad evidences of the degraded condition of the
people. I wandered around and examined the idols, most of which had in front
of them, and in some instances on their flat heads, offerings of tobacco, food, red
cotton, and other things. My heart was sad at these evidences of such degrading
idolatry.s>

The missionaries described numerous occasions when they scoffed at
the Indians' baseless anxieties, ignored their dire warnings of danger
and boldly ventured into places that the Indians believed were inhabited by evil spirits to demonstrate the folly of their beliefs. The
missionaries found the Indians' customs of tearing down the lodges of
the deceased lest their spirits should return, and of leaving offerings for
lingering spirits, to be infantile and ludicrous.w The "poor superstitious creatures" belief in "Windagoos," gigantic creatures half satanic
and half human, was further evidence of childish fear.s? McDougall
found the Indians' beliefs in "spirits" of "familiars" to be a sad deficiency in their culture: "Ecclesiasticism and sacerdotalism were to the
front, as they always are among ignorant and passively religious people. "68 The ritualism associated with the Indians' superstitions also
disturbed McDougall: "It has often seemed to me that superstitions
and ritualism are synonymous in the minds and lives of men. Here were
these most superstitious of beings, and in all their life intense ritualism
had full sway."69 The solemn ceremonies of the Indians deserved the
same ridicule and scorn that McDougall heaped on ritualists in white
society:
There was the "Blood" man ... who had to whoop every little while or else lose
his soul, as he thought. He would have made a first-class shouting Methodist or
Salvation Army man. I should not forget old Mahmus, who could neither eat
nor smoke without first ringing a small bell he constantly carried with him. He
was an Al ritualist, and would have done credit to an extremely' High Church
esta blishment. 70

At the core of the missionaries' objections to the idolatry, superstition
and ritualism of the Indians' faith was that it was further evidence of
what they saw as the essential weakness of Indian life, that Indians
lived at the mercy and in dread of natural forces. As Young explained:
Hence without Revelation, he feels that, like a leaf blown hither and thither, he is
a victim between the two great contending forces [good and evil]. Hence, he is
often in great terror of coming disasters. Until the missionaries broke the power
of the conjurers or medicine men, the great majority of the people lived in
constant dread."

According to the missionaries, medicine men kept the chains of
s.uperstition tightly locked around the gullible Indians and their most
militant language was directed toward these "high priests of the old
faith"; they were the missionaries' most powerful enemy and most
important target. The literature portrayed the missionary and the
medicine man locked in a fierce combat from which only one could
emerge victorious. Medicine men were depicted as imposters, rogues
and charlatans, the worst scoundrels to be found in Indian camps, but
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they were often described at the same time as the more intelligent of the
Indians, as shrewd students of human nature who used their cunning to
manipulate others. Medicine men wielded a tremendous influence
among the Indians, according to the missionaries, because of "the fear
and terror they are able to inspire in the minds of their dupes."72 As
Reverend Young explained, medicine men were able to control the
impressionable, gullible Indians through all manner of skullduggery
and chicanery:
Here and there were the tents of the old conjurers and medicine men, who,
combining some knowledge of disease and medicine with a great deal of superstitious abominations, held despotic sway over the people. The power of these
old conjurers over the deluded Indians was very great. They were generally lazy
old fellows, but succeeded nevertheless in getting the best that was going, as they
held other Indians in such terror of their power that gifts in the shape offish and
game were constantly flowing in upon them."

Medicine men were able to live very comfortably through a form of
blackmail, according to Young; they threatened dire calamities if not
provided with food: "And the poor deluded fools will believe that they
have all this pretended power, and will tamely submit to be thus robbed
and swindled."74
The degree of power the medicine men had over the Indians was
evidence to the missionaries of their childlike state. Indians were
"easily led," too willing to follow the dictates of unprincipled men and
possessed "impressible and fickle" temperaments." That they could be
kept in a state of fear and consternation through the deceptions and
delusions of a few knavish rascals was sure proof of a weak race of men.
One "delusion" encouraged by the medicine men may have disturbed
the missionaries more than others; the medicine men had visions that
there would be a time when "the Indians shall again be masters of the
soil."76 It was, perhaps, to counteract this delusion more than others
that the missionaries focussed on the medicine men as their main
targets. Young's books in particular were filled with descriptions of the
missionary, the symbol of good, struggling with the conjurer, the
symbol of evil:
Satan would not thus easily be dispossessed or driven out. Old conjurers and
medicine men, faithful followers of the enemy, quickly began their opposition.
Their selfish natures were aroused. They were shrewd enough to see that if I
succeeded, as I was likely to do, they like Demetrius, the shrine-maker of Diana,
would soon be without an occupation. 77

An example used by the missionaries to persuade their readers of
the wretchedness of Indian society was the Indians' treatment of
women." E. R. Young was outraged and disgusted: "Such a thing as
genuine home life, with mutual love and sympathy existing among the
different members of the family, was unknown in their pagan state.
The men, and even boys, considered it a sign of courage and manliness
to despise and shamefully treat their mothers, wives or sisters."79 At a
coucil-fire that Young attended, a woman who attempted to speak was
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punished with three swift blows, showing "the native savage Indian
man in his true character.t'w Young lectured:
This incident gives us the true picture of paganism. The fire speeches and
etiquette and decorum of the council-fires are all very well in their place, but the
man brutally striking the woman; and I found out the next day it was a son who
struck his own mother - gives us the correct idea of savage Indian life and the
great need there is for the Gospel of the Son of God, which is the Gospel of
gentleness and love.v'

Young's books were filled with descriptions of the brutal treatment of
women in Indian society; they were tolerated as necessary evils until
they were old and feeble and then put out of existence. A chief on the
shore of Lake Winnipeg, Young claimed, strangled his mother and
burnt her remains yet, "When questioned about the horrid deed, he
coolly and heartlessly said that as she had become too old to snare
rabbits or catch fish, he was not going to be bothered with keeping her,
and so he deliberately put her to death."82
The most common criticism of the missionaries with respect to the
treatment of women was that they were burdened with all the hard
la bour. As John Maclean explained, there was originally a fair division
of labour in tribal society; the men provided food and shelter and built
the canoes while the women were left with the domestic duties of
preparing food, and hauling wood and water.P By the 1880s, when the
"lords and masters" no longer pursued the chase, they lounged at their
ease, while the women continued in their former routine. As a consequence Maclean contended, among the Cree, Blackfoot, Sarcee and
Sioux, the women were "degraded" in comparison to the men: "The
hard lot of the Indian mothers soon brings on premature old age, and
the ruddy glow that lights up the countenance of a young wife or
maiden is soon replaced by the saddened look and disproportional
form. "84 E. R. Young wrote vivid descriptions of the burdens placed on
women in tribal society and of the cruel indifference of the men:
My heart was often pained at what I saw among some of the wild savage bands
around us.... I have seen the proud, lazy hunter come stalking into the camp
with his gun on his shoulder, and in loud, imperative tones shout out to his poor
wife, who was busily engaged in cutting wood, "Get up there you dog, my squaw,
and go back on my tracks in the woods, and bring in the deer I have shot; and
hurry, for I want my food!" To quicken her steps, although she was hurrying as
rapidly as possible, a stick was thrown at her, which fortunately she was able to
dodge.v

If readers of books by John McDougall, John Maclean and
Egerton Ryerson Young were not compelled to donate to Methodist
missionary activity, they would at least have been inclined to conclude
that there was every justification and, indeed, a great need to transfer
the future of the Indians and their land into more capable hands.
Missionary publications made it clear that the Indians were a weak,
backward race. They had occupied the land for centuries, yet there was
no visible evidence of their presence. They lacked the technology to
harness the potential of the land properly, and there was no likelihood
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that they would gain the necessary skills on their own as theirs was a
static, dormant culture. Further evidence of the Indians' inferiority
was their dread and awe of natural forces and the subsequent idolatry,
ritualism and superstition associated with their religious beliefs. Tribal
life was a cruel, heartless regime of utter indifference toward the
suffering of women, the weak and the aged. Although the missionaries
pointed out that individual Indians possessed virtues such as superior
sensory abilities, knowledge of the natural world and oratorical skills,
even these sympathetic portraits tended to reinforce the inferiority of
the Indian. The Indians' virtues were primitive virtues, not worthy of
admiration beyond their own environment. The only Indians to receive
praise in the missionary literature were those who had embraced
Christianity and civilization. Heart-warming descriptions of the
wonderful changes in the village and home life of the native convert,
especially the new attitude toward women and the aged, were enough
to convince any reader that the changes brought on by the arrival of the
white man were all for the better. Not all Indians would immediately
reap the benefits of the superior civilization; the missionaries warned
that the transformation would be a lengthy process. Given the inferiority and backwardness of the Indian, it was clear that he could not enjoy
the-full benefits of citizenship. By proving the inferiority of the Indian,
the'missionaries provided justification for the appropriation of their
land; they sanctioned a system based on social inequality by writing
thaf, for years to come, Indians would have to be looked after by their
stronger, more enlightened guardians.
The missionaries' commitment to an ideal of progress and their
faith in human perfectability gave them confidence that a glorious
future was in store for the Indians. Of the three authors, John McDougall was alone in his occasional expression of anxiety and uncertainty.
Describing a tour in the spring of 1905 he wrote, "As we drive through
the Reserve we are encouraged, we are discouraged, we are elated; then
again we are ashamed and mortified, and our spirits are greatly
troubled within us."86 Yet McDougall joined with Maclean and Young
in expressing great pride in the achievements of Methodist missionaries in Western Canada who helped maintain peace and prosperity and
paved the way for the advent of the settler. "But somebody had to do
it," John McDougall congratulated himself, "There have to be trailmakers and path-finders; thus the world is explored and in due time
man begins his mission of subjection."87 McDougall was particularly
pleased when the vast resources of the West were harnessed for man's
use. In the Calgary Albertan of 24 May I 9 I I, a brief article appeared
entitled "Dr. McDougall's Vision Realized." Now proudly sporting the
honourary title "Doctor," McDougall described a morning in April
1873, when he, his father and three Indian chiefs rode up the valley of
the Bow, lunching on pemmican beside the swift waters of the Kananaskis. As McDougall and his father gazed at the mighty power of the
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Kananaskis and Horse Shoe Falls, they speculated that the time was
surely not far away when man would step in and harness these "bud
and blossom" where nature had done so much to prepare "the way.
Thirty-eight years later, McDougall and his son returned to the site of
the Horse Shoe Falls and toured the power plant where millions of tons
of water were backed up, supplying the city of Calgary with its power.
McDougall took personal pride in this achievement:
Truly, all this marvellous - brains and nature, cement and steel- verily a
strong combination and stronger still, the great God in His mighty purpose for
His own child, man .... Doubtless there are more which some day will be
developed. In the meanwhile, last Friday I stood on the edge of the chasm below
the present power plant and the huge dam above it and was thankful for this
realization of my vision - thirty-eight years and a month to wait - but what are
these periods in the presence of the' huge problem now given to men that they
should subjugate this big Dominion for the glory of God and the blessing and
comfort of man?88
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The Recognition of Leaders of the Opposition
in Alberta, 1905-1983
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Legislative Library, Edmonton, Alberta
ABSTRACT. Alberta has had a history of small oppositions. In eleven of its twenty Legislatures,
the opposition had less than fifteen percent of the seats. While the function of the Leader of the
Opposition has been recognized in Canada since 1826, there has been a considerable struggle in
Alberta to secure a regular sessional indemnity. J.U. Prowse, leader of the Liberal opposition
during most ofManning's premiership, did much to consolidate the position of the Leader of the
Opposition.
RESUME. Le peu d'importance des partis d'opposition fait partie de l'histoire de l'Alberta. Au
cours de onze parmi les vingt sessions legislatives, I'Opposition a obtenu moins de quinze pour
cent des sieges. Alors meme que la fonction de Chef de I'Opposition a ete reconnue au Canada
depuis 1826, il a fallu engager des luttes considerables en Alberta pour lui assurer des indemnites
de sessions regulieres. J.U. Prowse, Chef de I'Opposition liberale durant Ie gouvernement
Manning, fut I'architecte de la consolidation de la position de Chef de I'Opposition.

Alberta has had a long history of small oppositions. In fact, in
eleven of its twenty Legislatures the combined opposition garnered less
than. fifteen percent of the seats. In six of these Legislatures no one
opposition party had more than two seats. Alberta's twentieth Legislature opened with an opposition of four: two New Democrats and two
Independents, Immediately at issue was the question of which group
would be recognized by the Speaker, Gerard Amerongen, as the Official Opposition. At stake was the special status given to the Official
Opposition, particularly its leader, designated the 'Leader of the
Opposition,' by way of salary and other benefits provided for in the
Legislative Assembly Act and privileges in the House under the rules of
procedure or Standing Orders.
The proper functioning of a parliamentary system is based on an
adversary situation in which the government governs and takes
responsibility, while the opposition opposes and seeks to be an alternative government. There is nothing disloyal or unconstitutional about
it: it gives the public a choice of candidates and policies and encourages
the discussion necessary to democracy. When this century opened, the
arrangement was recognized throughout Canada and the Empire. But
it encountered vigorous obstacles in Alberta.
The designation 'His/ Her Majesty's Opposition' was firmly established as an integral part of the British parliamentary tradition before
Confederation. J ohn Cam Hobhouse first used the phrase in the House
of Commons on 10 April 1826.1 The designation signified, above all,
that the opposition, while critical of the present government and its
handling of the "Affairs of State," remained loyal to the Constitution.
This was an understandably important affirmation, for as one distinguished historian has noted, in centuries previous "it was ... as safe to
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be a highwayman as to be a distinguished leader of the opposition."2
The 'Leader of the Opposition' is normally the leader of that
group or party in opposition to the government having the greatest
numerical strength in the House. It is by granting this member special
consideration in parliamentary procedure that his role as leader of
His/ Her Majesty's alternate government is recognized. Further consideration is provided by granting him a special allowance in addition
to his sessional indemnity. The latter, however, is a more recent emolument of the office. Only in 1905 did the Canadian Parliament vote an
amendment to the Senate and House of Commons Act providing an
"additional sessional allowance" for the position of Leader of the
Opposition.! Westminster did not make similar provision until 1937.4
Not surprisingly, therefore, Sir Wilfrid Laurier believed it was incumbent on himself as Prime Minister to explain to the House of Commons why Canada should make this move prior to any such
development in the Mother of Parliaments. In Great Britain, he
explained:
... the men who are engaged in the task of legislating for the narion all belong to
a class which we have not in this country; that is to say they are men of leisure
and of means. In this country we have no men of leisure or of means; we are all
bound to work for the bread of every day and we must recognize this, and we are
simply recognizing it. 5

Certainly the pioneer members of Alberta's first Legislature
would have heartily agreed with such sentiments. Nonetheless, provision for the Leader of the Opposition in the new Assembly was not a
primary consideration, especially for A.C. Rutherford's Liberal
government, fresh from capturing 23 of 25 seats in the first provincial
election of 9 November 1905. Indeed, the Conservative party was in
disarray. Its leader, R.B. Bennett, later to be Canada's eleventh Prime
Minister, had suffered personal defeat in Calgary. For the duration of
the first legislature A.J. Robertson, Conservative member for High
River, was Leader of the Opposition. Yet nobody seemed to pay very
much attention. All eyes were focussed on Rutherford and the task of
establishing the foundations of a new province. A frustrated Bennett
took his seat as Leader of the Opposition after the second provincial
election (22 March 1909) but only for the first session. He then resigned
to enter federal politics. The Liberals had once again triumphed with
another landslide victory, winning thirty-seven of the forty-one seats.
Presumably "R.B." saw greener fields in Ottawa.
Bennett's successor was Edward Michener, Independent Conservative member for Red Deer. Michener was not an enthusiastic
party leader, like many Albertans harbouring a strong antipathy to
party politics. On one occasion he informed his constituents:
What we need is an honest Business Administration. I would like to see every
district elect its best business man; then there should be choosen from those business men a business administration to conduct the business of this Province. 6
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His appeal for non-partisan politics weakened the Conservative party.
Under his leadership (until 1917, when Conservative Prime Minister
Borden appointed him to the Senate) the Conservative party was
unable to provide much more than a platform to protest Liberal
partisanship. Even after leading the party to win eighteen seats in the
third provincial election (17 April, 1913) this anti-party bias lingered. 7
During the first session of this third Legislature the government of
A.L. Sifton (Rutherford's successor) included for the first time in the
Estimates a "special allowance" of $2500 for the Leader of the Opposition. Alberta was proposing to follow Ottawa's lead and grant the
Leader of the Opposition a stipend in addition to his regular indemnity. This was resisted by the opposition Conservative members. They
reasoned that by granting special recognition to one of their number,
the Legislature was in effect "aiding and abetting" partisan politics.
Premier Sifton tried to explain that the Leader of the Opposition was
put to a considerable degree of expense. Calgary Centre Conservative,
T.M. Tweedie, replied that the amount suggested was overly generous
and should be reduced to $1500. The Edmonton Bulletin reported that
"a vote was taken and resulted in the unusual spectacle of the entire
ranks of the Opposition supporting the proposed decrease of their
leader's allowance, while the Government members voted as solidly to
ha ve it retained."!
In subsequent elections the Conservatives continued to extol the
virtues of non-partisanism. In the election of 7 June 1917 they marginally improved on their standing, winning nineteen seats.? When the
United Farmers of Alberta finally decided to take direct political
action in January 1919, their decision' split the Conservative party.
George Hoadley, for example, Michener's successor, led a faction of
southern Alberta Conservatives who eventually identified themselves
with the UFA. Consequently, in the election of 18 July 1921 the
Conservative party was decimated, with only one member elected,
General Stewart of Lethbridge. 10
United Farmers like Henry Wise Wood abhorred the party system. They wished to have nothing to do with the traditional party and
parliamentary tactics. They declared that these were simply the means
whereby the "elective aristocracy" succeeded in ignoring the wishes of
the people. As United Farmers they professed to have only one loyality: their constituents. Wood himself proposed a scheme of "group
government" or occupational representation. W.L. Morton explains:
In a legislature so constituted, the traditional organization of government and
opposition parties would be impossible.... (T)here would be a composite
cabinet, made up through the proportional representation of groups in the
legislature, which was to hold office until deliberately dismissed by a vote of
want of confidence in the legislature. II

"By such devices," he continued, "the Albertans hoped to put an end to'
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the mock warfare of government and opposition and to institute stable
'non-political' government."12 Quite understandably, such views had
important implications for the office of Leader of the Opposition.
In 1921 the UFA captured thirty-nine of fifty-nine seats. They
added four more seats in the general election of 28 June 1926. 13 This
election, the official organ of the UFA declared, was confirmation of
the elimination of party politics from Alberta's public affairs. 14 Prior
to the sitting of the Legislature, the UFA convention (18-21 January)
requested the government abolish the practice of giving the opposition
leader a special allowance. IS In the Legislature Premier Brownlee
expressed his preference that the allowance be divided among the three
opposition groups.ts A resolution to this effect was adopted in the
Legislature on 28 March 1927. Alberta was not to restore payment of a
special allowance to the Leader of the Opposition until 1941.
The Brownlee resolution, however, was clearly a compromise.
The UFA membership who .were of like mind with Wood were committed in their opposition to the party system. In their scheme of
things, "Official Opposition" and "Leader of the Opposition" were
outmoded notions deserving neither recognition nor special financial
consideration. The Premier, on the other hand, while acknowledging
that no special allowance should be given the "Leader of the Opposition," claimed financial compensation was owing the group and party
opposition leaders who "had an extra re-sponsibility and rendered
special services both during the sessions and outside the house."!" In
other words, political parties had not yet been done away with entirely
in the province, hence some recognition should still be given their
leaders' contributions. An interim step, as it were, until the UFA had
wrought a complete transformation of the provincial political system
rendering political parties extinct.
An amendment to" the Legislative Assembly Act making it legally
possible for each leader of a group or party to accept this stipend was
agreed to during that same session. In 1912 the Sifton administration
had first amended this act (specifically sec. 9) in anticipation that the
Leader of the Opposition would shortly be granted a "special a11owance."18 Following British constitutional practice, sec. 9 had specifically excluded any person from being eligible to sit and vote as a
member of the Legislative Assembly who accepted or held "any office,
commission or employment ... at the nomination of the Crown ... to
which a salary or any fee, allowance or emolument ... is attached."19
Only the Speaker and Deputy Speaker were exempted.s? The 1912
amendment also exempted the Leader of the Opposition. Consequently, in 1927 this section was changed once again to exempt "any
number to whom, as the recognized leader of any group or group of
members any special allowance is paid."21 Henceforth, the recognized
leaders of all parties or groups in opposition to the government were to
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share equally the allowance once allotted the Leader of the Opposition
alone.
It should be kept in mind that the 1927 amendment abolished
neither the "Official Opposition" nor the "Leader of the Opposition."
This was merely a decision to divide funds previously given the Leader
of the Opposition. Indeed, it might be argued that any attempt to
formally abolish the "Official Opposition" could be challenged in the
courts on the grounds that it was unconstitutional.P The constitutional issue aside, however, certainly after 1927 it was immediately less
clear if there was in fact an "Official Opposition." The more fervent
among the UFA, of course, preferred to deny its existence. None was
recognized formally in the Legislature. Yet a reallocation of funds did
not prevent anyone party or group from being recognized informalty
as the chief opposition group. In fact, during the sixth Legislature the
Liberals led by J.T. Shaw appeared to be in this position.P Most
significant, however, over the next fifteen years no one group in
opposition to the government held significantly more seats than any
other opposition group. There was, therefore, little rivalry between the
leaders of the respective groups to resolve who might be primus inter
pares. The opposition groups appeared to be more or less content with
the 1927 arrangement.
A change of government after the provincial general election of 22
July 1935, an election which saw the UFA completely disappear from
the provincial political scene beneath a Social Credit electoral landslide, did not initiate any change in this regard. In this sixty-threemember Legislature, the combined opposition numbered only seven,
five Liberals and two Conservatives.' The impetus for change, it
appears, had to await the election of an opposition group of sufficient
numbers to assert for its leader recognition as chief opposition spokesman and, as such, sole recipient of the special allowance. Over the
course of the years that preceded the ninth provincial election of 21
March 1940, this eventuality was achieved, not by anyone already
sitting opposition party enjoying a resurgence of support amongst the
electorate, but by a coalition of disparate forces, including the two
traditional rivals, the Liberals and Conservatives, each united to the
other in their opposition to Social Credit.> Calling themselves initially
the People's League of Alberta.P in their efforts to coalesce all opposed
to the perceived "radicalism" of William Aberhart, they openly
declared themselves nonpartisan, charging that political party cleavage "is a destructive force, detrimental to the best interests of the
province."26 In the election campaign they ran a full slate of candidates
under the label "Independent," choosing for their election platform the
slogan "Province before Party." Their appeal proved remarkably
effective. After the votes were counted 19 were declared elected.s?
The elected Independents chose J.H. Walker (member for Warner)
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as their leader for the first session.e In light of their expectation that he
would receive the full amount ($2400) of the special allowance hitherto
divided amongst the leaders of the recognized opposition groups, they
were understandably angered by Social Credit member A.E. Fee's
resolution that only $1500 be paid. This motion was endorsed thirtythree to nineteen (the Independents voting solidly against) but not
before the Social Credit Whip (A.V. Bourcier) added insult to injury
when he informed the chamber that the opposition, being "Independents," could not have a leader, therefore the special allowance should
be forfeited. Provincial Treasurer Solon Low defended payment on the
grounds "that while the opposition was Independent now, it might be
Conservative with a leader by next year." He also noted that it was a
well-established practice to provide the opposition leader with a special allowance. "I feel that it would not be wise to eliminate the vote for
the opposition leader," he told the members.s? Low, it appears, had
some reason to be conciliatory. He knew first hand the extent of voter
support for the Independents. Walker had just come from defeating
him in Warner. Indeed, Low had taken a seat only after the Social
Credit member for Vegreville had been persuaded to resign in his
favour.
Certainly the hope cherished by all government members was that
this anti-Social Credit coalition of "Independents" was just a temporary phenomena, soon to break up as traditional partisan sentiments
reasserted themselves. They were not to be disappointed. Before the
end of the first session, the Liberals were already expressing their
determination to act independently. Yet of even greater importance,
the single man who really bound the Independents together - Aberhart - died on 23 May 1943. Ernest Manning, his successor, displayed
no signs of the dangerous "radicalism" of his mentor. The calling of the
provincial election for 8 August 1944 found the Independents as a
united group in the process of disintegration. The Liberals ran their
own campaign, nominating candidates in fourteen constituencies,
eight of which also ran Independents. Equally self-defeating, the Independent candidates (thirty-four were nominated) expressed greater
concern over the "threat of socialism" than the past performance of the
Social Credit government.w Manning had little difficulty sweeping the
election, winning fifty-one of fifty-seven seats.!' by successfully arguing that the Social Credit Party was the true bulwark of Christian
morality against the forces of godless socialism.
The Independents were a spent political force. They had succeeded in electing only three members. One of their number, J.P. Page,
member for Edmonton, was recognized as Leader of the Opposition.
Yet this group offered little in the way of a united front around which
opposition to the political machine of Ernest Manning could organize.
To fill this political vacuum was the ambition of the new leader of the
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Liberal party, J.H. Prowse. Before the eleventh provincial general
election was called, Prowse had succeeded in rebuilding the provincial
party organization with the objective of establishing the Liberal party
asa credible alternative to the Manning administration. Although over
the next ten years Prowse never did succeed in his objective of convincing the electorate and thereby winning office, his efforts did succeed in
reviving, if only through the force of his own personality, the office of
Leader of the Opposition.
The election of 17 August 1948 resulted in another overwhelming
Social Credit victory. Of the fifty-seven seats, the "Manning team"
won fifty-one. The Liberals and the CCF each won two, the Independents one and Independent Social Credit one. Prowse was elected in
Edmonton. While the results were disappointing for the Liberals, they
at least now had a foothold in the Legislature. Then the unexpected
occurred. On the second day of the first session, the Speaker
announced that he would not recognize any political party as the
Official Opposition.v The Edmonton Journal reported this as a
cabinet decision.P It was certainly unprecedented. It should be recalled
that the Brownlee decision of 1927 had also meant that no party or
group would be formally recognized as the Official Opposition. Nonetheiess, the allowance originally paid the Leader of the Opposition was
apportioned equally between the recognized leaders of all opposition
parties or groups. No such division of the allowance was contemplated
ind949. In fact, it was not until the fourth session of this eleventh
Legislature that the government relented and allowed payment of the
$1500 allowance, dividing it equally between Prowse and the CCF
provincial leader, Elmer Roper.>' This withholding of the special
allowance was to mark the beginning of a long and unrelenting struggle
between the Liberal leader and the Premier (until Prowse retired in
1958). Manning seemed determined (at least from Prowse's standpoint) to withhold recognition for as long as possible. After a Liberal
by-election victory towards the end of this eleventh Legislature (J.R.
Desfosses in Grouard) Premier Manning announced Prowse would be
recognized as Leader of the Opposition in the fifth session. Nevertheless, he would still be required to share the allowance with Roper.
Government officials explained that "it would be unfair to stop paying
Mr. Roper the $750 merely on the strength of a by-election result."35
During the next four years Prowse worked hard to improve the
fortunes of the Liberal party in Alberta. Manning, however, was firmly
in control of the province, as evidenced by the election of 5 August
1952 when he scored another victory, taking fifty-two of sixty-one
seats.v The Liberals added two more seats, firmly securing for Prowse
the office of Leader of the Opposition and extracting a concession
from the government. In 1954 an important amendment to the Legislative Assembly Act was agreed to. Added to sec. 54, which concerned
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payment of indemnities to members, was the following subsection: "In
each year there shall be paid to the recognized leader of Her Majesty's
Loyal opposition such allowances as may be voted by the Legislative
Assembly."37 It should be noted that any previous amendments to the
Act regarding payment of an allowance to the Leader of the Opposition (or as later amended, to the leaders of recognized parties or
groups) had merely affirmed the right of the recipient(s) whilst accepting payment to sit and vote as a member of the legislature. There was
not, it should be clear, any requirement in law that any payment be
made. The 1954 amendment, however, provided that payment of an
allowance to the Leader of the Opposition was henceforth established
by statute.
The Social Credit administration prided itself on its business-like
manner of handling provincial affairs. At this time of new-found
wealth from rich discoveries of oil and gas (the Leduc discovery in 1947
being the most famous), Manning's no-nonsense approach to government was viewed by many Albertans as entirely conducive to the twin
provincial goals of continued progress and greater prosperity. If
Prowse was ever to lead the Liberals to form the government, it was
imperative to undermine this faith either by exposing some instance of
gross mismanagement or by catching them, so to speak, with their
hands in the till. In March 1955, it came to light that two Social Credit
MLAs, John Landeryou (Lethbridge) and Roy Lee (Taber) were leasing an Edmonton building to the government." Their action was in
direct violation of sec. 11 of the Legislative Assembly Act then in
force.t? They were required to resign their seats immediately. Prowse
then launched his attack. In the Legislature he demanded to know how
many other members of the Assembly had contravened sec. 11 or, to be
more specific, how many members had had dealings with the government through Alberta Treasury Branches.w Facing the possibility, if
an investigation were undertaken, that forty or more members might
be forced to resign, Manning chose to try and minimize the potential
embarrassment by calling a general election on 12 May 1955. 4 1
The campaign was not a happy one for the Social Credit Party.
They were on the defensive. The result was the party's worst showing
since 1940, winning only thirty-seven seats. The Liberals, on the other
hand, nearly dou bled their vote, capturing a respectable fifteen seats.v
Ifvoter support for the government continued to erode, Prowse might
soon hope to be premier. Yet to his dismay, this goal was to elude him
forever. First, the report of the Macdonald/ Mahaffy Royal Commission, appointed immediately following the election to investigate
members' dealings with Treasury Branches, revealed nothing that
would bring down the government.v This was a setback. However, the
most serious blow to his political fortunes came when the Louis St.
Laurent Liberal government in Ottawa applied closure on the pipeline
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debate.v Liberal support plummeted. Although Prowse openly disagreed with Ottawa, he was unable to completely disassociate the
provincial Liberals from their federal counterparts. In March 1958,
Diefenbaker led the Conservatives to a landslide victory. Prowse saw
little hope of reviving Liberal support in Alberta. Less than a month
after the federal election he announced his resignation. His premonition of a Liberal rout in Alberta proved correct. In the provincial
general election of 18 June 1959, only one Liberal elected in 1955 was
retumed.s> Manning was triumphant: sixty of the sixty-four seats were
Social Credit.
During the years he spent in the Legislature, Prowse was able to
challenge Manning. It was, in fact, because of his prominence that the
office of Leader of the Op-position in Alberta was strengthened. That
this was so was made abundantly clear by the Premier's answer to an
important question facing the fourteenth Legislature: Who was to be
Leader of the Opposition? The electors had returned only four opposition members: one Liberal, one Conservative, one Coalition, and one
Independent Social Credit. As amended in 1954, the Legislative
Assembly Act made payment of an allowance to the Leader of the
Opposition mandatory.w In effect, without a further statutory change,
suspension of payment of the allowance (as had occurred when Prowse
first took his seat in 1949) was not an available option. At Manning's
own suggestion, therefore, and with the agreement of all four opposition members, for the duration of this Legislature the allowance was to
bedivided equally. There was to be no Official Opposition, the Premier
explained, numbers simply .prevented it. Yet each was to have the same
unlimited time to debate allowed himself and his cabinet colleagues.
"The government will give equal recognition to each opposition
member," he was reported as saying, "and extend to each one the
courtesies which would go to the Opposition Leader."47
A change was made to the Legislative Assembly Act. 48 As
amended, the act now provided for those occasions either where the
recognized groups sitting in opposition to the government were numerically equal, or where there were no recognized groups (as in the
fourteenth Legislature). In both instances, there would be no obvious
candidate for the office of Leader of the Opposition. The act directed
an allowance may then be voted and paid to the leader of each recognized group, or paid to each member sitting in opposition. This constituted an important change. Implied is the principle that the
opposition's function is essential and must be supported whether or
not anyone group is able to secure sufficient seats to be recognized as
the Official Opposition.
Manning retired in 1967 but not before he had led the Social
Credit party to victory in two more provincial elections, on both
occasions securing equally large majorities." Within a short time of his
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leaving, however, Peter Lougheed's Conservatives had deposed Social
Credit and in like manner held a commanding majority in the Legislature. The seventeenth provincial general election, 30 August 1971, saw
thirty-six uninterrupted years of Social Credit rule come to an end. The
party was reduced to only twenty-five seats to the Conservatives fortynine.>? The new Conservative premier then found himself facing the
largest Official Opposition ever to sit in the Alberta Assembly. No
doubt in part due to these results, his government immediately
amended the Legislative Assembly Act, striking out the 1960 amendment, and reinstated the original provision to pay only to the Leader of
the Opposition an indemnity allowance." They also added a new
provision whereby the Leader of the Opposition would be recognized
as occupying his position from election day to election day.52 Clearly
suggested by this change was formal acknowledgment that the position
of Leader of the Opposition extended well beyondjust the sitting days
of the Legislature itself.
The decision to strike out the 1960 amendment can be understood
in the light of the then generally accepted assumption that the Social
Credit party would continue to be a serious contender for political
power in the province for some time to come. Certainly few anticipated
(at least in 1971) that it would scarcely survive the decade. In fact the
party barely survived the general election of26 March 1975, which saw
the Conservatives elect sixty-nine members and Social Credit only
four.P Alberta had returned quickly to what seemed to be the normal
huge government majority confronting a tiny opposition. The 1979
and 1982 general elections only seemed to confirm this impression.>
Social Credit also followed the example of its Liberal and UFA predecessors: political extinction. Twenty-three Social Credit candidates
were nominated to run in the 1982 provincial election. All twenty-three
lost their deposit. The party received less than one percent of the vote. 55
Election day, 2 November 1982, gave rise to the perpetual question: recognition of an Official Opposition. Four opposition members
had been elected, two belonging to the New Democratic Party and two
Independents. Both groups sought the designation as Official Opposition. At issue was the criteria to be used in making the selection.
Without any directly applicable precedents in any of the parliaments of
the Commonwealth or in any of Alberta's own rules or statutes, the
Speaker's decision promised to be an important landmark. The
announcement on 11 March 1983, in favour of the NDP members, was
significant in three ways.
Firstly, the Speaker dismissed any precedents for not recognizing
an Official Opposition. In such a case there would be no Leader of the
Opposition. However, the role of Leader of the Opposition, he pointed
out, is clearly established in the Standing Orders and the Legislative
Assembly Act assumes that there will be one and provides for a special
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salary. Furthermore, "to have such a leader can be an advantage to the
opposition or at least to that part of it that may be recognized as the
'Official Opposition'." He concluded therefore: "It is clear that if any
reasonable basis can be found to recognize an official opposition and
its leader, that should be done."s6
Secondly -and the chief basis for recognizing the NDP members
-he acknowledged that where there is an equality in numbers between
two groups each claiming the designation, it should go to that group
whose members belong to the same party. Membership in a political
party, .in other words, in this context is of some significance in the
Assembly. He explained: "Party organizations outside the Assembly
are known to assist members with their work in the Assembly. In the
present case that also must be taken in account because of the equal
numbers of the two opposition teams in the House.t''"
And thirdly, his decision re-affirmed the pre-eminent role of the
Speaker in deciding on such issues that affect the Assembly. He
declared:
All opposition members agree that the question of recognition is a duty of the
Speaker. It is not a government matter nor a political or party matter. It is true
that, in Alberta prior to 1970, once or possibly twice the government seems to
have become involved when there was a question of amending the Legislative
A~sembly Act to divide or change the amount of the opposition leader's special
hcnorarium. Apart from those very rare exceptions, it appears that wherever the
question has arisen, it has been a matter for the Speaker to deal with. S8

Speaker Amerongen's decision deserves special recognition. An
important principle of the British parliamentary system is that the
Legislature will be master of its own rules and procedures. The guardian of the privileges of the Legislature and its impartial presiding
officer is the Speaker. The Speaker, by affirming his authority to
decide this issue for the House, was instrumental in defending the
rights of the opposition. Undoubtedly in itself this is a singularly
important precedent. The Speaker's authority was confirmed by the
Legislature when on 6 June 1983 royal assent was given to an amendment to the Legislative Assembly Act which further empowered the
Speaker, if he did not recognize any Member as the Leader of the
Opposition, to "direct the apportionment of the salary that would
otherwise be payable ... to one or more of the Members sitting in
opposition to the government."
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APPENDIX
Election

Standing

Leader of the
Opposition

1905November 9

Lib. 23
Cons. 2

A.J. Robertson
(Cons.)

R.B. Bennett, Conservative leader,
failed to win a seat. No special
allowance paid to Leader of the
Opposition.

R.B. Bennett (Cons.)

Bennett was Leader of the Opposition for the first session. The
second session began on 10 Nov.
1910. Bennett was shortly to resign
to enter federal politics. His successor as Leader of the Opposition was
E. Michener who was also elected
leader of the Conservative party.
No special allowance paid to
Leader of the Opposition.

1909 March 22

Lib. 37
Cons. 2
Ind. Cons. I
Labour I

E. Michener
(Ind. Cons.)

Notes

1913 April 17

Lib. 38
Cons. 18

E. Michener (Cons.)

$2500 special allowance voted by
the Legislature to the Leader of the
Opposition. An amendment to the
Legislative Assembly Act (1909)
had been voted by the previous
Legislature (assented to 16 Feb.
1912).
..

1917June 7

Lib. 34
Cons. 19
Ind. 3

G. Hoadley (Cons.)
J. Ramsey (Cons.)
A.F. Ewing (Cons.)

Michener was appointed to the
Senate in 1917. G. Hoadley was
elected "as interim Conservative
House leader. February 1920 J.
Ramsey was selected as his successor and in February 1921 A.F.
Ewing.

1921July 18

UFA 39
Lib. 13
Labour 4
Cons. I
Ind. 2

J.R. Boyle (Lib.)

Boyle appointed to the Supreme
Court of Alberta in 1924. C. R.
Mitchell was chosen Liberal leader.
In 1926 Mitchell was appointed to
the Supreme Court of Alberta. J.C.
Bowen was chosen acting House
leader. J. T. Shaw was chosen
leader of the Liberal party. He,
however, did not have a seat in the
fifth legislature.

1926June 28

UFA
Lib.
Labour
Cons.
Ind. Lab.

43
7
5
4
I

C.R. Mitchell (Lib.)
J.C. Bowen (Lib.)

No Leader of the
Opposition formally
recognized.

Prior to the sitting of the first session
of the sixth Legislative (10 Feb.
1927), the UF A convention requested the government abolish the
practice of giving the opposition
leader a special allowance. Premier
Brownlee chose instead to divide
the allowance among the three parties on the opposition side. Resolution to this effect passed in the
Legislature 28 Mar. 1927. An amendment to the Legislative Assembly
Act was voted (assented to 2 April
1927). Party leaders: Liberal J.T.
Shaw; Labour, F.J. White; Conservative, A.A. MacGillivray and
subsequently D.M.Duggan. MacGillivray resigned from the leadership of
the Conservative party, 12 Nov.
1929, to accept an appointment to
the Supreme Court of Alberta.
D.M. Duggan was elected to succeed him on II Jan. 1930. J.T. Shaw
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retired from the leadership of the
Liberal party and J.W. McDonald
was elected as his successor on 27
March 1930. Shaw remained Liberal House leader until the end of
the fourth session of the sixth Legislature (3 April 1930). McDonald
did not have a seat in the sixth
Legislature.

1930June 19

UFA 39
Lib. II
Cons. 6
Labour 4
Ind. 3

No Leader of the
Opposition formally
recognized.

Allowance for Leader of the Opposition divided among party and
group leaders; Liberal, G.H.
Webster and subsequently W.R.
Webster; Conservative, D.M. Duggan; Labour, F.J. White Independents, F.C. Moyer. Liberal Leader
J. W. McDonald failed to win a seat
in the seventh Legislature. On 29
Dec. 1930, G. H. Webster was
chosen as party House Leader. In
October 1932, W.R. Howson was
chosen Liberal leader and House
Leader. F.C. Moyer recognized as
spokesman for the Independents
commencing the third session.

1935 July 22

SC 56
Lib. 5
Cons. 2

No Leader of the
Opposition formally
recognized

Allowance for Leader of the Opposition divided among party leaders:
Conservative, D. M. Duggan;
Liberal, W.R. Howson and subsequently J.J. Bowlen and E.L. Gray.
W.R. Howson appointed to the
Supreme Court of Alberta during
first session. J.J. Bowlen succeeded
to the Liberal leadership in the
House. Bowlen remained leader
until 1937 when he relinquished the
leadership to E.l. Gray.

1940March 21

SC 36
Ind. 19
CCF I
Lib. I

J.H. Walker (Ind.)
A. Speakman (Ind.)
J.C. Mahaffy (Ind.)
J.H. Walker (Ind.)

1944August 8

1948 August 17

SC 51
CCF 2
Ind. 3
Vet. Rep. I

SC 51
CCF 2
Lib. 2
Ind. I
Ind. SC I

Legislature agreed to pay the special allowance only to the leader of
the Independents, thereby defacto
restoring payment to the Leader of
the Opposition. ( I April, 1941) J. H.
Walker was Independent House
leader for the first session; A. Speakman for the second; J.C. Mahaffy
for the third; and J.H. Walker once
again for the fourth.

J.P. Page (Ind.)

Walker, Speakman and Mahaffy
were not returned in the 1944 election. (Walker was defeated, Speakman had died in 1943 and Mahaffy
did not seek re-election. J.P. Page,
president of the Independent Citizen's Association of Alberta, was
recognized leader of the Opposition.

None formallv recognized until J. H.
Prowse (Lib.) in the
fifth session.

The Speaker announced on the
second day of the first session that
he would not recognize anyone
political party as the Official Opposition (18 Feb. 1949). Commencing fourth session, the leaders of
the liberal and CCF parties (J.H.
Prowse and E. Roper) shared the
allowance for Leader of the Opposition. For the fifth session Prowse
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1952August 5

1955June 29

1959June 18

1963June 17
1967May 23
1971August 30

1975March 26

1979March 14

1982 November 2
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SC
Lib.
CCF
Cons.
Prog.Cons.
SC
Lib.
Cons.
CCF
Ind. SC
Coalition
Lib. Cons.
Ind.
SC
Cons.
Lib.
Ind. SC
Coalition
SC
Lib.
Coalition
SC
Cons.
Lib.
Ind.
Cons.
SC
NDP

52
4
2

J.H. Prowse (Lib.)

I
I

37
15
3
2

J.H. Prowse (Lib.)
J.W.G. MacEwan
(Lib.)

recognized as Leader of the Opposition but continued to share the special allowance with Roper.
Amendment to Legislative Assembly
Act. sec. 54, providing for the payment of an allowance to the Leader
of the Opposition (assented to 8
April 1954).
In April 1958 Prowse announced he
would resign. At the leadership convention in December, J.W.G.
MacEwan was elected his successor.

I
I
I
I

60
I
I
I
I

59
3

No Leader of the
opposition formally
recognized.

Allowance for Leader of the Opposition divided among opposition
members. Amendment to Legislative Assembly Act voted permitting
division of allowance (assented to
II April 1960).

M. Maccagno (Lib.)

--"._--

I

55
6
3

P. Lougheed (Cons.)

I

49
25
I

Cons. 69
SC 4
NDP I
Ind. I
Cons. 74
SC 4
NDP I

Cons. 75
NDP 2
Ind. 2

H. Strom (SC)
J.D. Henderson (SC)
R.C. Clark (SC)

Amendment to the Legislative
Assembly Act removing the 1960
provision where there is no recognized Leader of the Opposition
(assented to I June 1972). H. Strom
announced during the first session
that he was resigning as Social
Credit leader. At the Feb. 1973convention W. Schmidt was elected
leader. Schmidt did not have a seat
in the 17th Legislature. James D.
Henderson became temporary Social Credit House Leader for the
second session (beginning 19 Feb.
1973). R.C. Clark was Social Credit
House Leader for the third and
fourth sessions.

R.C. Clark (SC)

Schmidt failed to win a seat. At the
Social Credit leadership convention
following the election, R.C. Clark
was chosen leader.
Clark resigned as leader 30 Nov.
1980.The subsequent Social Credit
leadership convention chose R.
Sykes as leader. Sykes did not have
a seat in the 19th Legislature. On 15
Dec. 1980,R.A. Speaker was named
Social Credit House Leader.
Decision of the Speaker, Gerard
Amerongen (II Mar. 1983).
Amendment to the Legislative Assembly A ct voted empowering the
Speaker to divide the allowance
(assented to 6 June 1983).

R.C. Clark (SC)
R.A. Speaker (SC)

G. Notley (NDP)
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NOTES
House of Commons, Debates, United Kingdom, 2nd. Series, XV. 135 (10 April 1826).
T.B. Macaulay, quoted in T.A. Hockin, "The Role of the Loyal Opposition in Britain's House
of Commons: Three Historical Paradigms," Parliamentarv Affairs, vol. 25 (1971-1972), p. 54.
4-5 Edward VII c.43.
I Edward 8 & I Geo. 6 c.38.
House of Commons, Debates, 17 July 1905, p. 9729.
Quoted in The Canadian Annual Review. (Toronto: Canadian Review Co. Ltd., 1913).637.
The results were: Liberal 38, Conservative 18.
Edmonton Bulletin, 18 October 1913.
The results were: Liberal 34, Conservative 19. Independent 3.
The results were: UFA 30, Liberal 13, Conservative I. Independent 2.
W.L. Morton, The Progressive Party in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
1950), 150.

12

Ibid., 151.

13

The results were: UFA 43, Liberal 7, Labour 5. Conservative 4, Independent Labour I.
The U.F.A., 2 July 1926, 6.
Ibid., 15 February 1927, 26.
Edmonton Journal, 29 March 1927.
Edmonton Journal, 29 March 1927.
Statutes of Alberta, 1911-12, cA, sec.32.
Statutes of Alberta, 1909, c. 2, sec.9. The intention behind this provision is to ensure that
members of the Legislature are free of any tie to the Crown that might prevent them from
speaking freely in the Assembly or serving the needs of their constituents. In other words. this
provision prevented the Crown from "buying" the Assembly's support by simply opening up
its purse.
Sec. 16 of the Legislative Assembly Act (1909) required that members accepting a cabinet
appointment must resign their seats and seek re-election. If re-elected, and while holding a
cabinet post, they might then receive a ministerial salary in addition to their sessional
indemnity. This practice was not abolished in Alberta until 1926 (Statutes ofAlberta, 1926,
c.3, sec.6).
Statutes of Alberta, 1927, c.3, sec.2.
The preamble to the British North A merica Act (1867) refers to Canada having "a Constitution similar in Principle to that of the United Kingdom." Whether or not the existence of an
"Official Opposition" is thereby a Constitutional requirement has not been brought before the
courts. This phrase has been used, however. to protect civil liberties. See, for example. the
famous Alberta press case of 1938 (Reference Re Alberta Statutes In The Supreme Court of
Canada (1938) S.C.R. 100).
The general election of28 June 1926 resulted in the following standings in the House: UFA 43.
Liberal 7, Labour 5, Conservative 4, Independent Labour I.
This particular episode in Alberta political history is examined at length in Meir Serfaty's
doctoral dissertation, "Structure and Organization of Political Parties in Alberta. 1935-1971."
(Ph.D. diss., Carleton University, 1976).
Founded in 1935. they formed an alliance with the Conservative Party under the name Unity
Council in 1937. Before the election was called the Liberals had joined also.
Calgary Herald, 5 March 1937; quoted in Serfaty, "Structure and Organization," p. 64.
The results were Social Credit 36, Independent 19, CCF I, Liberal I, The popular vote was the
closest in Alberta history, with the Social Credit Party receiving only 2,266 votes more than
the Independent candidates (Social Credit 132,869. Independents 130,603).
It was decided at a caucus meeting of the Indepedent MLAs (January 1941) that the position
of House Leader would not be permanent. an election would be held annually. Subsequently,
A. Speakman was chosen for the second sessioru JoC. Mahaffy for the third; and J.H. Walker
again for the fourth.
Edmonton Bulletin, 28 March 1941.
A week after the dissolution of the Alberta Legislature (July 7) the CCF won 47 of 55 seats in
Saskatchewan.
The results were: Social Credit 51, Independent 3. CCF 2. Veteran's Representative I.
Journals ofthe Legislative Assembly ofthe Province of A lberra (First Session) 1949. vol. LI
(Edmonton: A. Shnitka, King's Printer. 1949), 14.
Edmonton Journal, 17 February 1949.
One might note, by dividing this sum, total payments to opposition group or party leaders had
now been reduced to $1500 compared to the 1927 allowance of $2400.
Calgary Herald, 20 February 1952. According to the Public A ccounts for the year ending 31
.
March, 1952. J.H. Prowse received $1000 and Roper $500.
The results were: Social Credit 52, Liberal 4, CCF 2. Conservative I, Progressive Conservative I, Independent Social Credit I.
Statutes of Alberta, 1954, c.55. sec.3.
A more detailed discussion of what follows can be found in Ernest Watkins. The Golden
Province, Political Alberta (Calgary: Sandstone Publishing Ltd., 1980), chapter 17.
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Sec. II stated: "No person whosoever, holding or enjoying, undertaking or executing, directly
or indirectly, alone or with any other, by himself or by the interposition of a trustee or third
party, any contract or agreement with His Majesty, or with any public officer or department,
with respect to the public service of Alberta, or under which any public money of Alberta has
been paid to and accepted by any such person for any service or work, matter or thing, shall be
eligible to be a member of the Legislative Assembly or to sit or vote in the same." (Revised
Statutes of Alberta, 1942, c.4).
The Branches were a section of the Provincial Treasury, and thereby of the government.
To avoid this problem in the future, sec. II was changed in the Revised Statutes of Alberta
(1955) to include a clause that specifically exempted dealings with Treasury Branches from
this disqualification. (Revised Statutes of Alberta, 1955, c. 174).
Polling took place on 29 June. The results were: Social Credit 37, Liberal 15, Conservative 3,
CCF 2, Independent Social Credit I, Coalition I, Liberal-Conservative I, Independent I.
Social Credit received 46.4% of the popular vote; the Liberals received 30.8%.
Manning announced the appointment of the commission in August, 1955. The Commission
published its report on 9 June 1956.
May 1956.
Mike Maccagno, member for Lac la Biche.
Supra, Statutes of Alberta, 1954, c.55, sec.3.
Edmonton Journal, 13 February 1960.
Statutes of Alberta, 1960, c.55, sec.3.
The results of the fifteenth provincial election (17 June 1963) were: Social Credit 59, Liberal 3.
Coalition I. The results of the sixteenth (23 May 1967) were: Social Credit 55, Conservative 6,
Liberal 3, Independent I.
The results of the election were: Conservative 49, Social Credit 25, NDP I.
Statutes of Alberta, 1972, c.60, sec. 2.
Ibid., Legislative Assembly Act, sec. 52(3).
The results were: Conservative 69, Social Credit 4, NDP I, Independent I.
In the nineteenth general election (14 March 1979), the results were: Conservative 74, Social
Credit 4, NDP I. In the twentieth general election the results were: Conservative 75, NDP 2,
Independent 2.
Province of Alberta, Report of the Chief Electoral Officer (1982), pp. 7-10.
Alberta Hansard, II March, 1983. p. 9.
Ibid., p. 10.
Ibid., p. 9.
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Aberhart and the Calgary Prophetic Bible Institute
David R. Elliott and Iris Miller
ABSTRACT. The Calgary Prophetic Bible Institute has been cited as evidence of William
Aberhart's keen organizational abilities. A more careful examination indicates that it was subject
to incredible disruption and chaos prior to the closing of its doors six years after his death. If it
reflects anything, the Institute mirrors the internal dynamics normal to the evolution of a cult.
RESUME. L'Institut Prophetique de la Bible a ete cite comme etant la preuve des excellentes
facultes d'organisation de William Aberhart. Un examen plus approfondi montre que cette
institution fut soumise a une dislocation incroyable et a une situation cahotique six ans avant la
fermeture de ses portes et la mort d'Aberhart. S'il ya une conclusion a tirer de ces evenernents,
c'est que l'Institut est Ie miroir de la dynamique interne normale de revolution d'une culte.
David R. Elliott, M.A. is a graduate of the University of Calgary and is currently teaching
history and archaeology for Malaspina College, Nanaimo, British Columbia. Iris Miller is a
freelance writer and commercial artist living in Ottawa. This research was aided by a travel grant
from the Canadian Plains Research Center.

For much of his life and career, William Aberhart (1878-1943)
was intimately associated with the Calgary Prophetic Bible Institute,
established by him in 1927. While Harold J. Schultz saw it as one
manifestation of Aberhart's organizational genius, I within six years of
hisdeath it was broken by internal strife and had closed its doors. A
study of the Calgary Prophetic Bible Institute (CPBI) reveals much
about the dynamics of Aberhart's leadership, his place in Alberta's
religious life and about religious sectarianism in the province.
The CPBI grew out of Aberhart's Bible classes which had been
associated with various Calgary Presbyterian, Methodist, and Baptist
churches. By 1926 he had concentrated most of his activities at Westbourne Baptist Church, but his large public meetings there on Sunday
afternoons soon outgrew its limited facilities and he moved to more
spacious quarters. His meetings opened with a lively session of hymnsinging, followed by a lecture, and a question-and-answer period.
Usually Aberhart was the lecturer, but sometimes visiting speakers and
local clergy addressed the crowd.
Aberhart's fundamentalist teachings fought the current trends in
theology which emphasized biblical criticism, evolutionary theories,
humanism, and the social gospel. Fundamentalism, however, involved
more than an effort by theological conservatives to recapture the
churches and seminaries from liberals. Fundamentalism introduced a
creedal structure and authoritarian leadership into churches which had
traditionally been non-creedal, democratic, and autonomous. For
example, ministers previously had been regarded as employees of the
church; under fundamentalism they often became the rulers. Furthermore, Aberhart and many other fundamentalists used the controversy
to promote a radical and alien system of eschatology known as dispensationalism, which attempted to resolve biblical difficulties by dividing
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the scriptures up into different sections applicable to various peoples
and times.?
Those who desired to learn more of Aberhart's theological system
could enroll in the Calgary Bible Institute's week-night classes which
be began in 1923.3 This Bible Institute, which was held at Westbourne
Baptist, offered three ten-week courses. One class for Christian
workers dealt with Bible teaching, preaching, and effective Christian
organization; another class for Sunday School teachers studied, under
Aberhart's guidance, the International Sunday School Lessons; and
yet another dealt with "how we got the Bible." Soon Aberhart added
correspondence courses.s
During the summer of 1925, while Aberhart made plans for
another session of the Bible Institute, he felt something on a grander
scale was necessary to counter the influences of modernism. After he
had talked to the executive of the Prophetic Conference, a motion was
made and passed that a "Bible Institute be established with M~. Aberhart as Dean and the Prophetic Conference committee be the board of
governors."! While funding for this project was still an unsolved pro blem, before the year was out Aberhart and his followers had a plan.
In November of 1925, Aberhart began broadcasting the Sunday
afternoon meetings of the Prophetic Conference over CFCN. To the
faithful at West bourne and the regulars at the Palace Theatre (often
600 on Sunday afternoons) Aberhart now added thousands of rural
newcomers and a wider revenue base.
While the public meetings of the Calgary Prophetic Conference
were ostensibly interdenominational, Aberhart, the Conference executive, and West bourne Baptist Church were increasingly at odds. As
early as 1920, after having been exposed to Pentecostalism, Aberhart
began to introduce "charismatic" practices into Westbourne. Rebaptism "in the name of the Lord Jesus," the laying on of hands, and
apostleship became part of the creed of the church.' In 1923, when
some members of the Conference executive objected, Aberhart had
them removed by a motion which declared that the executive had to
belong to Westbourne.? Now formally part of Westbourne, the CPBI
overshadowed it.
In March of 1926, the Prophetic Conference executive approached the church with a scheme to make the Institute a joint
undertaking. With contributions from the radio audience steadily
increasing, Aberhart was confident that he could raise $15,000 in
Calgary and $25,000 in rural Alberta. If the $10,000 which Westbourne
could contribute was added they could jointly build a $50,000 Bible
Institute and church large enough for classrooms, offices, a library,
dormitories, and a beautiful church auditorium. The Deacons' report
recommended the scheme to church members and they adopted it
enthusiastically.
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West bourne's participation in this new venture, the Westbourne
Prophetic Bible Institute Church Association, was short-lived.! In
June 1926, the Prophetic Conference formally disassociated itself from
West bourne Church. The Institute instead became the project of the
Bible Conference, with Westbourne being given the first opinion to
rent the new church auditorium.
Under the original plan, Westbourne's pastor was to be both the
head of the Institute and church. But the relationship between elements
of the congregation and Aberhart had become so strained that Aberhart feared a split might cause him to lose control of the Institute. The
conference executive was convinced, therefore, of the desirability of
having the Institute firmly in their own hands. Given Baptist practice
which allowed 51 % of any group of Church voters to take over the new
Institute if they wished, Aberhart justifiably felt threatened. The people who had already contributed towards the building fund were
contacted about the proposed change in ownership and advised that, if
they were dissatisfied with the new arrangement, their money would be
refunded. There were apparently no such requests and the fund
remained available for the Institute's building programme."
In September of 1926, Aberhart started another venture - a
Radio-Sunday School.!? A portion of his afternoon was devoted to
broadcasting to children. He provided them with religious literature
purchased from the American Baptist headquarters in Philadelphia.
Later.fearing modernism was creeping into this material, he wrote his
own lessons, each specifically designed for a certain age group, with
enough different lessons so that a child could move up to the next stage
without duplicating subject matter. Aberhart placed the operation of
this ministry in the hands of one of the Conference executives, Charles
R. Pearce, who was provided with a press to print the lessons. Each
child received a monthly individually-addressed lesson regardless of
the number of children in the family. An examination accompanied
each lesson and handsome prizes were awarded to conscientious students. Volunteers assisted in the marking and mailing. The considerable expense of this scheme, fifty cents per student per year, was carried
entirely by subscription from the general radio audience not by the
children. I I
Yet, in spite of Aberhart's new ventures - the plans for the Bible
Institute and the Radio Sunday School - all was not well at Westbourne. The organizational structure which made Hansell, the minister, subordinate to Aberhart created tensions. One group rallied
around the former, while another supported Aberhart. Aberhart also
lost face when some of the inner core of the Conference executive
would not allow him to invest the building fund in a confidence
scheme.t! Aberhart, ready to quit, considered becoming the minister of
a prestigous Portland, Oregon, Baptist church. But when that option
failed, he was left with only one choice-get rid of the opposition.
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On Sunday, 10 October 1926, Hansell announced his resignation
from the church. He could no longer abide by the quasi-pentecostal
doctrines which Aberhart had introduced into the church. Hansell's
resignation was accepted effective immediately. With him went a
number of his supporters. For the next few weeks Hansell aired his
dissatisfaction with Aberhart's doctrines through the press and various
pulpits. 13
After Hansell's departure Aberhart preached a series of sermons
on the questioned doctrines and printed a new creed which contained
no mention of the duties of the minister whatsoever, but spelled out in
detail the position and duties of the apostle, a role he would fill. Two
classes of church membership were defined: general and active. The
latter were those who had been baptized "in the name of the Lord
Jesus," had hands laid on them, and were exercising their spiritual
gifts.t- Rigid rules of behaviour were also outlined. Westbourne
showed evidence of becoming a museum for saints rather than a
hospital for sinners. Hansell's defection also marked Westbourne's
break with the Baptist Union of Western Canada and the end of
co-operation with other denominations. The organization had become
a true sect - it was elitist, isolationist, and had a unique doctrinal
system.
Far from tiring Aberhart, the pace of events and-the added
responsibilities seemed to stimulate him. He began putting all of his
efforts into the new building. He promoted the idea of "selling" parts of
the building programme: "sods," "bricks," and "rafters." One hundred
dollars would buy a "sod," and two dollars a "brick." Children under
sixteen could purchase a "brick" for one dollar. A printed leaflet
invited people to "lay a brick for us." Attached to the leaflet was a
"mortar coupon" representing the price of the mortar to set each brick.
Aberhart's excitement was evident. "It will be," he declared triumphantly, "a school where the fundamentals of the Bible will be
taught in all their simplicity and power.... We have already received
enough money to turn the sods and lay the foundation ... and now we
must prepare for the superstructure."IS He even organized an inexpensive form of competition among the members of the Conference executive. The member who sold the most "bricks" would be treated to a
supper by the others. Aberhart often exploited the competitive spirit,
knowing that, small as the prestige of the reward might be, it added
that extra element of excitement which kept morale high.
Aberhart raised an incredible $30,000 mainly through his radio
appeals. Though the country had recovered from the economic slump
of the early twenties, Aberhart's contributors were not wealthy and the
population of the province was no more than about 600,000. However,
sixty-five thousand dollars were needed to complete the Institute. To
raise this money he issued eight percent bonds to the general public,
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Figure L The CPBI Executive in 1927. Aberhart stands fifth from the left. (Courtesy: Provincial
Archives of Alberta).

paying three percent more than the current yield offered by the banks.
The scheme was an unqualified success; the bonds were oversubscribed. Knowing that the success of the project depended on Aberhart,
the Conference executive took out an insurance policy on his life, so
that in the event of his death they would not be left with an empty
mortgaged building. Many people donated their interest as it became
due; many even donated their bonds.
It was decided to incorporate the building under the Church
Holding Act as the "Calgary Prophetic Bible Institute Church Incorporated" to render it exempt from taxes. Most of West bourne's congregation and the radio audience knew nothing of this fictitious "church."
Its membership consisted solely of the executive members of the Prophetic Conference whose tenure in turn depended on Aberhart.!s
In March 1927, six months after the radio campaign had begun,
the land for the Calgary Prophetic Bible Institute at 516-8th Ave. S. W.
was purchased for $5,300. This location, on Calgary's main street, was
on the edge of the business district. As soon as the old bookstore
occupying the site had been pulled down and the construction begun,
the Aberhart family saw less and less of their head. Immediately after
school was over, Aberhart headed for the Institute site. He wandered
happily from one building operation to another, enquiring into progress and seeing that all was to his liking. Already he had worked out
the syllabus of courses and was mustering voluntary teachers to give
daytime lessons. His own teaching would have to be done in the
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evening. He was also registering students, for he wanted the Institute to
start at the beginning of the school year in September.
Construction delays postponed the opening of the new Bible
Institute. The two-storey building was less elaborate than had been
originally planned; the architecture was simpler and there were no
dormitories for the students. Nevertheless, when Aberhart walked into
the Institute for his first evening of teaching in November 1927, he had
realized many of his life's dreams. Here he was free to use his full
teaching powers without check to mold young minds in the religious
subjects which interested him most.
Aberhart's life, divided as it was between high school and Institute
teaching and administration, was now very busy. There were now two
sets of lessons to prepare and deliver, a double quantity of work to
correct and assess, two sets of end-of-term examinations to prepare,
two timetables to organize, two staffs of teachers, and two schools of
students to guide and govern. Classes went to 10:00 PM. If he was not
teaching some nights, he still was involved in activities every night of
the week. The Young People's Society of West bourne Church, which
included everyone from the ages of nine to ninety, met Monday evenings. Prayer meeting was on Wednesday evening. Classes were also
held on Saturday, and on Saturday night his wife Jessie prepared a
roast-beef supper in the Institute basement for the students and staff.
Then the students went out street preaching. There were also Institute
board meetings and deacons' meetings to preside over. When Westbourne was without a minister, he often worked until 4:00 or 5:00AM on
Sunday, preparing his sermons for the morning and evening services
and his lecture for the afternoon broadcast.
It was hard even for those close to Aberhart to understand how he
could manage this double life. They did not understand how the
circumspect servant of-the Board of Education in the well-pressed
business suit and round-lensed pince-nez, preserving the static propriety of scholastic routine, could also rouse a multitude to revolt against
the mainline churches. Believing his heart to be completely in his
religious work, some of his followers suggested that he give up his
school and devote his full time to the Institute. He replied, "What
would I do if people turned against me? What about my pension?"
Aberhart's satisfaction in having piloted the West bourne ship into
a safe haven was shared by his crew, but the silt had scarcely settled
over their anchor when another mighty storm developed. Hints of the
pending crisis emerged in June 1928, when the Rev. W. W. Silverthorne, hired in 1927, submitted his resignation to the congregation.
As in the Hansell case, members of the congregation had polarized
themselves around either Aberhart or Silverthorne. Silverthorne was
not strong enough to handle the problems that this created, however.
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There were also hints in the church minutes that doctrinal conflicts
were involved.
For a period of time the Westbourne church searched for another
pastor but, as the weeks passed, it was becoming obvious that it would
be difficult to hire a minister while Aberhart held any position of
authority in the church. Furthermore, the church could not afford to
hire a new minister. According to the original arrangement, the
members of West bourne were to occupy the Institute building, contributing "not less that $600 per month," that sum to be made up from the
offerings from three Sundays each month.!? Apparently, the tense
atmosphere was already causing contributions to be withheld, and
after the first year it was obvious that the offerings were not sufficient
to cover the amount. Aberhart recommended that something be done.
The rest of the Deacons' Board protested that they were helpless. The
dispute became increasingly bitter. On 20 March 1929, at a meeting
from which Aberhart was absent (he was at a school board meeting
where his extra curricular activities were being investigated), the congregation decided to reduce its payment to $350 per month and no
longer to pay for the Bible Institute's radio broadcasts. The church's
financial structure was also to be revised.
Aberhart was unhappy about these new arrangements, but this
time his resignation would not cause the mutineers to throw down their
arms. This time his demands were too great. The influence which had
enabled him to lead West bourne through its strange spiritual and
temporal evolution was now broken. He tried to gain the upper hand
by entangling his bewildered opponents in points of order and leaving
them to disentangle themselves with the aid of legal advice. But
the church members this time displayed a determination equal to
Aberhart's.
FinallY,a majority of the church membership reluctantly
acknowledged the only possible solution: a return to the old Westbourne Baptist Church building. Aberhart agreed that the dissidents
should return to the old church building, but suggested an amendment
giving him authority to establish a new church for his supporters.
Aberhart's request to start a new congregation rested on his idea of
church succession - no new church was legitimate unless it had been
duly authorized by another legitimate church. Aberhart contended
that his chain of succession extended from West bourne back to the
original apostles although some of the links were extremely fuzzy. 18
The dissidents decided they would allow Aberhart to start a new
congregation and organized a new set of deacons for him. The property
was also divided. The West bourne congregation would have full possession of the old church and property. The group remaining with
Aberhart would get the Institute building. Even though the members
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of West bourne had contributed heavily to the financing of the Institute
there was no attempt to wrest the building from Aberhart. The rest of
the chattels were evenly divided between the two groups, even down to
the saucers in the kitchen.
Those who remained with Aberhart to form a new church consisted mainly of younger people without Baptist roots who had been
converted through his ministry. Their religious loyalty was mainly to
Aberhart who had taught them much of the only Christianity they
knew. In some ways, the split strengthened Aberhart's personal power
for he now had control of his own building and. his own church.
The new congregation decided to call itself the Bible Institute
Baptist Church. The arrangements by which the new church occupied
the Calgary Prophetic Bible Institute were very much like those existing under West bourne's tenancy; the church had to carry a great part of
the expenses of the Institute, its broadcasts, and activities.
Another consequence of West bourne's defection was a severe
reduction in teaching staff since many of the teachers stayed with
Westbourne. Aberhart replaced them with part-time housewives and
school teachers who taught part-time. Their only theological education was what they had learned from Aberhart.
Changes also had to be made in the executive of the Calgary
Prophetic Bible Institute "Church" - the organization which served as
a tax shelter for the Bible Institute. Only three of the executive
members had remained with Aberhart: Dr. Harvey, a dentist, Fred
Battisto, a hot tempered Corsican who operated Hunt's Bone Yard, an
auto wrecking firm, and Charles R. Pearce, a grocery salesman who
managed the Radio Sunday School. From among his loyal supporters
Aberhart added four more to the executive. As before with Westbourne, most of the members of the Bible Institute Baptist Church
were not aware of this hidden board which held legal title to all of the
property. The new church had no legal property and was only a tenant;
this again would cause problems in the future.
In 1930, Aberhart was able to hire an old friend from Ontario, the
Rev. Dr. Andrew Imrie, as pastor of the Bible Institute Baptist Church
and a teacher in the CPBI. This arrangement worked well until Aberhart's involvement with Social Credit economics placed an ideological
and personal strain on their relationship. Imrie was opposed to having
the pulpit used as a political platform. He also, like Hansell and
Silverthorne before him, found the congregation polarizing around
him and Aberhart, and he was unable to establish his identity as the
church's pastor while Aberhart held the position of apostle (or bishop).
After a stormy session Imrie resigned in 1933. 19 He left a broken man.
The following year, the Bible Institute Baptist Church hired the
Rev. M.L. Burget from Denver, Colorado. His ministry lasted until
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Figure 2. The CPBI, circa 1940. (Courtesy: The late Rev. Cyril Hutchinson).

19~7when he suffered a nervous breakdown. Like his predecessors he
could not work effectively with Aberhart. He did not have a strong
enoughpersonality to control the various factions in the church, all
trying to exert their own leadership while Aberhart was away in
Edmonton after becoming premier in August 1935. Burget also found
itdifficult working in a church which had been turned into the Social
Credit headquarters. Added to that, he found himself unsympathetic
to certain of Aberhart's doctrines. The stress broke his health.
The educational activities of the CPBI continued after Aberhart
entered political office. The principalship had been turned over to
Cyril Hutchinson (1906-1980), one of Aberhart's first students in the
Calgary Bible Institute. Under Hutchinson's leadership the CPBI
became more like other educational institutions, offering day classes
and diplomas. Most matters still had to be forwarded to Aberhart for
his approval, but his active involvement with the CPBI became limited
to attending radio broadcasts on alternate Sundays. He no longer
taught classes on a regular basis.
After the Rev. M. L. Burget's departure, the Bible Institute Baptist
Church was served by Mr. E.L.J. Hughes, of mysterious background.
He lasted less than a year. He was extremely disliked by the congregation because of his tactlessness and coarse manners. When the congregation demanded that Hughes be replaced, Aberhart refused to do so.
When the protests continued, Hughes was let go in the fall of 1938.20
In their search for another pastor the congregation advertised
widely. Eventually the Rev. Ralph C. Crouse of Denver was hired.
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Crouse's ministry lasted approximately four months and he left after
crisis which was the greatest challenge to his religious authority Aberhart had ever faced. It all began after Crouse objected to the political
content of Aberhart's Sunday afternoon broadcasts. Crouse also felt
muzzled because Aberhart's lieutenants were always criticizing his
sermons. Furthermore, he objected to Aberhart's control over the
church and refused to recognize Aberhart as the bishop of that church.
When Crouse attempted to establish a foreign missions program in the
church, the executive of the CPBI thwarted it. The sectarian identity
which Aberhart had imposed on the church was another source of
conflict. Mr. Crouse had not been allowed to exchange pulpits with
other ministers in the city or to have any fellowship with other Christian groups. He could only submit his resignation.
After a week of not hearing whether his resignation was accepted
and not receiving his salary, Crouse took his story to the Calgary
Hera/d. The paper was only too delighted to publish anything adverse
about Aberhart. For the next few weeks the Hera/d reviewed Aberhart's religious activities in Calgary. It described the dictatorial ways in
which Aberhart controlled the affairs of the Bible Institute Baptist
Church through a board which he had appointed and which was
beyond the reach of the congregation; how the ownership of the
Institute building had come under the exclusive control of about six
persons; how that board had refused to publish a financial statement
and had loaned $8,000 to CFCN at eight percent interest while Aberhart was attacking the banks and "money barons" for doing the same
thing; how the Bible Institute Baptist Church was only a tenant of the
Institute building and could be evicted, even though the members of
the congregation had been paying for the Institute through their contributions; and how the Bible Institute Baptist Church could not afford
to pay the excessive rent which the Institute board demanded." Many
of the issues Crouse" raised were the same which had caused the
West bourne congregation to break with Aberhart ten years before.
Mr. Crouse was very popular and when these revelations were
made public a large percentage of the congregation took his side.
During subsequent church meetings shouting matches developed.
Many of those who sided with Crouse also objected to the political
content of Aberhart's preaching. When Crouse's supporters, some
longtime Aberhart supporters, could not obtain a hearing with Aberhart, they left and formed a new church with Crouse as their minister.
With Crouse gone, the pulpit of the Bible Institute Baptist Church
was filled by one of the graduates of the CPBI, Arthur D. Cornell.
Later, two other graduates, W.J. Laing and Ed Phillips, were hired to
share in the pastoral duties on a rotating basis. Laing became the
regular minister in 1941, a position which he held for more than forty
years.
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While Aberhart was involved in the crisis with Crouse, another
storm was blowing in central Alberta. One of CPBI's students, Dave
Stewart, who advertised himself as an "outstanding Canadian fundamentalist," conducted meetings in several Lutheran churches near
Camrose. Quite a controversy arose over his methods and doctrines
and a split occurred. Letters of protest were sent from the Lutheran
church leaders to Aberhart asking him to correct the situation, but
Aberhart advised Stewart to carry on. 22
Aberhart's refusal to correct Dave Stewart soon exploded in his
own face. Several years later, Stewart was ministering at a church in
Innisfail. The congregation, which had been meeting in a building
belonging to the Baptist Union of Western Canada, had aligned themselves with Aberhart. The Baptist Union resented Aberhart's group
using their building and asked them to leave. Meanwhile Stewart, who
had departed from Aberhart's doctrines, and was successful in obtaining the support of a large number of the congregation, pulled out and
formed his own sect. He then sought to rent the building from the
Baptist Union for his own use and expel the Aberhartites. After
discussions failed to evict the Aberhart group, the Baptist Union
obtained a court order to padlock their building. Although Aberhart
(who was also the attorney general) kept a low profile during the
incident he was actively coaching from the sidelines, and sent Institute
officials up to Innisfail to cut the locks.P
The controversy at Innisfail almost duplicated an episode at Red
Deer the previous year. Ed Phillips, formerly the minister at Bible
Institute Baptist, had become pastor of a Red Deer congregation, a
daughter church of Bible Institute Baptist in Calgary. He and a number
of the congregation became unhappy with the doctrinal dictates from
the Calgary church, broke their association with Aberhart, and
expelled the Ioyallsts.> It was becoming evident that Aberhart's hold
on even his graduates was rather tenuous.
Aberhart's religious problems were not only internal. During
World War Two he felt that he experienced persecution by federal
authorities. The CBC had ruled that his Sunday afternoon broadcasts
could no longer contain personal greetings or political content. All
political programmes had to be broadcast from a studio and governed
by a precensored script. CFCN was warned that if Aberhart did not
comply they would lose their broadcasting Iicense.P As war censorship
regulations were strengthened, Aberhart was forced to do most of his
broadcasting from the studios of CFCN and the members of the
CPBI's live audience had to listen to him via a radio placed on the
platform. Because of these restrictions Aberhart lost much of his radio
and Bible Institute audience. People complained that the studio
broadcasts cramped his style. The audience at the CPBI was not happy
listening to a radio, they liked to see Aberhart in person. Aberhart had
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two alternatives: either give up the radio broadcasts and appear at the
CPBI or continue the radio broadcasts and have Cyril Hutchinson or
Bill Laing conduct the live meetings. He decided to 'continue his
broadcasts.
Aberhart never had the opportunity to return to his pre-war
freedoms. He died suddenly from cirrohsis of the liver, a condition
caused not by alcholism, but stress and overwork.
The transition at the CPBI went smoothly, but many problems
remained. Aberhart's position as president of the CPBI's board of
directors was taken by Ernest C. Manning, his political successor. Mrs.
Aberhart was appointed to the board, but her position was largely
honorary. Cyril Hutchinson was named dean of the Institute and
apostle of the Bible Institute Baptist Church. W.J. Laing remained
pastor.
Following Aberhart's death there was a gradual change in the
emphasis at the Bible Institute. The war had brought to the teaching
staff an increased knowledge of the rest of the world and raised their
vision beyond the parochialism of the Depression-ridden prairies.
They saw that others had needs greater than their own and felt obligated to train missionaries for foreign service. During Aberhart's
regime the emphasis had always been on home missions, probably
because he desired to have control and because of his own doctrinal
peculiarities which made working with other groups difficult.
The sectarian issue raised its head immediately when two graduates of the CPBI applied to work for fundamentalist inter-denominational missionary societies. They were rejected outright due to their
exclusive use of the King James Version of the Bible and their acceptance of Aberhart's doctrines on the Holy Spirit and apostleship.>
However, some other students were successful in securing missionary
appointments intheSudan, India, and the Yukon.
After the war ended, Hutchinson and his faculty pressed for a
broader missionary training program. With the permission of the
Institute board they introduced a course in the history of missions. 27 By
the fall of 1947, the student enrollment had grown so much that the
Institute purchased the old C.C. Snowdon mansion in Mount Royal
for use as a temporary dormitory.e In October 1947, Ernest Manning
announced plans for the building of a new campus and opened a
campaign to raise $100,000 for the project.s? There was talk of locating
it near the present international airport. By March 1948, one-eighth of
that amount had been raised.v
It appeared as if the CPBI was going to have a great future, but
internal tensions were still present. While serving as dean of the Institute, Cyril Hutchinson had not been invited to join the board of
directors and he desired a say in policy matters. He also suggested that
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Figure 3. Interior of CPBI. Premier E.C. Manning speaking. Aberhart's portrait is prominently
displayed at the right. (Courtesy: Glenbow Archives).

the board make public their financial statement, something they had
never done during the entire history of the CPBI. He was raising issues
which the Rev. Mr. Crouse had raised in 1939. Hutchinson was successful in securing the support of the Bible Institute Baptist Church,
which officially requested a financial statement from the CPBI, and an
increase in the board of directors to include Hutchinson, Laing, Cornell, and Miss Mary Macomber, a member of the Institute's teaching
staff. 31 The CPBI board refused these requests and the ensuing conflict
destroyed the organization.
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Because Manning and Charles R. Pearce, the vice-president and
secretary-treasurer, worked in Edmonton an absentee landlord situation existed. Hutchinson was left to operate the CPBI but he had no
power. Petty jealousies were also boiling. Pearce appears to have
resented the very public image and recognition which Hutchinson
received as the regular speaker on the radio broadcasts. He also seemed
to fear that Hutchinson's emphasis on foreign missions would undermine the Radio Sunday School. Above all, he did not seem to want
Hutchinson's strong personality challenging him on the board.
The struggle between Pearce and Hutchinson became very bitter.
For years they had railed against modernists, heretics, and atheists;
now they turned their anger against each other. Hutchinson began
using the radio broadcasts as a vehicle to air his grievances. One
afternoon while he was broadcasting, station CFCN telephoned the
Institute, telling an usher that the broadcast was not coming through
clearly. When the usher went into a back room to investigate, he
discovered two of the board members tampering with the microphone
jacks, causing static when Hutchinson was speaking on subjects they
wished censored.
In August 1948, Pearce ordered Hutchinson to take a leave of
absence until November, when his position would be re-evaluated. Not
knowing what his future would be, Hutchinson secured the support of
his staff and, taking an old mailing list with them, they founded their
own Bible college, which they called Berean Bible College. With them
went most of the student body. Classes were held in the Christian and
Missionary Alliance Church until their own campus could be built.
Because of the commotion caused by Hutchinson, the Institute
board increased their numbers and published a financial statement.P
but their action was too late. They were left with only a handful of
students. Louis F. Johnston, who graduated in 1935, was hired as
principal, but after several years he joined Berean's staff when the
CPBI ceased to function as an educational institution.
Meanwhile the Bible Institute Baptist Church found itself in a
very awkward position. Most of the congregation had sided with
Hutchinson, and the church officially excommunicated three of the
Institute's board members because of their opposition to Hutchinson.P (Manning, who was not a member of the church, was not
affected by the excommunication, although the incident estranged him
and Hutchinson for a number of years). Hutchinson had been conducting the Sunday morning adult Bible class which was broadcast over
CFCN. Because the CPBI was paying for the broadcast, Hutchinson
was removed and replaced by Manning. In protest, many of the church
members boycotted Manning's class and went across the street to a
business school where Hutchinson had established a rival class" which
was broadcast over CJCJ.34
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Figure 4. Last graduating class of the CPBI. Rev. W.J. Laing is seated at the left. Premier E.C.
Manning is the figurein the pin-stripe suit. Rev. Cyril Hutchinson is on the right. (Courtesy:
Glenbow Archives).

The sad but comic opera continued. Having excommunicated
three of the five board members of the CPBI, the church still occupied
the Institute building and had to request permission from the Institute
board for the most mundane of matters.v Usually their replies came
too late for the successful operation of the church's programme. With
the board hinting at the removal of the church's apostle (H utchinson)
and a minister (Laing) if the congregation were to continue using the
Institute building for church services, they realized that a move might
be necessary.v In the meantime, they continued to hold their service in
the CPBI to which they felt they had a legal right.
On 25 April 1949, the CPBI board posted a legal notice ordering
the church to terminate their use of the building effective 31 May
1949.3 7 The church replied that they did not consider the CPBI board
as their landlord and would ignore the eviction notice." When the
congregation attempted to enter the building on I June 1949 for their
Wednesday night prayer meeting, they found the doors locked. As they
milled around outside, Fred Battisto, one of the board members inside
the building, called the police, charging that the congregation had tried
to force open the doors. Hutchinson, in turn, called the press to record
the incident which made the front page."
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It now became clear that there could never be a reconciliation
under the existing arrangements. The congregation demanded $2,500
in compensation but, reluctant to take the matter to court, had to settle
for some of their own chattels.w Within a short time, the congregation
changed its name to Bethel Baptist Church and, in 1951,built a church
on 7th Avenue.
The CPBI board attempted to carryon a church in their building
and had the Rev. Ernest Hansell, minister of West bourne Baptist in the
1920s, supply the pulpit for a short time. Eventually, Manning's Sunday afternoon broadcasts were transferred to Edmonton where he
conducted his meetings in a theatre. It was not until 1956 that Manning
and Hutchinson were reconciled and began to work together again.
After the CPBI had been empty for many years, it was sold to the
Great West Life Assurance Company in 1970. The board divided the
assets among the ongoing ministries which had evolved out of the
CPBI: Canada's National Back to the Bible Hour, the Radio Sunday
School, Berean Bible College, and Bethel Baptist Church. Aberhart's
daughter Khona also received funds to establish an Aberhart memorial
scholarship fund for ministerial students.
In the history of Alberta there does not appear to have been any
religious organization which experienced as much schism, turmoil,
and heartbreak as the Calgary Prophetic Bible Institute. The closest
parallel was Jarvis Street Baptist Church in Toronto ruled by T.T.
Shields." Most of the ministers of Aberhart's churches left under a
cloud and some as broken men from their conflicts with Aberhart's
dictatorial, almost cultic, control. The same conflicts erupted repeatedly, which raises the question of Aberhart's ability as an organizer.
One wonders if the theological system and organizational structure
which he developed were used primarily to feed his own psychological
needs. His religious organization often lacked the character of a caring
community and when people's needs were not being met they left,
sometimes violently. The organizations which evolved from the CPBI,
especially Berean Bible College and Bethel Baptist Church, have been
freeing themselves gradually from the organizational and theological
legacy of William Aberhart, but not without difficulty.
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ABSTRACT. The J932 Saskatchewan coal strikes involved three major issues directly related to
the J93 J Estevan Strike: a closed shop and payment of union dues, the dismissal of a checkweighman, and a sympathy display for miners striking over the checkweighman issue. However,
the 1932 strikes, for all intents and purposes, marked the end of the Mine Workers Union of
Canada, although the miners' radicalism was not destroyed. This eventually led to recognition of
three unions in the Saskatchewan coal fields: the Saskatchewan Coal Miners' Union, the Mineworkers Central Union of Estevan and District, and the UMWA.
RES UME. Les greves du charbonnage de J932 en Saskatchewan mettent en cause trois questions
principales reliees ala greve d'Estevan de 193 J: une entreprise industrielle ferrnee aux travailJeurs
non-syndiques et le paiement des cotisations syndicales, Ie renvoi du prepose a la pesee, et un
mouvement de sympathie envers les mineurs faisant la greve a cause de ce renvoi. Les greves de
1932 cependant, marquent en fait la fin du Syndicat des Mineurs Canadiens, bien que Ie
militantisme des mineurs n'ait pas ete detruit. Ceci amenera la reconnaissance de trois syndicats
dans les mines de charbon de la Saskatchewan: Ie Syndicat des Mineurs de Charbon de la
Saskatchewan, Ie Syndicat Central des Mineurs d'Estevan et District voisin, et Ie UMWA.
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While a great deal has been written about the 1931 Estevan Strike,
little is known about those that took place from January to March
1932. The 1932 strikes involved three major issues directly related to
the 1931 settlement: a closed shop and the payment of union dues, the
dismissal of a check-weighman, and a sympathy display for the miners
striking over the check-weighman issue. These strikes were important
because they expressed a particular aspect of the class relations
between the miners and the mine owners in the Saskatchewan coalfields. Class, however, is something more than a static structure. E.P.
Thompson, a renowned Marxist labour historian, has defined class as
a relationship, and not a thing:
By class I understand an historical phenomenon, unifying a number of disparate
and seemingly unconnected events, both in the raw material of experience and in
consciousness. I emphasize that it is an historical phenomenon, I do not see class
as a "structure", nor even as a "category", but as something which in fact
happens ... when some men, as a result of common experiences (inherited or
shared), feel and articulate the identity of their interests as between themselves,
and as against other men whose interests as between themselves, and as against
other men whose interests are different from (and usually opposed to) theirs.
The class experience is largely determined by the productive relations into which
men are born - or enter involuntarily.'

The Estevan-Bienfait coalfields, located in the south-eastern
corner of Saskatchewan, were centred around the town of Estevan and
the villages of Bienfait, Taylorton, Roche Percee, and Coalfields.
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Although the mining community of these towns and villages was
dependent on coal, it was neither rural nor wholly urban, reflecting
rather a point of contact between the agrarian and industrial ways of
life. While ranching and mixed farming were an important economic
activity in the district, Estevan offered a particularly inviting field for
manufacturing enterprise. An Estevan Board of Trade publication
reported that with the development of the agriculture industry there
was a great need to expand the town's manufacturing sector which
already consisted of a flour mill, a woodworking establishment, five
elevators, a wholesale liquor house, a brick plant, a pottery and sewer
pipe plant, a foundry and machine shop, biscuit and confectionary
works and a vegetable cannery. Mining, nonetheless, remained the
major economic activity.
The coal mining industry, however, was faced with a number of
problems. The major technical problem was the type of coal, lignite. It
crumbled when exposed to sun and air for any length of time, was
liable to spontaneous combustion and had few marketable uses. It was
useless in the manufacture of coke for the iron and steel industry, and
could not be used as a fuel for railway locomotives since it sparked in
the boilers. Lignite was more suitable as a fuel for low pressure heating
plants, and for smaller stoves and furnaces. Because of these problems,
the marketing area for Estevan coal was confined to Saskatchewan and
Manitoba, and the mining activity to the fall-winter season.
Available mining technology also placed limitations. The deep
seam method was introduced in 1887 by R.J. Hassard, a homesteader
who settled with his family on the north side of the Souris river.
Hassard's method involved sinking a shaft to coal seams, usually
located within one hundred feet of the surface. Upon reaching the
seam, the coal face was either undercut or sheared vertically or horizontally by a coal cutter. This made blasting safer and tended to
produce lump-sized coal. Once cutting was completed, holes were
drilled into the coal face either by hand augers or power drills, then
charged with explosives and finally fired by fuses. After the explosion,
the coal chunks would be loaded into a mine car of about five
thousand-pound capacity and transported by track to the tipple to be
weighed, sized and shipped.
Strip mining, introduced by the American owned Truax-Traer
Company in 1930, was used whenever the seams were from five to ten
feet in thickness and within one hundred feet of the surface. In this
process an electric power shovel, capable of lifting out eighteen tons of
overburden at one scoop, stripped the soil from the coal. Bulldozers
then cleared any remaining soil and smaller shovels scooped out the
coal and loaded it into mine cars of twenty-ton capacity trucks. The
coal was then transported to the tipple.
Even though the strip method had more advantages than the deep
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seam method, since stripping operations did not require timbering,
ventilation equipment, or as many men as a deep seam operation, there
was only one strip mine in the coalfield in 1932. The remaining mines
were controlled by two interests: one the major owners and second the
small independents. The first, "the Group," consisted of Bienfait Mines
Ltd., Crescent Collieries Ltd., Eastern Collieries of Bienfait Ltd.,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan Coal Company Ltd. (M & S Coal) and
Western Dominion Collieries Ltd. They had come together to establish
a cooperative marketing program (including price fixing and controlling production limits), and a strategy for handling labour problems
(for example black listing labour agitators and union organizersj.?
The history of the Group was somewhat tangled. Western Dominion Collieries, orginally the Souris Valley Coal Company, was the first
major mine and had been in operation since 1895. The Taylor family of
Winnipeg purchased the company in 1905 but by 1927 had sold a large
block of shares to British interests. The Canadian Pacific Railway
opened the Bienfait Mines in 1906; two investors, J.R. Brodie and
W.L. Hamilton, purchased Crescent Collieries Coal Co. in 1918; while
Herb Wallace and his brother opened Eastern Collieries in 1920. A
group of Winnipeg stockholders, including Sir William White, Senator Robert Watson and Sir Daniel McMillan, owned the Manitoba
and Saskatchewan Coal Company from 1907.
The small independent deep seam mines numbered 148 in 1932.
The major reason for this large number was the ease of entry into the
industry and the lack of alternative employment during the Great
Depression. The small mines were usually started by a miner and his
helpers who purchased a license to mine a seam or by a farmer who
found a seam of coal on his land and wanted to supplement his income
during the winter. Concerned only with meeting the local demand,
these owners required little capital to start. Initial investment was
usually confined to a few hundred dollars for a few mine cars and
tracks, hand tools, explosives and a vehicle for delivering the coal to
the local market. No capital was invested in large mining machinery,
weigh scales, or a proper ventilation system.' They often gave excessive
overages in weight of several hundred pounds per ton for a total price
far less than the Group's selling price simply because they did not have
the money to install weigh scales. Furthermore, a common practice
had been established which allowed a small operator to "deliver to the
purchaser at least 200 lbs.in excess of the ton ... in order to secure his
[business]."4 One large mine owner complained:
destructive competition from the small mines has continued for many years to be
very injurious to the general growth and progress of the field. The small mines
have done much the greater percentage of this trade at a ruinous price factor
even on the basis of per net ton, and again in selling three tons or more at the
price of two.'

The Saskatchewan coal operators were in competition not only
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among themselves, but also with British Columbia and Alberta operators. Some Saskatchewan owners met this competition by maintaining
an average selling price of $1.00 or more per ton below the British
Columbia and Alberta price. The vice-president of Bienfait Mines
argued that the selling price had to be kept low in order to increase
demand. This argument did not hold true, especially with the start of
the Great Depression. The economic well-being of the industry is
reflected in the following table which shows the net profits or losses or
the Group for the years 1930-33.
TABLE 1
NET PROFIT OR LOSS OF THE GROUP 1930-33

1930

s

Mine
Crescent Collieries
Eastern Collieries
Bienfait Mines
Western Dominion
Man. & Sask Coal Co
( ) denotes losses

1,851.33
1,382.99
18,650.32
5,442.07
7,871.26

1931
S
1,187.55
1,559.23
9,865.47
2,154.86
7,098.10

1932

s

(8,990.34)
(4,153.28)
(1,795.79)
( 798.25)
(9,901.77)

1933
S
(4,129.74)
80.34
(3,489.58)
6,676.50
(1,308.90)

Source: AS, Saskatchewan, Royal Commission on the Coal Mining Industry in Saskatchewan,
1934, Factum of J .A. Cross and Exhibits G5 and G 13.

The main goal of the mine owners was to earn profits. If that could
not be done effectively through the marketing process, then it had to be
done by minimizing production costs, particularly wages. In fact, the
employers argued that wages were the only variable cost which could
be reduced.
"The only flexible thing we have," argued the owner of Crescent Collieries, "is
the wage schedule. Other charges [such as] taxes ... interest charges ...
workmen's compensation [and] and other essential things are fixed."6

Table 2 shows how the coal operators reduced the average wage rates
of the miners between 1929 and 1932.
It was the mine owners' attempts to reduce the wage rates that set
the stage for conflict. The conflict was exacerbated by miners' grievances about wretched working conditions and declining living standards,
seasonal employment, irregularity of work and decline in job status."
The miners, when employed, worked from nine to fifteen hours per day
under extremely hazardous conditions for meagre wages. The Canadian Labour Defender summarized the situation.
Average wages amount to 25¢ per ton of coal; miners have to bring their own
powder and pay rent for tools, boots and slickers. They are being cheated on the
weight of the coal dug. They have to buy food and clothing from the Company
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TABLE 2
AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT AND AVERAGE EARNINGS IN THE
SASKATCHEWAN COAL MINES, 1929-32

Average number of wage earners
Average number of days worked
Total Wages ($)
Average daily wage ($)
Average annual wage ($)

1929

1930

1931

1932

561
225
530,391
4.21
947.25

529
205
449,669
4.15
850.75

538
196
404,432
3.83
750.68

748
219
524,212
3.20
700.80

Source: Canada, DDS, Coal Statistic..,for Canada, 1929-32

owned stores and pay from 100 per cent to 300 per cent higher prices than in
private stores. They have to live in Company houses and pay exorbitant rentals.
Bunk houses for single men are not fit for human beings to live in.... They
work fourteen to sixteen hours a day and yet practically nothing is left of wages,
after deductions are made for these different charges by the Company.!

A number of labour historians have argued that the natural
solidarity of the miners, their appalling conditions and their concern to
abolish competition among themselves strengthened trade union ties
and support for radical political parties.? In addition, many of the
workers from Europe
brought with them established working class traditions and political ideologies.
These grew well in coalfields, where the ideas of the class struggle ideologists
were the facts of everyday life. By 1914 District 18 was a ... strong supporter of
the Socialist Party of Canada, the country's leading standard-bearer of the
Marxist creed. 10

The Saskatchewan miners, however, were unsuccessful in maintaining
a powerful, militant trade union and did not support socialist or
communist candidates in elections prior to 1933.
The miners first attempted unionization in 1907 when they sent a
request for affiliation to the head office of the United Mine Workers of
America District 18 in Calgary. The vice-president, John Galvin, was
sent to the Saskatchewan coalfields and quickly succeeded in forming
Local 2672 in Roche Percee, Local 2682 in Estevan and Local 2648 in
Taylorton. As soon as these locals were organized, the struggle started.
The miners demanded that employers recognize the union, adopt an
eight-hour day and establish wage rates similar to those negotiated in
the Alberta lignite fields. The owners of Western Dominion and M & S
Coal refused to recognize and negotiate with the UMWA and dismissed all those who had joined. The attitude of Senator Robert
Watson, president of M & S Coal, was typical:
he would allow no union at his mine, nor would he allow any union official on
the premises. He proposed to hire who he pleased. and pay what wages he liked
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and sell his coal at what prices he wished, and anyone that did not like his way of
.11
doing business could to to _

When the owners refused to negotiate, union officials applied on
16 March 1908 to the Federal Department of Labour for two Boards of
Conciliation under the Industrial Disputes Investigation Act of 1907.
The Board investigating the strike at Western Dominion held only six
meetings before coming to a decision on 1 May. The Company still had
the right to hire and discharge employees and to manage the mine
operations. The miners, however, were able to place limits on the
employer's power by achieving recognition of the UMWA, a closed
shop with a check-off, the eight-hour day except in rush periods, the
employment of check-weighers, a grievance procedure, and wage parity with the Alberta coalfields. 12 Because of this decision the UMWA
was able to gain recognition and a collective agreement at Western
Dominion.
The Board investigating the dispute at M & S Coal, however, was
not as prompt or unanimous in its decision. Only on 26 November did
Chairman A. Dawson, a Winnipeg county judge, and the Company's
representative, G. Crowe of Winnipeg, issue a Majority Report. The
miners' representative, F. Sherman of Calgary, waited until 17
December before submitting his. The Majority Report did not effect a
settlement ofthe major issues: it did not recommend a recognition of
the UMWA, and eight-hour day or wage parity with the Alberta lignite
fields. It did, however, recommend that the same wage rates be paidas
those prevailing at the Taylorton and Roche Percee coal mines. 13 The
Minority Report placed the failure of a settlement on
the arrogant attitude assumed by Senator Watson and his fellow directors. Their
principal contention being that they refused to recognize the right of any labour
union to make a collective agreement of their employees. 14

It went on to recommend that the UMWA be recognized and that the
miners receive the same wages and conditions prevailing at all mines
competing in that same market. Management, of course, accepted the
Majority Report.
The failure to obtain union recognition at M & S Coal meant that
Western Dominion was the only unionized mine in the field. Consequently, Taylor carried out a campaign to break the union by dismissing union officials and militants and refusing to recognize its role in
grievances. The UMWA, lacking the power and the support of the
miners to put up a fight, was driven out of his mine by 1909.
The coal operators, fearing that the UMWA might again organize
the miners, decided to form a strong protective association. Any
organizer or union militant was fired and blacklisted. In 1915, the
UMWA once again made an attempt to organize. Labour shortage and
a high demand for coal led them to believe that they had the power to
force recognition and to draw improvements in wages and conditions
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from the coal operators. The owners, however, not only locked out the
miners but also had them prosecuted and fined under the Wartime
Regulations.P The UMWA withdrew from the Saskatchewan coalfields and did not return until 1938. In fact, there were no further
attempts at unionization before 1920.
The failure to organize did not stop the miners from striking over
wages and working conditions, especially during the war years which
saw not only a dramatic increase in the cost of living but in profit. On
26 October 1916, the miners at M & S Coal went on strike for a wage
increase of fifteen cents per ton. The two-day strike drew a compromise
of"an advance of 5 cents per ton, with a further promise that the Board
of Directors would also consider an additional advance of 5 cents per
ton on account of the increased cost of living." 16 On 2 November the
Western Dominion miners went on strike for the same wage. They
stayed out for three days and forced Taylor to pay ten cents immediately with an understanding that he would "arrange with the directors for a further advance of five cents per ton."!? These two strikes set
the pattern for wage settlements in other mines.
When the wage settlement did not match the rising cost of living,
the miners again struck for improvement. On 2 June 1917, the miners
~~'Bienfait Mine went on strike for an increase often cents per ton. The
owner's charge of disorderly conduct against a strike leader seemed to
intimidate the miners to work on 5 June without achieving their
demands, The one hundred miners at Western Dominion and M & S
Coal Co. decided that they would have more power if they united in
their demand for a twenty per cent increase. 18 They struck 5 July 1917.
The employers reacted quickly. The Saskatchewan Provincial Police
were brought in to break up the picket lines. Twenty-seven miners were
jailed for "unlawfully going on strike contrary to Sections 56 and 57 of
the Industrial Disputes Investigation Act, 1907."19 The strike was
crushed and the miners were forced back to work.
In 1920, the miners learned of the organization of a new industrial
union, the One Big Union. It created great enthusiasm among many
workers in western Canada because it sought to organize those who
were not members of the American international unions. Its purpose
was
to organize the wage worker, not according to craft, but according to class and
class needs; and calls upon all workers to organize irrespective of nationality,
sex, or craft into a worker's organization, so that they may be enabled to more
successfully carryon the everyday fight over wages, hours of work, etc., and
prepare ourselves for the day when production for profit shall be replaced by
production for use. 20

The elected representatives of the miners sent a request to the
OBU headquarters in Calgary for assistance in organizing a local. The
general secretary of the OBU instructed P.M. Christophers, a former
vice-president of the UMWA and now an executive officer of the OBU,
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to visit the Estevan-Bienfait fields "to look into the question of organizing the miners of the district into a branch of the OBD ...."21 An
organizing meeting was arranged at a private pool hall in Taylorton on
3 July. The company officials, on hearing of the meeting, had it broken
up before it was finished. Another meeting was planned for the next
day in Bienfait. The owners decided to have Christophers driven out of
the field before he could organize the miners. Consequently, at 11:30
P.M. on 3 July Christophers's sleep at the King Edward Hotel in Bienfait
was interrupted when five employer-sponsored vigilantes, including
the president of the Estevan branch of the Great War Veterans' Association and a corporal of the Saskatchewan Provincial Police, broke into
his room. He was questioned as to his nationality and purpose in
Bienfait. He replied that he was an Englishman and "that he was in
Bienfait for the object of organizing for the One Big Dnion."22 Christophers was then rushed out of the hotel to a waiting car. Before he was
driven out of the field he was told "that if he returned to Canada he
would be tarred and feathered. "23 Christophers, however, did return to
Estevan to bring charges of kidnapping against the five vigilantes. The
vigilantes were found not guilty. The pressure to break the OBD was
relentless. On 5 July, thirty-four miners from Western Dominion and
four from Crescent Collieries were fired. The remainder were threatened with rent increases and refusal of credit at the company store if
they joined the OBD.
Not all of the miners accepted this intimidation. It is not clear how
many miners took part in protests but it is certain that some took up
arms and fired shots at the home of the manager of Western Dominion
Collieries. The owners, fearing that the miners might carry out an
armed revolt, telegraphed Liberal Premier W. M. Martin stressing "the
necessity of affording the law-abiding citizens efficient protection."24
The Saskatchewan Provincial-Police were ordered to protect the property of the mine owners and to keep a lookout for any more OBU
organizers. Meanwhile, two OBU officials from Winnipeg arrived in
Bienfait determined to hold the miners together. Unfortunately, they
were unable to organize as long as the SPP remained in the fields and
they withdrew.
The miners found organization impossible during the 1920s. They
lacked the leaders and the initiative to challenge the power of the mine
owners. Any attempts at unionization were immediately met with
intimidation and threats of dismissal. One miner at Western Dominion
Collieries reported that anyone caught trying to organize the mineworkers would "have their names removed from the [employment]
list."25 Furthermore, major labour organizations such as the All Canadian Congress of Labour and the Trades and Labour Congress were
not prepared to spend money on organizing drives, especially among
the Saskatchewan miners. The UMW A, with a conservative leadership
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and a secessionist movement in the Alberta locals, did not attempt
another organizing drive in the Saskatchewan coalfields.w It was not
until 193 I that the miners were able to find an organization willing to
assist them, the Workers Unity League.
The WUL "had been organized by the Communist Party in June
1930 as the Canadian section of the Red International of Labour
Unions, affiliated to the Third International. The purpose of the WUL
was:
To organize the Canadian workers into powerful revolutionary Industrial
V nions, created on the axis of the widest rank and file control; to fight for the
defence and improvement of the condition of the working class, mobilizing and
organizing the Canadian workers for the final overthrow of capitalism and for
the establishment of a Revolutionary Workers Government."

The WUL head office sent an organizer to the Saskatchewan
coalfields in August 1931. He advised the miners to join a new affiliate
of the WUL, the Mine Workers Union of Canada. The MWUC was
organized on I June 1925 at a meeting of delegates from the independent groups and unions who had broken away from UMWA District 18
and militants from the Communist Party. The main reasons for the
break were a lack of confidence in the leadership and the failure of the
International head office to provide financial help for the Alberta
ni~ners during their 1924 strike. 28 The president of the -MWUC, Frank
Leary, issued a press release explaining the necessity of and the basis
for the MWUC:
I wish to make it clear that we are not working to pull locals from the V. M. W. of
A., but we are trying to capture camps that do fall out and seek some central
body in which they have confidence. Further, we will not interfere in any way
with existing contracts. We plan to go along quietly, increasing our strength
gradually.... This organization is determined no V.M.W. of A. will be reorganized in the Pass under the present regime. The district officials failed us in a
critical hour. Six weeks before the direct settlement of the wage questions we
urged the district officials to take action. They refused, saying they were acting
on instructions from the International at Indianapolis. Separate agreements
were therefore negotiated.... 29

By 1930 the MWUC had been successful in promoting a policy of
"class against class" among the miners of British Columbia and
Alberta. This does not mean, however, that the MWUC had converted
the miners en masse to the revolutionary policies of the Communist
Party and ·the WUL. Nor does it mean that the miners had been
converted into doctrinaire Marxists expounding the writings of Marx,
Engels and Lenin. But decisive steps had been taken to transform the
MWUC into a "fighting organization." The new president, James
Sloan, explained:
Our union stands at the most critical stage in its history and the miners all over
the country are looking to us for a lead ... we must, if we hope to remain as an
organized force, break with the policies of the past and mobilize our whole
membership through the District on the basis of the class struggle."
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On 25 August 1931, James Sloan arrived in Estevan and arranged
for an organizational meeting that night. Practically every miner in the
field showed up. After a rousing speech on the miners' plight and the
objective of the MWU C, more than six hundred miners signed up. In
fact, Sloan claimed. that he had obtained "a 100 per cent sign up of mine
employees of the coalfields.... "31
The MWUC officials and the miners' representatives requested a
meeting with the coal operators in order to negotiate thirty-two
demands including the recognition of the MWUC and pit committees,
the eight-hour day, the miners' own check-weighman, the right to
purchase goods where they pleased, a minimum daily wage of $5.40,
proper housing and low rents, free tools, a free supply of pure drinking
water and washroom facilities. Most of the owners refused to meet
with the MWUC officials. They were not prepared to recognize any
union, especially one that was connected with the WUL and the Red
International of Labour Unions. On 8 September 1931, Sloan called
out on strike some six hundred miners in twenty-two mines.P
S.D. Hanson has provided a detailed account of the strike.P It is
sufficient to note that the miners were locked in a bitter conflict with
both the employers and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. A riot,
which resulted in three miners being killed and many others being
injured and jailed, broke out on 29 September when the miners attempted to proceed with a peaceful support parade through Estevan. Additional RCMP were called in to prevent further demonstrations and to
force the miners to accept a settlement.
The miners' representatives gave notice that they were prepared to
negotiate a temporary agreement under which they would return to
work pending the report of Judge E.R. Wylie, appointed by the provincial government to carry out a royal commission on the strike. A
conference wasset up on 6 October with T.M. Molloy, Deputy Minister of the Department of Railways, Labour and Industries, acting as
the chairman for the representatives of both the owners and the miners.
The result of the conference was the following agreement:
We, the mine operators and employees in conference at the Court House,
Estevan, this 6th day of October 1931 hereby agree that the mines be opened
immediately and the men return to work on the following conditions.
( I) That this be considered a temporary agreement pending the findings of the
Wylie Royal Commission and the possible drafting of a working agreement
between the operators and the men.
(2) That Pit Committees for each mine be a recognized organization in each
mine.
(3) That the provision of the Mines Act be observed in relation to check
weighers.
(4) That all water in the roadways and working face be removed by the Company
and that such places be kept as dryas possible.
(5) That the terms of any schedule or agreement finally reached between operators and men be made retroactive to the date of the recommencement of work by
the men.
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(6) That there shall be no victimization or discrimination against men on
account of the strike, particularly in reference to men on the payroll as at
September 7 last.
(7) That contract men be employed on an eight hour basis, face to face, and the
company men work nine hours a day.
(8) That because of working conditions in the various mines, the removal of
slack and questions of overweight be left to negotiations between the operators
and the men's committees.v

The WUL viewed the temporary agreement as a betrayal and
defeat of the strike. They argued that the pit committees should have
consistently fought for the miners' demands and urged them to stay
out. Accordingly, the WUL proposed that the miners should renew the
struggle on 19 October and prevent the operators and the pit committees from accepting less than they originally demanded. The Saskatchewan-Manitoba District Council of the WUL issued an open letter to
the miners stating what their demands must be:
(I) Oust all wavering and treacherous elements from the Pit Committees. Elect

militant workers who will put up a real fight for the miners' demands.
(2) That all demands of the miners be included in the District agreement on
October 19.
(3) Build up the Union, smash any attempt to sever the miners from the WUL,
and prepare to strike on Octo ber 20 if the demands of the miners were not
granted.
(4) DEMANDTHEIMMEDIATE REMOVALOFTHE POLICE ANDTHE
MILITIA, AND THE RELEASE OF ALL ARRESTED WORKERS!
(5) DEMAND FULL COMPENSATION TO THE WIVES AND DEPENDENTS OF THE MURDERED AND WOUNDED STRIKERSPS

These demands and the presence of the MWUC and WUL posed
an obvious threat to the attempts of the government and the operators
to achieve a settlement. In order to prevent another outbreak of
violence, another forty-five RCMP were rushed in from Regina and
sixty Estevan militia were called out. In addition, when negotiations
commenced on October 19, L. Maurice, vice-president of the MWUC,
who had journeyed from Calgary to act as an advisor to the miners,
was barred from the meeting. Consequently, the miners' representatives were forced into a situation in which they could not engage in any
meaningful negotiations. As a result, the miners were forced to accept
an agreement which contained a very slight increase in the wage
schedules and some minor improvements in working and living conditions. The miners were allowed to appoint their own check-weighman
and were assured fresh drinking water, free tools and chalk and proper
maintenance of company houses. They were unable to achieve their
main demand, recognition of the MWUC.
The MWUC, nevertheless, refused to disband despite the arrest of
its organizers and the coal operators' refusal to recognize it. In fact,
more organizers were sent from the Alberta fields. The Canadian
Miner pointed out the important lesson of the 1931 strike and the role
of the MWUC and the WUL in the miners' struggle:
The great lesson of the most heroic strike in the mining area is that the miners
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know that only the Mine Workers Union of Canada and the Workers Unity
League have stood shoulder to shoulder with the miners in their struggle to
organize a union and fight for humane conditions.
The achievements of the miners in Bienfait will prove to the workers of
Canada, that ... unorganized can be organized, providing they are part of the
revolutionary trade union centre that consistently fights against class collaboration and against wage cuts.... 36

The mine owners and the Anderson government prepared to
crush the MWUC. The Attorney General of Saskatchewan declared
"that there will be industrial peace in the area as soon as the Mine
Workers Union of Canada is eliminated."37 One way to eliminate the
MWUC was to introduce a business union which would be concerned
mainly with establishing a system of unemployment, sickness and
death benefits, and which would be willing to cooperate with the
employers in the management of the mines. T.M. Molloy attempted to
carry out this policy of divide and conquer when he communicated
with a number of trade union leaders and the secretary of the Dominion Trades Congress. The trade union officials, however, were not
prepared to organize the miners, as Molloy explained in a letter to an
Estevan lawyer:
these trade union officials have their own problems and their own constitutions
to observe and that they must be satisfied that the conditions existing would
indicate a permanent, strong and intelligent organization before going to the
expense of having an organizer spend a week or two bringing an organization
into existence."

The lack of initiative on the part of these union officials indicated
a weakness of the Canadian trade union movement, and explains why
it was possible for the Communists to move in and organize the
workers. Where the Communists were willing to send organizers and
spend what little money they had on unionization, the business union
officials seemed to be more concerned with consolidating their declining membership and bargaining power and using their organizing and
strike funds for unemployment benefits. No wonder the Canadian
Miner reported that only the WUL was leading the class struggle: "The
WUL is recognized by the class conscious workers of Canada as a
powerful revolutionary trade union centre, that guides and leads the
workers in their daily struggles."39
Most of the miners seemed prepared to stick with the MWUC
despite Molloy's efforts to bring in another union. Nevertheless, he
believed that the expense of organizing the miners could be overcome
by simply having the miners pass a resolution requesting affiliation
with the United Mine Workers of America and forwarding their resolution either to the UMWA headquarters in Indianapolis or to W.E.
Cox, organizer for the AFL in Regina. On the other hand, if the miners
preferred joining a Canadian labour union they could pass a similar
resolution and forward a copy to the head office of the ACCL in
Ottawa.w The miners had already tried this approach unsuccessfully
prior to 1931.
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Molloy, however, was worried about bringing in a strong trade
union like the UMWA which could match the power of the owners.
This was explained in a letter to an Estevan lawyer: "The operators
would undoubtedly have grounds for very serious complaint should I
attempt to create an organization among their men especially if this
organization [was] to eventually become sufficiently strong to embarrass in any way some of the operators."41 As a result he decided to help
establish a new local union independent from any international or
national labour organization.
The new union was called the Saskatchewan Mine Workers Association, and its purpose was to bring "about by legal and constitutional
methods the betterment of conditions under which the miners in these
areas work."42 The MWUC officials argued that the real purpose of the
SWMA was to collaborate with the operators in order "to bust up our
Union...."43 An Estevan barrister had also received information that
this was "a union started with the approval of the operators with the
object of driving the Mine Workers Union of Canada out of this
field."44 Unfortunately, there is little if any evidence to determine
whether or not the SMWA was directly involved in any of the strikes as
a rival to the MWUC. It is possible that the coal operators made it
known that they were prepared to recognize the SMWA and allow the
miners to negotiate for better conditions. It was hoped that this would
cause a split in the miners' ranks and prevent them from mounting a
united, militant effort.
The MWUC, nevertheless, refused to capitulate. Determined to
gain recognition, they continued to try to force the employer to establish a closed shop; challenging the employer's basic right to hire and
fire. In January 1932 the MWUC attempted to introduce a closed shop
at Crescent Collieries, the sixth largest coal mine in Saskatchewan. All
the miners except two, who were probably members of the SMWA,
agreed to remain in the union, and on 28 January seventy MWUC
members went on strike to "demand that all the miners in the colliery
should belong to their union...."45
Immediately a joint conference was held between W. Hamilton,
general manager of Crescent Collieries, with his lawyer, W. W. Lynd,
and the union with its lawyer, W.J. Perkins. Surprisingly, at the
meeting Hamilton agreed to employ only MWUC members, meaning
the two non-union men would have to join the MWU C if they wanted
to work at Crescent Collieries.ss The strikers returned to work the
following day.
Why had Hamilton been so quick to accept the closed shop?
Bluntly put, the cost of agreeing was less than the cost of disagreeing.
His company's coal production for the season already had been greatly
reduced by the 193I strike, and further work stoppage would have put
other Saskatchewan coal operators in a position to capture his orders.
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Hamilton was waiting for a more appropriate moment to break the
closed shop. In the meantime, he and the other operators would
continue to whittle away the rights of the miners guaranteed in the 1931
agreement.
The MWUC, 'of course, was trying to prevent an erosion of the
miners' rights won in the 20 October 1931 and 29 January 1932
agreements. According to the 1931 agreement, the miners were supposed to work only eight-hour shifts. The miners at Eastern Collieries
and M & S Coal, however, "complained about working more than
eight hours"47 and "that their conditions resembled slavery."48 The
mine owners also failed to provide free chalk and tools and wash-house
facilities for the miners. The miners at Western Dominion Collieries,
Crescent Collieries and Eastern Collieries complained of the owners'
failure to keep the working areas dry or to pay the miners an extra 75
cents per day to work in such places. "The difficulty," a Western
Dominion entryman explained, "is that the company stipulated to
keep the places dry and they haven't done so, in that they are wet and
the miner has to remove the water, which [prevents him from] mak[ing] more wages loading coal. ..."49 The miners' major concerns,
however, were the limits placed on the weight of loaded mine cars, the
high dockage for slack and the use of inaccurate scales. E. Swain,
Supervisor of Mines, summarized the miners' grievance concerning the
coal weights:
The miners appear to have a very real grievance in the weights allowed them for
coal mined. 850 lbs. of coal is deducted from each mine car for slack. The load on
the mine cars vary from 3100 to 5300 pounds each. There is dead weight set on
the scales of 2550 pounds which allows for the dockage of 850 lbs. for slack coal
and the tare weight of the mine car. Should a miner in order to clean up a room,
have only 850 lbs. of coal on his car, he would get no weight for such car. On the
other hand, the scales will not weigh over 4500 lbs. so that if a car is loaded over
that amount by any miner he would not get weight for the surplus."

The miners recognized the necessity of having a check-weighman
who would not only examine and test the weighing machines and
record the weight of each mine car but also place a check on management's control of the production process which effectively robbed
them. Section. 27 (1) of the 1930 Mines Act made provision for a
check-weigher:
The employees in any mine whose wages are regulated by the weight of the
mineral recovered may, at their own cost, appoint one of their number (herein
called a 'check-weigher') who shall be a practical working miner of at least three
years' experience and resident in the province.... SI

In February, consequently, Crescent Collieries miners hired James
McLean, a MWUC member but not an employee of the company, to
be their check-weigher. McLean soon detected a dockage ranging from
16 to 21.5 per cent on each loaded mine car. 52 He reported this to the
miners and of course, they intended to confront Hamilton with the
evidence.
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Meanwhile Hamilton had become aware that McLean was not
working in the 'interests' of the company. "Mcl.ean," according to the
Canadian Labour Defender, "was not acceptable to the boss because
he was an honest man and would not rob the miners." Hamilton,
fearing that the .miners might cause some trouble about the dockage,
decided to fire McLean. However, he needed an excuse to do so. He
was informed by one of his assistants that McLean had a dubious
qualification in that he was a miner with at least three years' experience
but was not an employee of the company. 53 Hamilton was prepared to
use this as the reason to solve the dockage problem and to break the
closed shop provision. On the morning of February 22 he telephoned
Sergeant J. Molyneux of the RCMP detachment stationed at Estevan
and told him that he wanted to dismiss a check-weigher "and expected
trou ble. "54 This was an indication of the serious nature of the conflict
between Hamilton and his workers. Two RCMP officers arrived at the
mine and assisted Hamilton in dismissing McLean. McLean had no
choice but to leave.
Upon hearing of the dismissal, a miners' committee comprised of
M. Day, A. Peattie, B. Peattie, J. Popof and H. Shykitka held a
meeting in the company bunkhouse. It was decided that they would
approach Hamilton to reinstate McLean. If this failed, they would
strike. Hamilton refused to meet the committee to discuss the issue.
Co:nsequently, at I :OOP.M. on 22 February seventy miners answered the
call to strike. 55
, Hamilton, on the advice of his lawyer, countered by lodging a
private complaint with the Estevan RCMP detachment that the miners
were striking contrary to Section 57 of the IDI Act which stated it was
"unlawful for any employer to declare or cause a lockout, or for any
employee to go on strike, on account of any dispute prior to or during a
reference of such dispute to a Board under the provisions of this
Act .... "56 This Act had jurisdiction in the province because the
Saskatchewan Government had passed enabling legislation in 1926 as
a result of the ruling of the Snider case of 1925. Even if the miners'
committee had known about the enabling legislation, it does not seem
likely that they would have applied for a Board of Conciliation. They
wanted the dispute settled immediately. Since the committee had not
applied for a Board of Conciliation, the RCMP, on private warrants
sworn out by Hamilton, arrested the committee members on 23 February. The next morning they appeared before Magistrate J.C. Martin,
K.C., ofWeyburn, but on the application of their counsel the case was
adjourned to 27 Feburary. Bail was fixed in each case at fifty dollars or
two sureties of two hundred dollars.
Sympathy was growing for the strikers at the other collieries. The
miners were determined "not to leave the Crescent miners alone fighting, but to organize solidly for a 100 per cent strike... :"57 On 23
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February, the miners at Eastern Collieries and Bienfait Mines voted to
give total support to a sympathy strike starting the following day.58 At
a meeting of the miners at National Mines the same day, the issue ofa
sympathy display degenerated into a heated quarrel about the
employment of non-union personnel and the payment of union dues.
The result was that twenty-five miners struck to protest those who had
not joined the union and paid their dues. They resumed work the
following day when these disputes were resolved. There was, however,
no sympathy strike.
Despite the efforts of M.WUC radicals to promote a general
sympathy strike, many miners refused to join because legal advice from
their lawyer indicated that they would be violating the IDI Act. 60 On 26
February, for example, a majority of the miners of the two largest
mines, M & S Coal and Western Dominion Collieries, voted against
the strike. This was not in keeping with their militant tradition. Likely
the miners still suffering from the 1931 strike, did not have the resources to challenge the mine owners. In any case, the owners, the provincial government, and the non union press regarded this result and the
entire dispute as "a showdown between the moderate and radical
elements of the Estevan-Bienfait branch of the Mine Workers Union of
Canada. Apathy of the majority of the miners toward a general sympathy strike is regarded by many as failure on the part of the extremistS."61 The Canadian Miner, however, reported that there was not split
in the MWUC:
The miners are solid for the Mine Workers Union despite all the stories in the
capitalist press that talk about a split in the union. The miners here know what
the union means. They. have fought to bring it into existence and faced the
murderous gunmen of the boss class.

Despite the optimism of the Canadian Miner about the strength
and unity of the MWUC, the struggle for unionism and labour solidarity began to weaken among the miners of Bienfait Mines and Eastern
Collieries. Most felt that the sympathy display had been satisfactory
but, now that the coal mining season was coming to an end, it was
necessary to return to work in order to earn as much money as possible
for the off season. On 25 February, the strike committees of these two
mines asked W. Heffernan, a renowned Regina barrister, to negotiate a
settlement. Heffernan, accompanied by another Regina barrister, F.
Cunningham, contacted the Deputy Minister of the Saskatchewan
Department of Railways, Labour and Industries and the owners of
both mines on 26 February. A brief discussion ensued with no final
agreement other than the owners agreeing to reinstate the miners.
When the miners reported for work on 26 February, however, they
encountered discrimination. Because the owners were determined to
crush the MWUC and the collective power of the miners, they refused
to rehire all those who had been active in the Union. The manager of
Bienfait Mines refused to reinstate H. Hesketh, R. Carr, J. Buchins-
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key, J. Robinson and J. Markoskey claiming that all were "thoroughgoing Communists.... "62 The president of Eastern Collieries rehired
only sixteen of the fifty-three men who walked out. Those who were
not reinstated were also blacklisted and forced either to go on relief or
to move out of the district. H. Hesketh, a member of the Bienfait Mines
pit committee, claimed that:
intimidation [was] being used ... when a man goes to the other mines he is told
they are filled up.... Not only that, they ... have been [forced] on relief.... 63

Only the Crescent miners still remained on strike. Without a strike
fund and support from the other mines, they needed something to end
the strike quickly in their favour. That something, they believed, was
found when, on 26 February, A. Peattie, a member of the strike
committee, brought a charge against W. Hamilton for unlawfully
discharging their check-weighman without complying with Section 30
of the Mines Act:
The owner, agent or manager of a mine who desires the removal of a checkweigher on the grounds that he has impeded or interrupted the working of the
mine or improperly interfered with the weighing or has otherwise misconducted
himself, may complain in writing to a judge of the district court, who, if of the
opinion that said complaint should be investigated, shall issue a summons to the
checkweigher to appear at a time and place to be therein named.s-

Hamilton was arrested that night, immediately released on fifty dollars
bail and ordered to appear before Magistrate J.C. Martin, K.C., of
Weyburn, on the morning of 27 February.
Hamilton's trial, however, was not concerned with the violation of
Section 30, but with the interpretation of the words "one of their
number" in Section 27-(1) of the Mines Act. W. Lynd, Hamilton's
attorney, stated that the miners were allowed to hire one of their own as
a check-weigher only if he was already an employee of the company
with at least three years' experience. W. Heffernan, the miners' attorney, countered by arguing that the Act and the closed shop agreement
permitted the miners to appoint any member of their union as a
check-weigher. Martin did not agree and found Hamilton not guilty.
The judge's decision seemed not to be without a class bias. Heffernan
pointed this out in his comments to the Estevan Mercur..v: "The Mines
Act is a piece of class legislation designed for the protection of the coal
barons of this district."
The same could be said of the IDI Act, which had been designed to
regulate class conflict and prevent mass mobilization. The Crescent
miners had not applied for a Board of Conciliation because it would
have prevented the strategic timing of the strike, and because a Board
would be powerless to enforce a decision if it was unfavourable to the
owner. It was no surprise when the Crescent miners' committee (M.
Day, A. Peattie, B. Peattie, J. Popof, and H. Shykitka) went to trial on
27 February.. they were found guilty and fined twenty dollars and costs
or twenty-one days in jail each.
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As a result of the trials, the defeat of the sympathy display and the
rapidly shortening working season, the miners at Crescent Collieries
had no choice but to call off the strike. On 2 March they returned to
work and met with discrimination and blacklisting. "Those who went
on strike on February 22nd," promised Hamilton, "will not be taken
back at this mine any more.... "65 Hamilton kept his promise. In 1934
there were still "some twenty men who participated in the strike of
1932, who have not yet been employed, and have not been able to get
employment in any of the mines .... "66
The defeat of the 1932 strikes resulted in the breakup of the pit
committees and the MWUC locals. The coal operators, for all intents
and purposes, had won the power struggle and had driven out the
MWUC. The MWUC, however, did not give up and made another
attempt at unionization in December 1934 when sixty miners in the
Roche Percee district requested assistance. They tried to persuade the
Estevan-Bienfait miners to follow their lead and prepared a list of
relatively moderate demands in 1.935. It argued:
(I) Against wage cuts and for the 1931 wage scale.
(2) Against discrimination and intimidation for those miners taking a leading
part in union activities.
(3) For sanitary conditions in the mines and houses; for wash houses and
freedom for the miners to deal wherever they wish.
(4) For a revision of the Compensation Act so that an injured miner may receive
full compensation for the accident instead of 66 2/3 per cent.
(5) Revision of the Mines Act so that a miner undergoes a complete test for
miners' certificate instead of granting one to anybody who can pay the fee.
(6) Against speed-ups which for the last three years have caused about 12deaths
and 80 accidents.
(7) The right of the miners to organize into a union of their own choice.s?

Most of the miners, however, did not rejoin the MWUC. They were
disillusioned. Some felt that the MWUC was too radical for their
liking; others believed that it did not have the power to fight the mine
owners. Indeed, the MWUC had failed not only to achieve formal or
informal recognition, but also to maintain the necessary enthusiasm to
keep it alive. The MWUC withdrew from the field, and soon disbanded. With the change in Communist policy to work within the
established unions, the MWUC returned to the UMWA.
A similar fate seemed to befall the SMWA. Owing to a lack of
available evidence concerning the SMWA, one can only come to a
tentative conclusion. It seems that the SMWA was a front for the the
mine owners and the provincial government which, having done its job
against the MWUC, also disbanded. Given the coal operators' history
of fighting all forms of miners' organizations, it is highly unlikely that
they would allow a relatively weak business union to remain in the field
once the radical MWUC was driven out.
The strikes of 1932 would seem to be an excellent example of class
conflict. On one hand, the miners attempted to obtain union recogni-
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tion to limit the mine owners' power over the production process and
labour. Conversely, the owners were adamant in maintaining their
power and were prepared to fight any union when the cost of the
struggle fell within economically acceptable limits. The owners' position was made easier by the presence of a favourable government and
legislative system. The miners, accordingly, sought the help of the
UMWA and the OBU before finally turning to the MWUC in order to
rectify the power imbalance that the buyers of labour had over the
sellers. Unfortunately, the MWUC did not successfully counter the
owners. The MWUC won temporary closed shop victories in the 28
January and 23 February strikes but suffered a disastrous setback
when it chose to fight the dismissal of a check-weigher in the 27
February strike. The sympathy strike of 24 February demonstrated a
partial victory for class solidarity under extremely adverse conditions.
The 1932 strikes, for all intents and purposes, marked the end for the
MWUC or any other radical organization in the Saskatchewan coalfields. The miners' radicalism, however, had not been completely
destroyed. They were prepared to carryon the class struggle by whatever means available. This eventually led to the recognition of the
Saskatchewan Coal Miners' Union, affiliated to the Canadian Federationof Labour, in 1938, the Mineworkers Central Union of Estevan
and-District in November 1939, and the UMWA in 1945.
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The Decline of the Family Farm in Saskatchewan I
J.F. Conway
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University of Regina
ABSTRACT. Industrial modernization of prairie agriculture is a continuing threat to the
well-being of rural Saskatchewan. In spite of CCF / ND P policies, rural depopulation threatens
the social fabric of the province. The only impact of historic agrarian agitation has been to
humanize the transformation of rural social structure, to plan it and to erase and soften its more
negative consequences.
RESUME. La modernisation industrielle de l'agriculture des Prairies est une menace constante
pour Ie bien-etre de la partie rurale de la Saskatchewan. En depit de la politique du CCF/ NPD, la
depopulation rurale menace Ie tissu social de la province. Le seul impact cause par l'agitation
agraire historique a ete d'humaniser la transformation des structures sociales rurales, de la
planifier, et d'effacer ou d'assouplir ses consequences les plus negatives.

Rural depopulation - the demographic result of capitalist agriculture's modernization, involving the irresistible increase in the average size of the farm unit, has been lamented and resisted whenever and
wherever it has happened. It is mainly lamented and resisted by those
directly negatively affected by the process. In the United Kingdom,
various rural resistance movements - of small owners, tenants, agricultural wage-labourers, and often elements of all three - sprang up
throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The
most dramatic and widespread was the Captain Swing movement, an
agricultural uprising made up mainly of wage labourers and tenants
which swept rural England in 1830.2 In Russia, the Narodnik or
Populist movement played a major role in the developing Russian
Revolution in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In the
United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the
People's or Populist Party swept through many rural districts and
made.a major try for the White House in the 1896 election.' Similar
kinds of movements can be found in each nation's social history as it
has gone through the process of capitalist industrial modernization.
All such movements have shared one common factor: they resisted
rural depopulation resulting from the massive social and economic
changes which were threatening their livelihoods and their way of life.
This essay will not be dealing with such world-wide phenomena.
But it is important to mention them in order to make clear that the
problems confronted in Saskatchewan over the years are neither unique nor exceptional. They are common problems confronted by rural
populations everywhere when they are unavoidably threatened by
capitalist industrial modernization.
Why is such modernization a threat? The inevitable consequences
of capitalist economic organization for all small producers dictate that
they must become larger and more productive or they are pushed out
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of business by the new industrial competition. This applies equally to
small industrial production and to agriculture. In small industrial
production it is clear: as capitalist industrial techniques are applied to
the production of commodities, the small industry using preindustrial
and labour-intensive techniques cannot compete. The same principle
holds true in agriculture: inevitably industrial techniques come to be
applied to the production of agricultural commodities, particularly in
the modernization of machinery, to the point where the individual
producer must apply the modern techniques and expand his land
holding in order to produce more as the new competition lowers the
prices paid for agricultural goods on the market.
The same threat applies at a more profound social structural level.
Someone must bear the burden of the costs of industrial modernization. Capital must be accumulated. Accumulated capital must be
diverted into new investment areas - plant, machinery, raw materials,
marketing, wages, This capital must be extracted somewhere, it must
be diverted from its traditional uses. First on the agenda is the modernization of agriculture - traditional rural social structures must be
dramatically transformed. As Hobsbawn puts it:
Agriculture must be prepared to carry out its three fundamental functions in an
era of industrialization: to increase production and productivity, so as to feed a
rapidly rising nonagricultural population; to provide a large and rising surplus
of potential recruits for towns and industries; and to provide a mechanism for
the accumulation of capital to be used in the more modern sectors of the
economy."

The initial and often the heaviest costs of industrial modernization must be borne by the agricultural sector - farmer-owners,
farmer-tenants, and rural wage-labour. This is obvious, since in preindustrial societies the basic source of wealth is land and labour, and the
most significant commodities are agricultural. Capital must be accumulated in this sector initially and diverted by sundry, often devious and
frequently harsh means, to industrialization.> Techniques must be
improved and holding size enlarged, both to increase production and
to free labour from the land so that it may be channelled, often under
threat of starvation, to industrial wage-labour. Consequently, much of
the burden of capitalist modernization costs must be shouldered by
rural agrarian populations - the farmers and those who depend upon
them. Indeed, in the process of capitalist modernization farmerowners and farmer-tenants are faced with the stark prospect of successfully enlarging themselves at the expense of others, or of losing
everything and being forced onto the wage labour market. This threat
is continuous, as the means of production are constantly revolutionized: expansion of land holding means newer machinery, which means
a heavier investment, which means a need to increase production,
which means the need to enlarge the holding size, which means the
need for the most modern machinery and so on. 6
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Not surprisingly, Canada, and most particularly Saskatchewan,
have had more than their share of agrarian movements protesting and
resisting these general trends. 7 In 1875, the Manual ofthe Subordinate
Granges of the Patrons of Husbandry sounded this warning:
Worthy brothers. Agriculture is the first and most noble of all occupations. It is
the only one of divine origin. God planted the garden of Eden, and placed men
therein to tend and keep it ... It is the command of the Almighty that man
should till the ground. History proves that where agriculture has been fostered
by a people, that nature has prospered and reached a high degree of perfection;
but where it has been neglected, degeneracy began.!

Thirty-five years later, in 1910, when rural depopulation had become a
serious problem in Central Canada and the Maritimes, farmers similarly argued that,
the greatest misfortune which can befall any country is to have its people
huddled together in great centres of population.... 9

This sentiment became the basis for political discussion among farmers
across the country and, in refined form, the nucleus of the famous New
National Policy which the Progressive party took to the people in the
1921 election:
And whereas agriculture - the basic industry upon which the success of all our
other industries primarily depends - is unduly handicapped throughout Canada as shown by the declining rural population in both Eastern and Western
Canada, due largely to the greatly increased cost of agriculturalimplements and
machinery, clothing, boots and shoes, building material and practically everything the farmer has to buy, caused by the Protective Tariff, so that it is
becoming impossible for farmers generally, under normal conditions, to carry
on farming operations profitably. . . .10

In 1927, the United Farmers of Canada (Saskatchewan Section),
formed in 1926 by the unification in Saskatchewan of the Farmers'
Union of Canada and the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association,
argued in a submission to the federal government:
We have shown that the drift of population is away from the rural parts to the
urban cente-rs,the rural not holding its natural increase, and lossing (sic) greater
numbers by migration than are brought in by Immigration, and that the return
on investments in agriculture do not compare favourably with the returns on
investments in manufacturing industries. I I

Five years later, after the Depression had struck, the United
Farmers of Canada (Saskatchewan Section) decided to go into politics. Their 1932 "Economic Policy" included the following:
In the opinion of the United Farmers of Canada, the present economic crisis is
due to inherent unsoundness of the capitalistic system, which is based on private
ownership of resources, and capitalistic control of production and distribution
that involves the payment of rent, interest and profit. We recognize that social
ownership and co-operative production for use is the only sound economic
system. 12

While this was their ultimate objective, in the meantime they advocated a new agricultural land policy designed to guarantee security of
proprietorship of the family farm and to protect farmers from repossession for debt:
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Security of tenure to be obtained by issuance of perpetual "use lease" instead of
granting of homestead patents or Torrens title.
Substitution of perpetual "use lease" for land titles when, and ·if requested by
present owner or owner who has become operator of farm or ranch.
The prevention of immediate foreclosure due to arrears of mortgage instalments
with mortgage, land and investment companies and private individuals by a
change of provincial bonds for equity based on actual economic value of land,
and not on its speculative price. 13

By the 1934 election, the United Farmers of Canada (Saskatchewan Section) had joined with the Independent Labour Party to form
the Farmer-Labour Party, the Saskatchewan branch of the national
Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF). Their 1934 election
programme pledged:
to enact, immediately when returned to power, all the legislation necessary to
secure to you the use and possession of your home and land. As long as you wish
to use it, it will be yours to possess and enjoy. Then you may will it to your next
of kin or dispose of your interest in it to someone who will use it.
The Farmer-Labour Group pledges itself to prevent your dispossession by
financial corporations. 14

Ten years later, in 1944, the CCF swept to power in Saskatchewan. On the question of the pro blems of survival confronting farmers,
their election manifesto had this to say:
Insecurity for farmers in Saskatchewan may be summed up in two words, debt
and eviction.
Security for the farmer means tenure of his farm, freedom from debt, and fair
prices for what he produces... 15

To bring about farm security, it was promised that a CCF
government would "stop foreclosure on and eviction from the farm
home"; "protect ... from seizure that portion of a farmer's crop that is
needed to provide for his family"; "use the power of debt moratorium
... to force the loan and mortgage companies to reduce debts and
mortgages to a figure at which they can be reasonably paid at prevailing prices for farm products"; "prevent accumulation of new debt";
"encourage the development of the co-operative movement . . . to
replace capitalism and the profit system by community ownership for
common good"; and "press for the closing of the Winnipeg Grain
Exchange and the setting of parity prices for agricultural products."
Accused that it intended to socialize the land, the CCF reiterated
its land policy.
(1) A CCF Government will protect the farmer from unjust foreclosure and
eviction.
(2) A CCF Government will protect from seizure that part of a farmer's crop that
is needed to provide for his family.
(3) A CCF Government will use, if necessary, the power of moratorium to
compel reduction of debts to a figure at which they can reasonably be paid with
prevailing prices for farm products.
(4) A CCF Government will prevent the growth of debt by placing a crop failure
clause in all mortgages and agreements of sale. 16
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It was argued that such a land policy, if implemented, would ensure
"that for the first time since Saskatchewan became a Province, the
farmer will have security on his farm."
The New Democratic Party (Saskatchewan Section), CCF's successor, having 'been out of office for seven years and fighting an
election in the midst of a serious agricultural recession, said in 1971:
The continuing degradation of Saskatchewan agriculture and the related decline
of our rural communities are the most critical issues before the people of the
province. 17

They won that election and remained in office until 1982, when they
were defeated by the Conservatives.
Therefore, it is safe to say that the agrarian movement in its
various guises - always concerned with the defence of the rural social
structure basedon agricultural production - has been active in Canada for more than a century, and in Saskatchewan for the province's
entire history. The various explanations the movement has offered of
the problems confronting the agrarian sector have had an interesting
evolution. And, similarly, the remedies advocated have been fascinating.
At first, it was felt that rural decline was due to the drudgery of
rural life on the one hand, and the magic magnet of urban life on the
other. As well, the shrewd connivance and sharp practices of businessmen were seen as robbing the farmer of a fair return. The solutions:
exhortations to rural sons and daughters to remain on the soil; education and self-organization to train farmers to be more effective in
business; and political pressure on existing governments.
Later, especially after the Prairies began to be settled, the argument was made that farmers had trouble surviving because the grain
marketing and handling systems were used to their disadvantage by
corporate middlemen. The solution: regulation of the grain trade;
modernization of the handling system; wheat pools; the wheat board.
As well, it was argued, farmers were captives of a railway monopoly
which charged excessive freight rates. The solution: the Crow Rate.
Also, middlemen charged too much for inputs and necessities. The
solution: consumer co-operatives. Some producer co-operatives were
also tried.
After the turn of the century and with accelerating farm land
concentration and rural depopulation, the movement blamed the tariff
system. The farmer had to buy much of what he needed on a protected
market in which tariffs defended Canadian manufacturers from competition, yet he was compelled to sell in an unprotected foreign market.
This made farming an overly risky undertaking and made it difficult to
survive. The solution: abolish the tariff system. Over the years, only
small concessions on the tariff were made in response to agrarian
demands.
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As well, it was argued, the cost of credit was a terrible and unfair
burden that was driving farmers under. The question of debt emerged
as a focal point during times of serious depression, like the 1919-22 and
1930-40 depressions, when foreclosure and eviction confronted many.
The solution: prov.ide cheaper credit; adjust debts; and provide debt
protection. Again, this was never completely won, but concessions
were made.
Additionally, it was argued, the farmer was caught in the "costprice squeeze." The costs of his inputs go up regularly and rarely come
down. They become more or less fixed costs. On the other hand,
agricultural prices are notoriously unstable - there is a boom/ bust
phenomenon, especially on world markets. Therefore, the farmer is
"squeezed" by rising input costs while he is always uncertain about the
final prices he might gain for the products he produces. This makes
survival uncertain. The solution: price supports of various kinds;
government assistance programs; orderly marketing; and so on.
In other words, the agrarian movement has sophisticated its analysis of the structural problems agricultural producers have faced in
surviving and prospering, and have agitated for and won significant
concessions over the years. It goes without saying that many, many
more demands were lost.
However, the agrarian movement in Saskatchewan went even
further. It won provincial political power and the political party which
the movement spawned has governed there for thirty-two of the last
forty years. Nowhere else did the movement win that kind of opportunity - the opportunity to govern for so long a time while embracing a
repeatedly stated commitment to do something about rural decline.
The CCF began in the context of the Great Depression and advocated
a form of social ownership of farm land to provide security of tenure.
Before the party gained power, that policy was modified, but the CCF
of 1944 retained a strong commitment to bring about farm security.
And that commitment was re-expressed, perhaps more modestly, in
1971 when the NDP returned to power for a decade of secure rule.
To what effect? We must engage in the tedious examination of
statistics so that we can see what, if any, impact all these agitations, and
all the concessions won, have had upon the trends to larger and larger
farms and resulting rural depopulation and decline.
Table 1 shows the general population trends in the province.
Urban population had large jumps from 1956-61 (23.6 per cent) and
1961-66 (17.6 per cent), followed by a slower but steady growth. Rural
population had declined. More significantly, rural farm population
-those directly involved in agricultural production - has been in a
steep decline throughout. It has been cut in halfin twenty-five years. In
fact, since 1971, things have got worse. Rural farm population from
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TABLE 1
POPULATION: SASKATCHEWAN URBAN, RURAL AND FARM

Rural
As at
June 1
1956
1961
1966
1971
1976
1981

Total

Urban

Total

Farm

Non-Farm

880,665
925,181
955,344
926,245
921,325
968,313

322,003
398,091
468,327
490,635
511,330
563,166

558,662
527,090
487,017
435,610
409,995
405,147

360,651
304,672
279,642
233,335
192,570
180,255

198,011
222,418
207,375
202,275
217,425
224,892

+5
+3
-3
-0.5
+5
+10

+24
+18
+5
+4
+10
+75

-6
-8

-16
-8
-17
-18
-6
-100

+12
-7
-3
+8
+3
+14

% Change
1956-61
1961-66
1966-1971
1971-1976
1976-1981
1956-1981

-II
-6

-I
-27

Urban is defined as all centres of population of 1,000 or more.
Source: Saskatchewan Economic Review, No. 36, 1982. All percentages are rounded.

1'971-76 fell by 17.5 per cent - the worst five-year record in twentyfive years. This was followed by a smaller decline from 1976-81. This
trend was somewhat offset by the fact that the total rural population
fell only modestly since rural non-farm population showed healthy
increases. However, this is small comfort. The backbone of rural
Saskatchewan remains farm families engaged in agricultural production. Their fate becomes the fate of rural Saskatchewan, indeed, in the
absence of massive industrialization, of Saskatchewan itself.
Table 2 shows the number and average size of farms in Saskatchewan from 1961 to 1981. The previous table is explained by this one.
Clearly, there are fewer farmers producing on the land. There are fewer
farms. Farm size is relentlessly increasing. In 1971, there were 71,319
census farms in the province. In 1981, this had declined to 67,318 - a
loss of 4,00 1 census farms. In 1971, the average size of farms was 894
acres. In 1981, it was 952. However, a closer look at the figures is even
more disturbing. If we ignore all the census farms below 240 acres
-arbitrarily defining them as "hobby" farms or market gardens or
feedlots - the picture of what is happening to rural Saskatchewan is
even more worrisome. In 1971, there were 50,205 farms with acreages
of 240-1,119. In 1981, there were only 39,119 farms of that size - a
drop of 22 per cent. In 1971, there were 16,264 farms of 1,120 acres or
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TABLE 2
NUMBER AND AVERAGE SIZE OF FARMS, SASKATCHEWAN, 1961-1981

Census Farms
Size or Farm

1961

1966

1971

1976

1981

% Change

Under 240 acres
240 - 559
560 - 1,119
1,120 - 1,599
1,600 - 2,239
2,240 - 2,779
2,880 and over

12,072
38,624
31,175
7,445
2,755
826
1,002

6,119
28,828
30,169
8,432
3,457
1,086
1,275

4,850
22,463
27,742
9,242
4,176
1,313
1,533

6,961
19,047
25,460
9,903
4,752
1,614
1,841

9,132
16,295
22,824
10,012
5,190
1,858
2,007

-24%
-58%
-27%
+34%
+88%
+125%
+100%

TOTAL
Average Size (Acres)

93,924
686

79,366
807

71,319
.894

69,578
939

67,318
952

-28%
+39%

v

Source: Saskatchewan Economic Review, No. 26, 1962 and 36, 1982. Census Reports, 1981.
Census Farm: In 1961- agricultural holding of 1 acre or more with sales of agricultural products during the previous 12 months of $50 or more.
In 1966 - agricultural holding of 1acre or more with sales of agricultural products during the previous 12 months of $1200 or more (this definition
was established in 1976 and applied backwards to 1966).
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more. In 1981, there were 18,110 such farms - an increase of 17 per
cent. If we examine the very large farms - 2,240 acres or more - we
find that in 1971 there were 2,846 farms of that size. By 1981, there were
3,455 such farms - an increase of 36 per cent.
If we take the longer haul, 1961-1981, the changes are very dramatic. There's a steep drop in the number of smaller farms, a moderate
growth in the number of medium-sized farms, and an amazing growth
in the number of large farms. There were 28 per cent fewer farms in
1981 than in 1961, and average farm size had grown by 39 per cent.
Table 3 looks at the same trends in another way and over a longer
period, again showing the dramatic growth in larger farms over the
years. Table 4 again looks at the same trends in a different way and,
again over a longer period, showing the changes in the number of
occupiedfarms in Saskatchewan from 1901 to 1981.
Table 5 illustrates the extreme instability of net farm income. The
ups and downs, or booms and busts, in net farm income from year to
year are nothing short of staggering. Chronic insecurity in the agricultural sector is the only possible outcome of such a pattern.
These figures demonstrate that the trend in agriculture toward
fewer, larger farms, trends which have been characteristic in Saskatchewan since the mid-1930s,18 are simply continuing. Of course, the
inevitable outcome of these trends is relentless rural depopulation. The
future of rural Saskatchewan is equally inevitable. It will gradually
become dominated by fewer and fewer, larger and larger farms. This
will result inexorably in the decline and death of small rural communities as the shrinking population involved in active agricultural production demand fewer and fewer services of all kinds, from stores and pool
halls to schools and health facilities. And there is no end to this process
in sight.
This picture, disturbing as it is, is not at all novel. It remains a
simple law of capitalist agricultural development: the more successful
and larger farms flourish and grow while the less successful and smaller
farms wither and go bankrupt. This law has worked itself out on the
Saskatchewan landscape over the years with little regard to which
party was in power in Regina or in Ottawa.
The process speeds up in times of agricultural crisis - like the
1960-61 and the 1969-70 recessions - and slows down during times of
agricultural boom. However, each boom period, by encouraging
further investment - usually with borrowed capital - in land and
machinery, often sets the stage for an acceleration of farm failure, or
consolidation, as the inevitable bust comes to the industry. And the
fact that the costs of agricultural production - land, machinery, fuel,
credit, parts, chemicals, - are relatively stable and reflect, almost
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TABLE 3
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FARMS BY FARM SIZE, 1931, 1941, 1946, 195), 1961, 1971, 1976, 1981

Year

Under 201 ae.

201-479

480-639

640-959

1931
1941
1946
1951

32.3
31.3
25.8
18.7

34.6
33.7
34.0
32.6

14.0
14.6
16.0
17.8

13.4
13.7
16.3
19.1

Year

Under 240 ae.

240-559

560-1,119

1,120-1,599

Over 1,600

33.2
38.8
36.5
33.9

7.9
9.8

4.9
9.8
11.8
13.5

1961
1971
1976
1981

13
7
10
13.5

41
31
27
24.2

1~1.8

14.9

960-1,279

Oyer 1,280

................. 5.7 .................
3.9
2.8
4.7
3.2
6.7
5.1

Source: Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture and Rural Life, Queen's Printer, Regina, 1955, vol. No.5, Land Tenure, 19; and Saskatchewan
Economic" Review. No. 36, 1982.
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TABLE 4
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED FARMS, AND PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN
NUMBER OF FARMS, SASKATCHEWAN 1901-1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981

1901-81

Number

Percentage Change

1901
1911
1921
1931
1941
1951
1961
1971
1976
1981

13,445
95,013
119,451
136,472
138,713
112,018
93,924
71,319
69,578
67,318

207
26
14
2
-19
-16
-10
-2
-3

Source: Report ofthe Royal Commission on Agriculture and Rural Life, No.5, Land Tenure,
Saskatchewan, 1955, 16; and Saskatchewan Economic Review, No. 36, 1982.

TABLE 5
NET INCOME OF FARM OPERATORS FROM FARMING
OPERATIONS, SASKATCHEWAN, 1956-81
(millions of dollars)
Year
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Total Net Income
402
179
241
230
333
99
466
551
339
479
556
333
454
417
241
467
395
902
1,153
1,486
1.285
845
898
813
663
1,584

Source: Saskatchewan Economic Review, Nos. 26, 1962 and 36. 1982.

Change
- 55%
+ 35%
- 5%
- 45%
- 70%
+371%
+ 18%
- 38%
+ 41%
+ 18%
- 40%
+ 36%
- 8%
- 42%
+ 94%
- 15%
+128%
+ 28%
+ 29%
- 14%
- 34%
+ 6%
- 9%
- 18%
+139%
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permanently, the inflation rate, while agricultural prices are notoriously unstable and careen up and down, makes the survival of even the
most successfully managed, moderately-sized farm uncertain even during good years.
It cannot be suggested reasonably, however, that all the agrarian
agitations had no effect. Clearly they did. Their continuation - and
the political threat they remained over the years - encouraged
governments of all parties to make some significant adjustments. The
Crow Rate was established and continued until its demise in 1983. The
Wheat Board, despite attacks and some erosion, continues to function.
Programmes of farm credit assistance, however inadequate, were put
in place. The grain trade was and is regulated. Co-operative enterprises
- especially the great edifices to marketing co-operation, the wheat
pools - have flourished. Various and often quite generous programmes of assistance, advice and subsidy to agricultural producers
are in place and have continued. Price support has been provided.
Some farm income stabilization has begun. Government sponsored
and assisted agricultural modernization programmes have gone forward. In times of serious crisis - like the Great Depression - debt
adjustment and protection and production subsidies were forthcoming. Rural life was made more amenable due to the commitment of
governments to provide services at or very near urban levels - rural
areas were modernized, provided with up-to-date educational facilities, assured relatively adequate health services. Gains were made and
concessions won.
There is absolutely no doubt that the trends of rural depopulation
and farm land concentration would have been much more rapid and
ruthless had such concessions not been won.'? And there is no question
that the costs, especially in terms of human suffering and tragedy,
would have been greater without the gains which were made by the
agrarian movement: Had unfettered capitalist modernization occurred
- essentially allowing an unregulated free market to work out its cruel
logic on the farm sector - the costs, the disruptions, the suffering
would have staggered the imagination. Indeed, the suffering undergone by rural pioneers and those who went through serious crises, such
as the Great Depression, taxes our imaginations today.
But the agrarian movement forced a series of interventions. However, despite some easy promises, such interventions did not stop or
reverse rural depopulation and farm land concentration. In some
ways, it may even have accelerated the process. What the series of
interventions did was to pace the process, to make the process more
humane, to avert the worst of human suffering. Ultimately, all such
policy interventions, despite the rhetoric or the political packaging,
basically remained committed to helping the process of rural depopulation and farm land concentration along in a more rational way. The
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basic laws of capitalist agriculture were embraced and farmers were
helped either successfully to adapt and compete or to go out of the
business in an orderly way.
In other words, the historical effect of the agitation, and of the
concessions won, was to humanize the transformation of the rural
social structure, to plan it and to ease and soften its more negative
consequences for the inevitable victims of modernization. Unfortunately, this has often been an unspoken recognition. Too often those
concerned about reversing the trends described have told themselves
that something had to be done in the short term to meet this or that
immediate crisis, or to provide some relief to hard-pressed farmers.
Often, that was all that was done. The movement, and the farmers who
support it, usually shrank from confronting the structural solutions
which are necessary to stop or reverse the trends. Perhaps this was
understandable. There were in former times many farmers on the land,
perhaps even too many. Rural society remained viable. The adjustments did seem to make sense and did make life more palatable. But by
occurring, these same adjustments submerged the excited attention
which, during times of crisis and debate about the problems, had begun
to focus on the need to change the structure of agriculture in order to
stop the trends which many believed lamentable.
.. Just twelve or thirteen years ago, there was another major debate
In Saskatchewan about the whole problem of land concentration and
rural depopulation. In 1971, the NDP - the modern inheritor of the
mantle of the agrarian agitation - proclaimed in its manifesto, New
Dealfor People, the urgent need to do something about the trends. The
manifesto included a package of proposals which implied that rural
Saskatchewan could be saved, rural life further enhanced, and the
general trends of rural depopulation, increasing farm size, and the
death of rural communities could be stopped, or at least slowed down
considerably. During the Liberal years of 1964-71, matters had been
brought to a head by the recession of 1969-70. Almost nine thousand
farms had disappeared from 1966 to 1971 and farm size had grown by
over II per cent. As well, the federal Liberals did not seem too
sympathetic to the plight of rural Saskatchewan, as was evidenced by
the report of their 1969 Task Force on Agriculture, Canadian Agriculture in the Seventies, 20 which appeared to celebrate agricultural decline
and brazenly argued for deliberate policies to accelerate the process.
On the other hand, the NDP lamented the trends and urgently argued
that something had to be done. But the NDP's programmes from 1971
to 1982 - the land bank, marketing boards, improved grants, better
agricultural services - did nothing about the basic causes of rural
depopulation.
No political party has ever really come to grips with the central
cause of rural depopulation: the trend to larger and larger farms. The
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Farmer-Labour Party flirted with a radical departure from the traditional approach to land policy with their "use-lease" proposal, but
their proposal was entirely voluntary and maintained the basic structure of capitalist agriculture in place. Later, after the World War II,
elements in the CCF pushed the idea of government moving heavily
into advocating, organizing and supporting the development of cooperative farms. Accusations of communism convinced the government that such an emphasis could be politically fatal. It was argued
that the tradition of the independent family farm, owned and operated
by the individ ual producer who takes his chances in the marketplace, is
too dearly held for anyone in politics to advocate significant policies
which might tamper with that tradition. The land policy that results
from such a tradition, of course, is the land policy of the capitalist
marketplace. As such, it is really no land policy at all.
At the root of any real solution to the problem of rural depopulation must be a new and controversial approach to land policy, an
approach which would also imply a new approach to the organization
of agricultural production itself." The first feature of such a land
policy would be to imposea strict ceiling on the size of all privately
owned farms. The ceiling would have to be flexible from area to area in
order to take account of the quality of the land, the nature of the
commodities produced, and the needs of the particular community. A
second feature, of necessity, would encourage the growth of larger
units of production through forms of co-operative and social ownership of the land which might involve many families, or an entire rural
community, in active agricultural production. This latter feature
would not only keep population actively producing on the land, but
would also encourage a more rational approach to the process of
agricultural modernization.
Clearly, none of our political parties would contemplate advocating such a set of land policies. It would be political suicide. None of the
existing farm organizations would embrace such a set of proposals.
Rural Saskatchewan would not accept such interference in the present
capitalist land ownership basis of agriculture. It is not certain that such
a set of proposals would get a serious hearing at any meeting in rural
Saskatchewan or, indeed, anywhere else in rural Canada.
But before our minds close to such ideas regarding land policies,
consider the alternative. Failure to do something concrete about land
policy - something which comes to grips with the trends toward land
concentration and rural depopulation - means that we embrace the
future towards which we have been moving since the completion of
agricultural settlement. In two, three, four, or five generations, we will
see a rural Saskatchewan which will be owned by relatively few, very
large corporate farms (family or otherwise). Rural population will be
sparse. What people of working age remain in rural districts will be
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employed in the few jobs which will continue to be available in our
growing, but capital intensive, resource industries. A few will be
employed as wage labour on huge, corporate, industrial farms.P Most
of the province's population will be "huddled together," to use a phrase
from the 1910 Farmers' Platform, in six or eight urban centres. And the
greater bulk of the population will be in Saskatoon and Regina which in 1981 already accounted for almost 33 per cent of the province's population. This uncontrolled growth continues despite the
knowledge that both major cities in Saskatchewan are getting dangerously close to the optimum size for manageable and humane urban
centres in the absence of strict urban planning. The problems of
poorly-planned urban society - poverty, unemployment, alienation,
anonymity, neighbourhood decline, slum housing, - are well documented. And, despite Saskatchewan's happy pride at its relatively low
unemployment rate (6.2%),23 real unemployment is at least twice
that,24 and youth unemployment (ages 15-34 yearsj> is yet again twice
that, even in this province of milk and honey. Saskatchewan's resource
boom of the 1970s is over. As the future unfolds, what will be done?
Will Saskatchewan once again export its population, especially the
young and productive population, to other regions? The evidence is
clear - many, many young people, including urban young people,
want to go into farming if only it were possible. The rural future toward
which the province is moving categorically excludes them. Saskatchewan's great and productive rural hinterland will still be very productive. But it will be very sparsely populated.
There is a sense of urgency about this whole question. In the past,
we have perhaps been ready to concede. the inevitability of some land
concentration and some rural depopulation. But when is the point
reached that we ought to begin discussing whether the process should
be stopped? We are near such a point and it is clear that if we wait much
longer the issue will have already been decided by events in the real
world.
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NOTES
A version of this essay was presented as a Jubilee Lecture, sponsored by the Department of
Extension. University of Regina, 26 February 1980. The author wishes to thank the readers
and editor of Prairie Forum, as well as Dr. R. Stirling of the University of Regina, for the
many excellent suggestions made to strengthen the arguments.
See Eric Hobsbawm and George Rude. Captain Swing: A Social History ofthe Great English
Agricultural Uprising of /830. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1968).
For this general argument and a brief discussion of the Russian and American cases see J. F.
Conway, "Populism in the United States. Russia. and Canada: Explaining the Roots of
Canada's Third Parties," Canadian Journal of Political Science XI: I (March, 1978):99-124.
E.J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution, /789-/848. (New York: Mentor. 1962). 33. This
essay focusses on modernization which goes forward in capitalist social structures characterized by a market economy. Similar modernization processes occur in socialist social structures under the direction of the state. Industrialization - socialist or capitalist - must solve
!he problem of modernizing agriculture and of diverting wealth from agriculture to industrialization, Obviously each uses different solutions, each imposes the costs differently. each
confronts the controversies differently. But both must confront and solve the problem.
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There is a great deal of controversy surrounding the question of the diversion of capital from
agriculture to other sectors in a capitalist economy. While it is true that, as modernization
goes forward in agriculture, resulting in the release of labour through new technology, farm
capital, especially in land, increases in value, suggesting that less rather than more capital is
available for diversion to other sectors of the economy. Further, higher farm incomes are
capitalized into land prices, thus pressuring farmers to continue expansion, speeding up
concentration. At the· same time, however, there are many ways that wealth, generated in
agriculture, flows out of agriculture for potential use in other sectors. These include: interest
payments on funds borrowed for expansion of land base and new technology; cheap food
policies resulting in low farm product prices; high prices for production inputs; taxation paid
by the farm sector in excess of services or infrastructure received; expenditures on population
(health, education, etc.) which migrates from the farm to the non-farm sector. Furthermore,
although Saskatchewan was not a peasant economy which faced the tasks as outlined by
Hobsbawm, still the basic role played by the farm sector remained similar over time (increased
production of increasingly cheap food, provision of labour through concentration of farms
and out-migration, diversion of't'surplus" wealth to other sectors of the economy). Certainly,
as well, prior to the onset of consolidation and depopulation, Prairie settlers played a big role
in generating capital throughout the settlement period and after through land purchases, the
pricing system, excessive freight rates, the purchase of tariff-protected manufactured goods,
interest payments, and so on. One final point should be made here. Certainly it is true that
farmers who remain in agriculture have a vast amount of capital in land. But this capital is
locked in - indeed, more and more capital becomes locked in as expansion occurs - and the
farmer cannot realize it fully until death or retirement or the abandonment of farming.
Farming is, for most, still ra way of life," not just a capitalist enterprise. Indeed, pure capitalist
logic would lead many farmers to go out of farming and to invest the capital tied up in land
and machinery in something with a better return, like urban land, hot dog stands, or, even,
during the many years of poor prices, in simple savings accounts.
Marx makes the foregoing points repeatedly throughout his analysis of the rise of capitalism
in Britain. This last point is best expressed in chap. XV, "Machinery and Modern Industry,"
Capital (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1966), 1:371-507. At one point he says, "In the sphere
of agriculture, modern industry has a more revolutionary effect than elsewhere, for this
reason, that it annihilates the peasant, that bulwark of the old society, and replaces him by the
wage labourer" (p. 50S).
Some good sources on such movements include: E.C. Drury, Farmer Premier (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1966); Vernon C. Fowke, The National Policy and the Wheat
Economy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1957); R. Hann, Some Historical Perspectives on Canadian Agrarian Political Movements (Toronto: New Hogtown Press, 1971);
Irvine William, The Farmers in Politics (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1920); S.M.
Lipset, Agrarian Socialism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971); C.B. Macpherson, Democracy in Alberta (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1953); Hopkins Moorehouse, Deep Furrows (Toronto: Mcleod, 1918); W.L. Morton, The Progressive Party in
Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1967); Edward and Annie G. Porritt, Sixty
Years of Protection in Canada (Winnipeg: Grain Growers' Guide, 1913); P.F. Sharp, The
Agrarian Revolt in Western Canada (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1948); L.A.
Wood, A History ofFarmers' Movements in Canada (Toronto: Ryerson, 1924). For a review
of the nature and impact of such movements on the Prairies see: J.F. Conway, "To Seek a
Goodly Heritage: The Prairie Populist Resistance to the National Policy in Canada" Ph.D.
diss., Simon Fraser University, 1979); and J.F. Conway, "The Prairie Populist Resistance to
the National Policy: Some Reconsiderations." Journal of Canadian Studies 14, no. 3
(Fall, 1979):77-91.
Manual of the Subordinate Granges of the Patrons of Husbandry, 1875, cited in R. Hann,
"Some Historical Perspectives on Canadian Agrarian Political Movements," op. cit., 6.
Farmers' Platform, /9/0. This platform was presented by 811 delegates at the December, 1910
seige on Ottawa, organized by the Canadian Council of Agriculture. It is reprinted in W.L.
Morton, The Progressive Party in Canada, op. cit., 297-301.
The New National Policy, /92/. In 1918, the Canadian Council of Agriculture issued a further
edition of the Farmers' Platform. In 1919, it was submitted to member organizations for
discussion and revision. It emerged for the 1921 election in the form of "The New National
Policy." It is reprinted in W.L. Morton, The Progressive Parry in Canada, ibid., 302-305.
United Farmers of Canada, Saskatchewan Section. Applicationsfor Reductions in the Tariff:
Regina. 1927, Saskatchewan Archives at Regina.
United Farmers of Canada, Saskatchewan Section. The U.F.C. Economic Polin' and Con.
vention Resolutions, 1932, Saskatchewan Archives. Regina.
Ibid.
Declaration ofPolicy, Official Manifesto of the Saskatchewan Farmer-Labour Group. FLP
pamphlet. 1934 election. Saskatchewan Archives, Regina.
CCF Program for Saskatchewan. 1944. CCF party pamphlet, 1944 election. Saskatchewan
Archives. Regina.
CCF Land Policy; Read It; Remember It; Support It. CCF party pamphlet. 1944 election.
Saskatchewan Archives. Regina.
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New Dealfor People. NDP party pamphlet, 1971 election, Saskatchewan Archives, Regina.
In 1936, the number of occupied farms in the province was 142,391. This represented the
largest number of occupied farms in the province's history. Thereafter, the decline in absolute
numbers of farm units set in. Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census ofthe Prairie
.
Provinces, (Ottawa, 1946), vol. IV, Agriculture: 243.
Rural depopulation on the Prairies did not begin in a serious way until after World War II
(although the peak in the number of occupied farms in Saskatchewan was reached in 1936).
The settlement process continued up to the end of the 1920s, indeed, even in to the 1930s for
some Prairie regions. The Great Depression did not immediately result in rapid rural depopulation, in fact, many desperate urban dwellers went to the land in an effort to eke out a
marginal existence. However, the Great Depression set the stage for the rapid pace of farm
concentration which occurred after the War. The post-War period witnessed the full commercialization and mechanization of Prairie agriculture. Federal and provincial policies of aid
and support to agricultural modernization, as well as programs to encourage, while easing the
negative effects, consolidation, together with market forces, set in motion the process of
greater and greater mechanization and farm land concentration which has continued
unabated to the present day.
Canadian Agriculture in the Seventies, Report of the Federal Task Force on Agriculture.
December 1969 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1970).
It is beyond the scope of this essay to explore all the policies which would be required to
complement a dramatic new land tenure policy. Yet any policy package which hopes to
address the general problem of farm land concentration and rural depopulation must deal
with the issue of land tenure and farm size. Obviously were the province to move in such a
direction in land tenure policy. other policies related to farm credit, marketing, general
support and aid programmes. diversification..and so on, would be required. But at the basis of
any such general initiative, the whole question of land tenure and farm size would be the most
important and controversial policy element.
Evidence of the growth in the need for more and more wage labour by large farms is revealed
in the 1981 census data. Saskatchewan farms or 2,880 acres of more, representingjust under 3
per cent of farms, used 17 per cent of the total weeks of paid agricultural labour in the province
(71 ,242 of 413,297 weeks). In 1976 census reported that of 4,386 paid year-round agricultural
wage workers in the province, farms of 2,880 and over employed 1,356. or almost 31 per cent
(farms of that acreage made up only 2.6 per cent of all farms in 1976). The 1981 reports did not
'provide this breakdown. See /98/ Census of Canada, Agriculture. Saskatchewan. Table 26,
cat. #96-808 and /976 Census ofCanada, Agriculture, Saskatchewan. Table 26, cat #96-808.
'Monthly Statistical Review. July. 1983. vol. 9, No.7, Bureau of Statistics, Government of
Saskatchewan. p. 2.
'Saskatchewan /973 Labour Force Survey, Sample Survey and Data Bank Unit, University of
'Regina. This study revealed that real unemployment is at least double the "official" rate.
A cursory examination of unemployment statistics which provide breakdowns by region, age
and sex will show that, generally, the unemployment rate for the 15-24 year age group is twice
the overall rate.
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RESEARCH NOTE
Regional Perception in a Small Prairie City:
The Case of Brandon, Manitoba
Leo Liu and Meir Serfaty
Department of Political Science, Brandon University
ABSTRACT. The voters of Brandon, regardless of socioeconomic or political variable, believe
that the Manitoba government has a greater impact on their lives than the federal one. At the
same time, a plurality believes that the central government is stronger than the provincial one.
Secondly, voters, regardless of party, believe that the Conservatives best represent Western
concerns. Thirdly, most voters, no matter how they vote, have a strong national identity.
RESUME. Quelles que soient les variables socio-economiques ou politiques, les electeurs de
Brandon croient que le gouvernement manitobain exerce une plus grande influence sur leur vie
que Ie gouvernement federal. En meme temps, une majorite relative d'entre eux croit que Ie
gouvernement central est plus fort que Ie gouvernement provincial. De plus, quelle que soit leur
affiliation politique, les electeurs croient que les conservateurs sont ceux qui representent Ie mieux
les interets de l'Ouest. Enfin, la plupart des electeurs, quelle que soit la faeon dont ils votent, ont
un fort sentiment d'identite nationale.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
We are very grateful to the Brandon University Research Committee for its research grant
which has made this study possible.

The concept of Canada of a land of sharply different regions has
been a popular one both in political and academic circles. Not until
recently, however, have students turned to examine the perceptions of
these regions, of other regions, of the political parties, of the governments that represent them, and of the country as a whole.
During the last decade, an attempt has been made by several
political scientists to examine Canada's regional cultures. I Mildred
Schwartz, Richard Simeon, and David Elkins- conducted seminal
studies that first introduced the use of survey data. In 1976, John
Pammett- disclosed much of the data gathered in his own analysis of
the 1974 federal election. This analysis was sharpened further in Political Choice in Canada," an extensive voting behaviour study of that
election, as well as in a number of surveys conducted by Gallup and the
Carleton School of Journalism.
While the development of the literature on regional perception in
Canada is growing steadily in the area of national and provincial
studies, less ambitious efforts to focus on smaller regions, or even
constituencies have been absent.
Indeed, political science in general suffers from a dearth of microdata studies which seek to test the validity of information gathered in
larger projects. The present study attempts to fill this gap.
Brandon, a small urban centre of 36,000, with an agriculturallybased economy.. is Manitoba's second largest city and a commercial
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service and trading centre to many surrounding communities. The
ethnic background of the city's population is predominantly AngloSaxon with small but significant numbers of Ukrainians. Many other
ethnic groups are also represented.
Federally, Brandon-Souris, which contains a large rural area to
the south and west of Brandon, has returned a Progressive-Conservative
(PC) candidate to office since 1951. In the city itself, the PCs are trailed
in popularity by both the New Democratic Party (NDP) and by the
Liberals. Provincially, after splitting the city's two seats with the PCs,
the NDP was finally successful in sweeping both during the 1981
election.
The data of this study were extracted from a research survey
conducted in Brandon in 1980. The survey used a random sample of
more than 300 voters, selected from the official voters' list. The
dependent variable in the survey was the party choices of the Brandon
voters in the 1979 federal election. The independent variables consisted
of "clusters" of variables as follows:
( I) Demographic variables, e.g. age, income and education. ·
(2) Variables relating to western regionalism, e.g., voters' attitudes towards the
federal government and the issue of separatism.
(3) Variables relating to voting behaviour, e.g., voting consistency, party switching and the "balance theory."

Six questions relating to the concept of regional perception in the
survey were computed and then cross-tabulated with demographic
data and party affiliation. Demographic variables included were age,
education and income, all of which were consistently more significant
in cross-tabulations. On the other hand, sex, occupation, religion,
language and ethnicity did not show any significance as explanatory
tools. They were, therefore, not considered in this study.
Since boththedependent and, independent variables are ordinal,
"Kendall Correlation Coefficient B" is used as a measurement of
association. Only relationships which are statistically significant
within .001-.10 level are analyzed. Data from the collected samples
were computed and analyzed, using SPSS (Statistical Package for the
Social Science) as programming framework.

Orientations to the Federal System of Government
Western dissatisfaction with the present balance of powers in the
Canadian federation has increased in recent years. The level of alienation! is said to be greater the further one moves to the West. Also, the
farther away the respondent is from Central Canada, the greater the
attachment to the province.s What has not been tested is the extent to
which people choose either the federal or provincial government as the
level of government having the greatest impact on their lives. While
over one-third of the respondents (36.7 percent) felt that the provincial
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government had the greatest impact, only 28 percent identified the
federal government, with a similar figure showing an equal distribution of potential effect.
The NDP supporter appeared to be more parochial in this belief
than either the Conservative or Liberal voter. In fact, over half (55.6
percent) of the NDP respondents suggested that the provincial
government was more likely to have an impact, as opposed to less than
one-third of Conservatives (30.8 percent) and one-third of Liberals
(31.4 percent). Conversely, fewer NDP supporters were likely to feel
affected by federal decisions (14.3 percent) than either Liberal (44.3
percent) or Conservative (25.8 percent) voters. The Conservatives hold
a more balanced view of the relative effect of both levels of government.
Similar findings occurred on the question of the relative strength
of the two levels of government. While a majority of Brandon voters
(61 percent) felt that the federal government had more power than its
provincial counterpart, only 12 percent put the provinces in a position
of predominance. Interestingly, however, only one-half (52 percent) of
the NDP supporters agreed that the national level was stronger. This
figure contrasted quite sharply with that of the Liberal voters who
overwhelmingly (73 percent) put the central level in a position of
greater strength. Once again, the Conservatives held the middle
ground (62 percent), closer to the average.
One may conclude from these data that party supporters are likely
to. perceive impact and strength in terms of their own affiliation with
highly successful parties. The Conservatives' balanced view may be
seen as a result of their perceived equal access to federal and provincial
office, while the relatively more extreme views held by Liberal and
NDP voters testify to their belief that the government over which they
are likely to hold control is bound to be most important and have
greatest impact on their lives.
Some of the demographic factors introduced in this survey throw
interesting light on the voters' view of the relative impact and strength
of both levels of government. When these two variables were crosstabulated with the education of the respondents, the relationship
appeared strong. People with lower grade education were more likely
to view both governments as equally powerful and having similar
impact on their lives than those with higher education. (Table A) As
level of education rose, the federal government's prominence rose in
the eyes of the respondents. Similarly, when income was introduced as
a variable, those in the higher brackets showed a marked tendency to
identify the federal government as stronger, with greater impact on
them and their families.
A likely explanation for this finding lies in Clarke's assertion that
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TABLE A
QUESTION: GENERALLY SPEAKING, WHICH LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT
IN CANADA DO YOU FEEL IS STRONGER?

EDUCATION

GOVERNMENT WITH GREATER STRENGTH
(percentages)
_
Federal
Gov't.

Grade School
Junior High
Senior High •
Technical School
Some University
University Graduates

54.5
56.9
57.8
56.8
61.7
72.3

Provincial Fed. & Prov.
Gov't.
Same Strength
4.5
11.8
14.7
8.1
12.8
8.5

40.9
31.4
27.5
35.1
25.5
19.1

TOT AL
100

100
100
100
100
100

Kendall's Tau fj=-O.082
Significant level .05

"low levels of education are associated with more mention of the joint
effects of both levels of government. As level of education increases, so
does the willingness to make an evaluation of impact."? Similarly,
lower-income voters are likely to be those with less education and,
hence, less capable of making judgment on the impact and relative
strength of the two levels of government. Conversely, those with higher
education may be more knowledgeable of the Canadian political system and, therefore, tend to choose the federal level.
In the final analysis, voters in Brandon are well aware of the
impact of both levels of governments and are of the view, not unlike
their counterparts elsewhere (except Ontario, according to Clarke),"
that the provincial government has greater impact on their lives. The
closeness that the voters of the peripheral provinces of Canada feel
with their provincial governments is tempered with a recognition that
the federal government is more powerful.

Attitudes on Part}' Representation
The survey attempted to elucidate the question of representation
by political parties of the Brandon electorate in two specific ways: first,
by testing the so-called "balance theory" of federalism and, second, by
determining which party is held by voters to be more representative of
Western concerns.
The "balance theory," first postulated by Frank Underhill in 1955,
holds that:
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by some instinctive sub-conscious mental process the Canadian people have
apparently decided that, since freedom depends upon a balance of power, they
will balance the monopolistic power of the Liberal government in Ottawa by
setting the effective counterparting power not in Ottawa but in the provincial
capitals."

Voters are likely to support different parties federally and provincially.
This theory appears to have been invalidated by recent studies. 10
Results of our own research also seem to indicate that the validity of
the theory is questionable in Brandon. A large percentage of voters (50
percent) disagreed with the contention, while the remainder, nearly
one-third (30 percent), could not decide whether the suggestion applied
to them.
When the figures were correlated with party affiliation, the results
did not change significantly; Conservative voters were slightly more
inclined to reject the theory (56 percent) than NDP and Liberal supporters (S I and 44 percent respectively). Our data indicated that the
under-30 age group (63 percent) is more likely than the over-30 category (45 percent) to support the contention or, at the very least, to be
undecided on the issue.
An interesting relationship appears to exist between education
levels and the tendency to agree with the view that different parties
ought to form governments at the federal and provincial levels. As the
two tables Band C demonstrate quite conclusively, the higher the level
of education and income, the less tendency there is to believe in the
balance theory.

TABLED
QUESTION: "SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT IF ONE POLITICAL PARTY IS IN
POWER FEDERALLY, A DIFFERENT PARTY SHOULD BE IN POWER
PROVINCIALLY. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS STATEMENTI"

DEGREE OF AGREEMENT
(percentages)

EDUCATION

Grade School
Junior High
Senior High
Technical School
Some University
University Graduates
Kendall's Tau P=0.113
Significant Level .0 I

Agree
Strongly

Agree

4.8
3.9
1.8
2.6
0.0
0.0

33.3
27.5
17.3
10.5
15.2
12.2

UnDisagree
decided Disagree Strongly TOTAL
9.5
33.3
32.7
31.6
28.3
32.7

38.1
25.5
38.2
44.7
47.8
42.9

14.3
9.8
10.0
10.5
8.7
12.2

100
100
100
100
100
100
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TABLE C
QUESTION: "SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT IF ONE POLITICAL PARTY IS IN
POWER FEDERALLY, A DIFFERENT PARTY SHOULD BE IN POWER
PROVINCIALLY. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS STATEMENTI"

DEGREES OF AGREEMENT
(percentages)

INCOME

Under $6,000
$6,000 - $14,999
$15,000 - $24,999
$25,000 or more

Agree
Strongly

Agree

4.3
0.9
1.2
0.0

24.6
13.0
15.3
17.4

UnDisagree
decided Disagree Strongly TOTAL
23.2
36.1
28.2
26.1

40.6
36.1
45.9
39.1

7.2
13.9
9.4
17.4

100
100
100
100

Kendall's Tau {3=-.077
Significant level .06

These findings might be explained by the level of distrust generally
shown by the lower socio-economic status (SES) groups and the young
towards political leadership. People of lower SES may perceive that a
party holding power at both levels of government is more likely to
conspire against the "little man." It could also indicate that the less
well-educated and the young are more volatile in their political behaviour and less faithful to a political party.
Of even greater relevance to our study of regional consciousness
was the question as to which party constituted the best representative
of the West. A majority of the respondents voted for the Conservative
party on this question (53 percent). Party by party analysis indicates
some very surprising results. While the vast majority of Conservative
voters chose- the PC party as best (86 percent), over 35 percent of the
Liberals and 17 percent of the NDP supporters also indicated a similar
view (Table D).
More significantly, NDP and Liberal supporters do not agree to
the same extent that their own parties are best for Western Canada. In
fact, only slightly over one-quarter (26.5 percent) of the Liberal voters
felt that their party was "pro-Western" while a majority of the NDP
voters (57 percent) - albeit again not as large as that of PC supporters
(86 percent) - did likewise.
Age differences were fairly significant in relation to this question.
As the results also indicate, the NDP stands clearly as second choice in
its representativeness of the Western interests for all age groups (Table E).
Education appeared to be the variable that partially accounted for
these differences. A clear majority of the respondents, regardless of
education, perceived the PCs to be the best party for Western Canada.
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TABLE D
QUESTION: "WHICH POLITICAL PARTY AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL,
DO YOU FEEL BEST REPRESENTS THE INTERESTS OF THE
WESTERN PROVINCES?"

PARTY VOTED
FOR IN 1979
FED ELECTION

Progressive
Conservative
Liberal
New Democractic
Social Credit
Did not vote
Not Eligible

BEST PARTY FOR THE WEST
(percentages)
Progressive
Conservative

Liberal

New
Democratic

DK&
Others

TOTAL

85.2
35.3
16.4
0.0
25.0
100.0

0.8
26.5
6.6
0.0
20.0
0.0

4.1
13.2
57.4
0.0
30.0
0.0

9.8
25.0
19.7
100.0
25.0
0.0

100
100
100
100
100
100

Kendall's Tau ~=0.446
Significant level 0.00 I

TABLE E
QUESTION: "WHICH POLITICAL PARTY AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL,
DO YOU FEEL BEST REPRESENTS THE INTERESTS OF THE
WESTERN PROVINCES?"

BEST PARTY FOR THE WEST
(percentages)

AGE

29 yrs + under
30 to 39 yrs
40 -·49 yrs
50- 59 yrs
50 - 59 yrs
60 yrs + over

Progressive
Conservative

Liberal

New
Democratic

DK&
Others

TOTAL

40.0
52.2
62.9
62.9
63.4
60.0

15.6
5.8
11.4
11.4
6.3
12.0

26.7
21.7
20.0
20.0
14.6
14.7

17.8
20.3
5.7
5.7
14.6
13.3

100
100
100
100
100
100

Kendall's Tau ~=-o.132
Significant level .002

The only exception consisted of those with a university education.
Here, only a plurality chose the Conservatives over theNDP (27
percent) (Table F).
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TABLE F
QUESTION: "WHICH POLITICAL PARTY AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL,
DO YOU FEEL BEST REPRESENTS THE INTERESTS OF THE
WESTERN PROVINCES?"

BEST PARTY FOR THE WEST
(percentages)

EDUCATION

Grade School
Junior High
Senior High
Technical School
Some University
University Graduate

_

Progressive
Conservative

Liberal

New
Democratic

DK&
Others

TOTAL

50.0
64.7
51.4
52.8
65.2
34.7

25.0
5.9
10.3
11.1
6.5
18.4

15.0
15.7
23.3
13.9
17.4
26.5

10.0
13.7
14.0
22.2
10.9
20.4

100
100
100
100
100
100

Kendall's Tau {3=0.05
Significant level .05

Because of the overwhelming support received by the Conservatives on this question, few other variables appeared to be significant. It
is quite evident that the Conservatives' image, built over the years, of
taking care of Western concerns and problems better than other parties
is corroborated by all voters. This finding suggests that the Conservatives will continue to be successful electorally, especially whenever
Western interests appear to be neglected by Central Canada.

Views on Region and on Canada
The final set of questions related to the voters' perception of
themselves as belonging primarily to a province, a region, or the
country as a whole. It also included a question to gauge the extent of
alienation of Brandon from Ottawa and to see if separation was seen as
an option.
A large majority of the respondents are supporters of the federal
system. Nearly three-quarters (74 percent) of the total viewed themselves as Canadians; smaller percentages chose Western Canadians (13
percent) or Manitobans (12 percent). When the data were broken
down along party lines, it appears that NDP supporters tend to view
themselves as Western Canadians or Manitobans in higher numbers
than people voting for the other two parties. Thus, while nearly 80
percent of Liberal voters and 74 percent of the PC voters identified
themselves as Canadians, only 65 percent of the NDP voters did the
same. These data seem to challenge the frequent assumption that NDP
supporters are more likely to be Canadian nationalists than their
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Liberal or PC counterparts. I I At the very least, future research may
show a clear-cut division between Eastern and Western NDP on the
issue of nationalism.
No significant divergence from this overall pattern was found by
age group. The only exception were those under 30 who were more
likely to view themselves as Western Canadians or Manitobans than
those in the older age groups. Clearly, the level of alienation of the
younger groups is high. Because there has been no similar previous
survey, it is difficult to say whether this indicates a generational discontent or whether it points to a deep-rooted feeling of dissatisfaction
that is peculiar to these particular young voters.
A similar explanation may be offered for the education variable.
Our data show conclusively that the likelihood of identifying oneself as
a Canadian increases with the level of education attained. On the other
hand, a voter with little or no education is more likely to view himself
as "Manitoban." (Table G) While almost 84 percent of voters with
university degrees identified themselves as Canadians, only two-thirds
of those with grade school did so. In fact, nearly thirty percent of the
voters with elementary school background were prepared to choose
Manitoba over Canada.

TABLE G
QUESTION: "HOW DO YOU VIEW YOURSELF?"

HOW DO YOU VIEW YOURSELF
(percentages)

EDUCATION

Canadian
Grade School
Junior High
Senior High
Technical School
Some University
University Graduate

66.7
66.0
78.9
75.7
79.5
83.7

Western
Canadian

_

Manitoban

TOTAL

18.0

28.6
16.0

100
100
100
100
100
100

4.8
8.3

12.8

18.9

5.4

11.4
10.2

6.1

9.1

Kendall's Tau P=O.11
Significant level .0 I

In a similar vein, Brandon voters with higher incomes were more
inclined to identify themselves as Canadians, while those with lower
incomes tended to identify themselves as Manitobans. (Table H). One
can only note the striking contrast between the small number of those
earning over $25,000 who chose "Manitoban" as their affiliation (a
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TABLE H
QUESTION: "HOW DO YOU VIEW YOURSELF?'"

HOW DO YOU VIEW YOURSELF
(percentages)

INCOME

Under $6,000
$6,000 - $14,999
$15,000 - $24,999
$25,000 or more

_

Canadian

Western
Canadian

Manitoban

TOTAL

68.7
75.2
78.8
91.3

10.4
13.3
15.3
4.3

20.9
11.4
5.9
4.3

100
100
100
100

Kendall's Tau (3=0.13
Significant level .007

little over 4 percent), as opposed to those who opted for the same
identification in the under $6000 bracket (21 percent).
On the other hand, our survey indicates no significant correlation
between the income or educational level and the "Western Canadian"
variable. It may be conjectured that this regional identification has not
been established yet in Brandon.
Finally, the people interviewed in the survey were asked whether
they believed that Western Canada should separate from Canada if the
federal government did not pay attention to its needs. All but 7 percent
of the sample felt that it should not seek independent status. Because of
the overwhelming nature of the response, any attempt to analyze the
data beyond this point must be tentative and cautious. The Liberal
supporters were less likely to believe in separatism (97 percent), whereas the NDPsupporters appeared somewhat less inclined to disagree
with the statement (84 percent). The Conservative supporter again,
stood closer to the average of the sample (88 percent).
The only variable that had some significance in relation to the
issue of separatism was education. As Table I shows, while no .person
with a University education believed in separatism, a fairly sizeable 15
percent of those with elementary school education were prepared to
contemplate separatism. The feeling of alienation, although not
widespread, is not totally absent, especially in the group that we have
identified as less-educated.

Conclusion
This survey set out to expand the available data base relating to
regional perception and consciousness. It also attempted to test the
validity of some assumptions and hypotheses about attitudes and
orientations to province, region, party and country.
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TABLE I
QUESTION: "IF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FAILS TO MEET THE
DEMAND NEEDS OF THE WESTERN PROVINCES, DO YOU FEEL THAT
THEY SHOULD SEPARATE FROM THE REST OF CANADA?"

SEPARATION
(percentages)

Grade School
Junior High
Senior High
Technical School
Some University
University Graduate

Yes

No

TOTAL

15.0
12.2
4.7
5.4
11.1
0.0

85.0
87.8
95.3
94.6
88.9
100.0

100
100
100
100
100
100

Kendall's Tau 13=0.09
Significant level .02

First, the residents of Brandon, regardless of age, sex, ethnicity,
SES, religion, education, or party affiliation, believe that the province
lias greater impact on their everyday lives than the federal government.
On the other hand, a plurality of all types of respondents also maintain
that the central government in this country is stronger than its provincial counterpart. In this way, they show themselves to be similarly
inclined towards these questions as other Westerners. According to
Pammett, 12 Westerners are likely to attach greater importance, as well
as feel closer toward the provincial level of government even though
cognizant of the greater power of the federal level. The fact that the
number of responses does not substantially favour either level suggests
that Brandonites have a firm grasp of the balance of power that is said
to exist in the Canadian federation.
Second, to Brandon voters, like to their counterparts throughout
Western Canada, the Conservative party is accepted as most representative of Western concerns, with the NDP second, and the Liberal
party a very distant third. This preference in itself is not significant
(voting behaviour amply demonstrates it). What is striking is that a
large number of both the NDP and Liberal supporters are prepared to
concede that fact. No similar finding exists in the literature for the
remainder of Western Canada. It would be interesting to determine the
extent to which the PC image as the "champion" of Western interests
has become established across the region.
Third, although the data are clearly open to interpretation, only
one-fifth of the Brandon adult population is prepared to accept the
balance theory, which holds that the same party must not be in control
at both levels of government. The additional one-third that cannot
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seem to decide on the issue is sufficient grounds, in our opinion, for
lending at least some credibility to the theory. The subject merits closer
attention than has been granted by political scientists, particularly in
relation to other better studied areas pertaining to partisanship. We are
suggesting, in effect, that even if a sizeable minority supports the
theory, the implications for party identification could be important.
Fourth, and finally, Brandon voters of all political persuasions
and backgrounds are clearly and overwhelmingly prepared to support
Canada. This applies both in terms of their national - as opposed to
territorial- identification and in terms of their denial of separatism as
an option. These results are clearly consonant with similar findings
elsewhere in Western Canada.'? They show conclusively that, regardless of the level of alienation that may exist, separatism or a rival
national identification has not become a viable alternative.
All the data collected in this survey demonstrate that, although
regional and provincial identities are not absent, national identifications and perceptions are remarkably strong in an area where discontent with federal policy is traditional and deep-seated. Indeed, perhaps
the most significant conclusion that can be inferred from this study is
that Brandonites, like most Canadians, retain what Elkins has called a
"deep and abiding" sense of their place in Canada. 14 This place is based
on territory which ranges from the purely local through to provincial
and regional. It is complemented, rather than restricted, however, by a
strong sense of national identity.which has not been effectively compromised by provincial-federal squabbles. Along this line of reasoning
also, alienation, as a shrewd student on the subject has put it, "may
reflect frustration at the lack of national integration as much as it does
resistance to such integration."15 In the final analysis, the level of
regional perception and identification exhibited by Brandon residents
bears close resemblance.to thatexhibited by fellow Western Canadians.
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Significant, albeit empirically unsubstantiated, contribution to the notion of territorial identification, include William Mishler, Political Participation in Canada (Toronto: Macmillan,
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See for example, Clarke, Political Choice, 55-60.
Ibid., 62-3.
Ibid.. 63.
As quoted in D.V. Smiley, Canada in Question: Federation in the Seventies, 2nd ed.
(McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1976), 123.
See Ibid., 123-25 for a list of authors who dispute the validity of the theory on empirical
grounds.
This assumption owes its origin perhaps to the NDP's avowed anti-Americanism, which
peaked in the late I 960s and early 1970s with the presence of the vocal Waffle wing of the
party. The assumption has not been empirically verified among NDP supporters.
Pammett, "Regional Orientation:' 96.
See, for example, R. Gibbins, Prairie Politics and Society. 188-90, which shows similar
results.
D. Elkins, "The Sense of Place" in Small Worlds: Provinces and Parties in Canadian Political
Life, Dave J. Elkins and Richard Simeon, eds. (Toronto: Methuen, 1980), 1-30. This idea has
also been persuasively argued by Donald Smiley, Constitutional Adaptation and Canadian
Federalism since 1945. (Ottawa: Information Canada, 1979), 5, and by Careless, "Limited
Identities in Canada," 9.
R. Gibbins, Regionalism. 181.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Jewish Life and Times: A Collection of Essays. Winnipeg: The Jewish
Historical Society of Western Canada, 1983. pp. 185, $10.00, paper.
This volume was published to 'commemorate one hundred years
of Jewish settlement in Manitoba, 1882-1982. It consists of twenty-two
essays on a wide variety of themes that had initially taken the form of
presentations at meetings of The Jewish Historical Society of Western
Canada in Winnipeg over a ten-year period. The Society was founded
fifteen years ago and serves as the Standing Committee on Historv,
Research and Archives of the Canadian Jewish Congress, ManitobaSaskatchewan Region.
There are a few essays that do not address themes having to do
with the immigration and settlement of Jews in the Canadian prairies.
While each is on a different topic, collectively they make fascinating
reading. Of these, the most comprehensive and detailed is on "Religious Minorities and Civil Rights in Nineteenth-century England."
Israel Finestein provides a memorable historical account of how civil
rights for Jews in England evolved slowly and in piecemeal fashion in
the context of the lifting of discriminatory laws imposed on other
religious minorities.
Leon Michaels critically assesses the thesis that Jewish survival is
largely a function of adversity and anti-semitism, while assimilation
rises when and where Jews have been treated well. He decisively rejects
this thesis on the basis of summary accounts of demographic evidence
from the main centres of Jewish settlement over the past two hundred
years. The essay is sufficiently provocative and stimulating to have led
this reviewer to resolve to add a comprehensive history of the Jews to
his "must read" agenda for the coming year.
Clara Lander's "The Pope From the Ghetto" is about the Leone
family in Rome, which converted to Christianity in 1030 and provided,
over the next century, three Popes who gained renown as "innovators
and reformers": Gregory VI, Gregory VII, and Anacletus II. Henry
Prosen, a Winnipeg psychiatrist, contributes an insightful account of
the "Psychological Impact of Migration," focussing on the adjustment
problems of different generations of Jews to North America. Hyman
Sokolov served with the Jewish Legion in Palestine in 1918-1919 and
provides a graphic account of the military exploits of the legion in the
battles to liberate Palestine from Turkish rule during World War I.
The heart of this book lies in the kaleidoscope of personal reminiscences recounted in autobiographical essays, historical accounts, or
culled from Yiddish diaries. The main focus is on the experiences of the
large waves of immigration to escape persecution in Eastern Europe,
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starting in the 1870s. Some settled on the land in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, assisted by Baron Maurice de Hirsch's Jewish Colonization Association which supported Jewish land settlement in different
parts of the world. Since Jews are overwhelmingly urban dwellers,
these oral histories· and documentary records are of inestimable value.
But the greatest concentration of Jewish settlement in Western Canada
was Winnipeg and, for a number of decades, upwards of ninety percent
of Winnipeg Jews became synonymous with the "N orth End" of Winnipeg. While over two-thirds of Canada's Jews live in Montreal and
Toronto, the Winnipeg "North End," with a Jewish population of
twenty thousand, attained a level of cultural, educational, spiritual,
and philanthropic institutional development that rivalled the other
two much larger communities.
About half of the book is made up of well-written personal
accounts which provide a hard-to-achieve balance of socio-historical
context and family life history. It makes for superb reading. In some
cases, the account begins in the country-of-origin, adding an extra
dimension to the real-life dramas of uprooting and the often harrowing
episodes in the initial difficult years of resettlement.
The remaining essays address more specific topics: education
(both Jewish schools and Jewish children in Manitoba public schools);
the problems of anti-semitism; the special role of Jews in the Winnipeg
clothing industry; vignettes of early Jewish physicians, and a detailed
account of how discrimination against Jewish and other minority
group applicants to theU niversity of Manitoba medical school was
ended.
One topic that deserves special mention, because it influenced so
many aspects of communal life, is the diverse forms of ideological
radicalism as well as traditional Judaic values rooted in religion that
Jewish immigrants brought with them from Eastern Europe. Throughout their history, Jews have played prominent roles in struggles for
social justice. There were four principal dimensions to ideological
divisions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: secularism, religious traditionalism, socialism, and nationalism. In a seminal
essay, "The Winnipeg Jewish Radical Community: Its Early Formation 1905-1918," Roz Usiskin explains how combinations of these
dimensions resulted in multiple institutional formations and splits.
Socialists split into communists, social-democrats, and anarchists.
Zionists split into various factions of socialist-Zionism, religious Zionism, and just plain Zionism. These ideological orientations carried
over into the formation and curriculum development of Jewish education as well as many other aspects of Jewish organizational activities.
Despite the acrimonious climate generated by these deeply felt divisions, Canadian Jewry was able to unite to address matters of common concerns in an "umbrella" organization, The Canadian Jewish
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Congress, in which Winnipeg Jewry has played a leading role. This
kind of unity continues to this day to elude American Jewry.
The Jewish Historical Society of Western Canada deserves to be
commended, not only for this highly informative (and enjoyable!)
collection of readings, but also for its many other activities which serve
to ensure that the history and cultural accomplishments of western
Canadian Jewry will be both conserved and celebrated. This bookis
obviously a labour of love.
Harvey Rich
Department of Sociology
University of Calgary
Brandon's Politics and Politicians by W. Leland Clark. Brandon:
Brandon Sun, 1981. pp. viii, 263, illustrations, $11.95, paper.
This book ought to evoke interest for at least two reasons. First,
its author recently entered the succession of politicians about whom he
writes, becoming Conservative MP following the death of Walter
.Dinsdale, who represented Brandon for over thirty years. Thus, not
.only is Dr. Clark's book a labour of love, one is inclined to read it with
ra degree of sensitivity to the author's perceptions of his constituency,
.and for some clues as to his political philosophy. Second, an unusual
.proportion of the constituency's representatives were men of colour
and prominence, such as T.M. Daly, Clifford Sifton, D'Alton
McCarthy, Robert Forke, T.A. Crerar, and (provincially) A.E. Smith
- names which suggest a complex political tradition underlying more
recent Tory dominance.
As reflected in these pages, Clark the politician is pragmatic, and
no philosopher. "The politician's task, in simple terms," he asserts, "is
to achieve and retain power." (pp. 13, 238) He is fascinated with the
nuts and bolts of politics, such as patronage, organization and electoral management. Of political ideology there is relatively little. He
focusses on the City of Brandon and the dominance of politics by the
business and professional elite. Although aware of class distinctions,
rarely have the elite permitted politics to be polarized along class lines,
going out of their way to cultivate the sizable labour vote. The brokerage politics of "accommodation" were - and, one supposes, remain
-the key to success.
While the work contains interesting anecdotes and sketches of
Brandon's politicians, and useful material on all the elections (municipal, provincial and federal) from 1899 to 1952, it falls short of being
effective. No explanation is offered as to why the book does not begin
in 1881-82, rather than 1899, as much material is available for the
earlier years as for portions ofthe period actually covered. Although at
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least sixty per cent of the federal constituency of Brandon was rural,
and despite the Wheat City's obvious dependence upon its agricultural
hinterland, the author virtually ignores that portion of the political
story. The business and professional elite dominate the book, but are
never clearly defined or quantified. Why were they so successful in
rural districts, while frequently ignoring rural concerns? No consistent
analysis is made of civic politics, particularly aldermanic contests; yet
the municipal picture is important, because so many provincial and
federal candidates emerged from that level, and because it was here
that labour politicians and other challengers of the status quo had their
greatest success. Mentioned as a significant factor, but never sharply
defined as to its extent, is the retired farmer community in the city. Did
changing demographic factors have any impact? What was distinctive
about Brandon politics compared, say, to wholly rural constituencies,
or to Winnipeg? Did Brandon politicians articulate a point of view
peculiar to western' Manitoba?
Perhaps the nature of the book was shaped by an intended general
public readership; its publication was a centennial project of the Brandon Sun. Nonetheless, it is a study which only begins to explore the
potential of its topic.
D.J. Hall
Department of History
University of Alberta

Battle for the West; Fur Traders and the Birth of Western Canada by
Daniel Francis. Edmonton: Hurtig, 1982. pp. 191, $9.95, paper.

Battlefor the West: Fur Traders and the Birth of Western Canada
represents "a popular.style, easy to read, non-academic book" about
the fur trade in the Canadian West, starting with the exploits of Pierre
Gauthier de Varennes, Sieur de la Verendrye, and ending with the sale
of the Hudson's Bay Company lands to the Canadian government in
1870.
Daniel Francis, a freelance research historian, has written a history book "a la Pierre Berton." He does not break any new ground, nor
does he provide any new perspectives or interpretations. This book
constitutes a well-written, lively and scintillating survey of an important facet of Canadian history based on the secondary sources available
on the subject, including the published memoirs of prominent fur
traders.
The author introduces brief biographies of prominent individuals
into his expose, and emphasizes the role they played in order to add
more colour to his survey. The personality quirks and traits of Alexander Mackenzie, Peter Pond, George Simpson and several others are
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accentuated to render the analysis of the Western fur trade more
captivating.
The introduction constitutes the major weakness of this volume.
In effect, there is no introduction. The author fails to review the
existing literature and the major schools of thought on the subject. He
provides no clues as to the approach or content and scope of his
analysis to guide the reader.
Furthermore, several questions arise which remain unanswered.
What kind of profit were the various corporations extracting from the
exploitation of the fur trade? How many employees at various times
did the corporations maintain on the payroll in their pursuit of the
almighty beaver pelt?
Notwithstanding these omissions and weaknesses, a novice who
desires to learn about the Western fur trade would be wise to read this
little book before moving on to more profound studies.
Andre Lalonde
Department of History
University of Regina

Stanley Knowles: The Man from Winnipeg North Centre, by Susan
Mann Trofimenkoff. Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books;
1982. pp. xi + 226, illustrated, $17.95 paper.

Stan/e)' Knowles: The Man From Winnipeg North Centre is a
peculiar and not particularly successful book. The author describes the
work as follows: "This is a biographical memoir. It is as close to an
autobiography as Stanley Knowles was ever willing or now able to
undertake, and is interpreted through the eyes, ears, and pen ofone
who has known him all her life." The evidentiary base for the study is a
series of interviews that Knowles gave Susan Mann Trofimenkoff in
1975. These data were supplemented by additional materials: "My
historian's training has taken me to the public record to confirm,
clarify, or amplify the account but the book does not pretend to be a
comprehensive survey of all of Knowles' political activities." The result
is a hybrid: part memoir; part biography.
The book is organized around key days in Stanley Knowles' life.
Although the resultant format is clumsy, we are taken through the
main phases of his career. We observe him with his poor, downtrodden and embittered family in California. We travel with him on his
visits to Canada, which was the birthplace of both of his parents. As a
young man Knowles became committed to Canada and attended
university in Manitoba. Some of his experiences as a United Church
clergyman are recounted. The bulk of the book is concerned with his
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political career. He succeeded l.S. Woodsworth, founder of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation, as MP for Winnipeg North
Centre in 1942 and held that seat until the Diefenbaker landslide of
1958. From 1958-62 Knowles served as a vice-president of the Canadian Labour Congress and, as such, was one of the architects of the
New Democratic Party. In 1962 he was re-elected in Winnipeg North
Centre and still represents that riding in the House of Commons.
The book's major weaknesses are two. First, it is so supportive of
Knowlesthat it is really a form of political hagiography. Second, it fails
to pursue and analyse some important aspects of Knowles'career that
receive brief mention in the text. Central to Stanley Knowles' life is his
role in the United Church (of which he is still a minister) and in the
CCF/NDP. Both receive somewhat mawkish treatment. His perception of his role in the church is described thus:
one continuous effort to ensure that his father's experience would not be
repeated. The father in Los Angeles became all the working people in Canada
and the son in Winnipeg determined that they should have health, decent wages,
vacations, pensions and job security. From then on, he saw his father in all the
railway workers in Winnipeg and across the country; he sensed his mother in all
old and ailing women. He would do their bidding.

His socialism, which defines his place in politics, seems to consist
of a sentimentalized version of the social gospel. Trofimenkoff described it as part of her account of the death of his father:
To the relatives in Nova Scotia he reported his father's dying words ...: 'N urse,
I think there's something wrong,' and went on to put his own words into his
father's voice: A prophetic word out of a heart of vision and love - 'Stanley,
there are things in this world that are wrong; I leave you to carryon, pursuing the
vision I have given you of a world set right through the application here in this
world of the teaching of Jesus.' Ever since then, Stanley Knowles, fully aware
that he is Exhibit A of a person doing what his parents wish for him, has been
doing his father's work.

In another place Knowles' socialism is attributed to Henry George and
the single tax: "The step from George's notion of the Single Tax to
socialism was an easy and natural one for him. The faith behind the
step, however remained a religious one even though the language
became more and more secular." One does not leave this book with a
very clear view of either Knowles' theology or political ideology.
Some very important matters are left hanging. After he was
defeated in 1958 he needed a job. His best options were to take a post
with the CLC, or become a paid official of the CCF. Apparently there
was massive opposition to the latter possibility:
it became evident during that time that much as he was prepared to sacrifice
himself for the party, the party executive and national council were not interested in having him .... Nasty telegrams threatened to take the matter before
the national convention of the party if he did not clear out by taking the CLC
position. It was decidedly messy and Knowles' recollections carefully glossed
over the entire incident.

An equally startling revelation relates to the NDP's refusal in 1963 to
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nominate him for an executive position on the federal council of the
party - a party that he was instrumental in creating. "He wept at the
rejection," reports Trofimenkoff, "but only one person saw the tears.
Since then he has distanced himself from the party's inner political
workings." These intriguing vignettes contradict the impression one
has of Knowles as a very popular party-person. They merit but do not
receive careful analysis and amplification based on sources other than
Knowles' recollections.
The book does reveal, albeit unintentionally, one very important
point about Knowles and the CCF/NDP. During his entire career
Stanley Knowles has focussed his political energies on the struggle for
a humane and extensive welfare system. Specifically, he has fought for
adequate pensions for the workers and the aged, medicare, workers'
compensation, civilized working conditions and universality in most
social programmes. To a large extent these battles have been won, even
if the NDP argues that the victories are insufficient and currently
threatened. In terms of policy these victories have made Knowles and
the NDP somewhat anachronistic. True, Knowles has built a reputation for himself as Canada's finest parliamentarian and defender of the
House of Commons. But that has not extended to the party, which
possesses nothing like the social relevance that it had during the 1940s
.and 1950s.
All of this said, Stanley Knowles remains an important and interesting figure. He did so much to design our welfare system; he was
crucial to the establishment of the NDP. Knowles is a man ofunblemished reputation who has defended our parliamentary system with
persistent brilliance. He deserves to be known. This book, badly flawed
as it is, tells us much about Stanley Knowles and his all too rare brand
of politics.
Donald Swainson
Department of History
Queen's University

Earth Dreams by Jerry Rush. Moose Jaw: Coteau Books, 1982. pp. 64,
$5.00, paper.
The Secret Life of Railroaders by Jim McLean. Moose Jaw: Coteau
Books, 1982. pp. 72, $5.00, paper.
Regional poetry, to which Coteau Books is so strongly committed, inevitably finds its first definition in setting - not simply as
backdrop, but as, in Clark Blaise's phrase, in its very "mystery and ...
manner." But the definition of regional poetry must also have a great
deal to say about story, since stories are a way of perpetuating, even of
establishing, the experience of a family, or a group. Stories are crucial
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to a region's sense of itself, celebrating its natural and spiritual origins,
the connections between people and place. From Kelsey to Kroetsch,
from Anne Marriott to Andy Suknaski, the Canadian prairie's version
of regional poetry has always been shaped as much by story as by lyric.
Certainly it's a story that these two books are impressive and valuable.
Jerry Rush's poem, "Mrs. Tomlin," tells again of the lonely prairie
woman gone mad, but with such nervous understatement that the story
takes on agonizing new meanings. In "Solvin Gall Stones," Rush tries
his hand at the riskier form of dialect verse, and still comes off reasonably well. In this poem an aging Indian tells how he avoided an operation for gall stones by taking a dose of his father's Indian Medicine:
my dad's got lottsa stuff at home
he knows just what to get to fix me up
somona creepin vines, stovepipe plants
an somon~ badger brush he knows

In poems like these Rush not only tells significant stories memorably,
but he recognizes that his teller is an individual, and that the details and
shading of the story come, finally, from the teller's sense of his relationship to his audience. The Indian narrator of "Solvin Gall Stones," for
example, pumps up his private myth of a miracle cure because, as we
realize while he talks, he knows he is now nearing the time of life when
there are no more miracle cures. And he tells his story with a very
tentative confidence in his white listener, as if he doesn't believe that
Indian Medicine will ever be called on again:
alia same if your wife's scared
to go to a hospital - you ask her
maybe my grandson can get alia stuff
she's gonna need
yea-ep

Although there is a less clear sense of the listener in "Mrs. Tomlin," Rush again succeeds in giving an intriguing revelation of a teller
who is not quite sure how serious Mrs. Tomlin's problem was, who is
not sure whether her craziness is a temporary aberration or a permanent state. Most intriguingly, we get a sense of a teller uncertain whether
to ignore this memory, or whether to find in it some personal significance. All this. seems to be caught in the speaker's shifting from
staightforward images ("date-nut cakes, and tea on linen cloths") to
metaphors ("she screamed at wisps of dust/licking the sill"), or from
colloquial and, therefore, nearly dead metaphors ("the headless
hen / off the blade of the axe") to something more literary ("the road / to
the distant town/ snaking away").
To speak at such length of but two of Rush's poems is, of course,
to distort the experience of the whole of Earth Dreams, but it seems to
me important, especially of a first book, to emphasize the positive.
Much of the confusion which is a merit in "Mrs. Tomlin" is a liability in
poems without the strong underpinning of narrative, or without the
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interest of the relationship between teller and voice. The more Rush
tries to be a poet with a capital P, the more he becomes painfully
inconsistent and pretentious. In "From the Garden," to cite but one
example, he seems to be straining to be indirect, struggling to be
enigmatic: his. "mind's eye," he tells us in an awkward revision of a
cliche, "is heavy"; then he adds an absurd simile, to try to redeem the
turn of phrase, on the way to an unspecific - and unrelated - image
of fruit, which is supposed to bring the poem to a conclusion. Rush
seems to be a regional poet who is at his best when he is being simply a
regional poet, telling the stories that give both continuity and depth to
his community.
Jim McLean could sit in the yard office and tell stories all night.
The Secret Life ofRailroaders is a surprising first book, if only because
it is entirely devoted to the single subject of its title, though in.a lively
variety Of forms. To be sure, McLean's poetry, even more so than
Rush's, is limited in resonance. That is the words are usually chosen for
direct communication, for the lines of the story or the needs of the
speaker, rather than for their colour, or their power to enhance one
another. The flatness of most of these poems is made more obvious by
the prose preambles which precede almost every poem .and give a
context, describe a background, define a word, make a comment.
These are elements which in another poet would be compressed within
the poem itself.
Yet McLean is an entertaining storyteller, and one can listen
effortlessly to this book from beginning to end. McLean's favourite
stories relate the anecdotes that become minor legends among the
railway workers, that give definition to their society and its value. I
enjoyed "the baggage room," which tells of a man trying to ship a trunk
during the noon-hour closing. The lunching workers, in an adjacent
room, pretend to be the baggage man:
Don yells Whadya want?
I want somebody to open the door the guy says
You got a broken arm? he yells at the guy
Open it yourself?

Such taunting continues until the would-be customer is reduced to
near-tears. But the poem ends in the pleasure of the joke on Nick, the
baggage man, who when he returns to the job has to deal with the
offended customer:
Christ he says
I don't know what the world's coming to.
Some guy barges in here with a trunk, cursing
threatening to bust me in the nose.
Never seen him before in my /ife!

McLean tells many stories of such practical jokes. But he also tells
the more passionate stories about the exploitation of worker by boss,
and the more intense stories about the difficulties of the job unseen by
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the outsider/public. He tells, in "watching wheels," of lying on the
ground in the rain in the deep of night staring to make sure a wrecking
crane is in no danger of tipping over. Into the poem comes a naive
bystander who provokes the worker's proud curse: "I really need this
inevitable asshole/rubbernecking in the rain/asking me what I'm
doing." Here McLean senses the similarity between the bystander in
the story and the listener to the story, thus shrewdly involving the
reader in discovering a job he knew nothing about.
While this is neither a book of fine perceptions nor of startling
insights, its stories show us a human and, yes, sometimes, poetic side to
an essential story of the prairie. More consistently than Rush, McLean
shows a sure sense of dialect in his poems, not only in obvious imitations of broad dialects, but in the phrasing and cursing of all the
workers. This intriguing linguistic interest is extended by McLean's
fascination with the jargon, the special language, which attaches to any
job. The opening poem plays with the oddities of the railroad vocabulary, which then becomes a sub-motif helping to hold the rest of the
book together. McLean ends, significantly, with a poem titled "I don't
write poems for railroaders," which remembers that his subjects are
not necessarily his' best audience. Yet, in a tribute to these men and
their language, he counterpoints in this poem the "bitter verses" he
often sees "scrawled on the sides of boxcars":
up hill slow
down hill fast
tonnagefirst
safety last

Perhaps the best compliment one can pay McLean's book is that there
seems, finally, to be not much gap between these authentic railroad
poems and the poems that McLean has had bound between covers, to
sit in bookstores where most railroaders will never enter.
Laurie Ricou
University of British Columbia

Patterns of Prejudice. A History of Nativism in Alberta by Howard
Palmer. Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1982. pp. 217, $8.95 paper.
Palmer's study of Canadian "nativism," which he describes as an
amalgam of nationalism and ethnic prejudices, appears at an opportune time. It represents not only the slow maturation of that domain
known as ethnic studies, situated in the borderlands of history, but also
marks an urgent sense of social responsibility and civic obligation
among scholars conscious of the resurgence of racism in Canadian life.
Palmer's demonstration that Albertans (and, by extension, all Canadians) have been as guilty of racism and ethnocentric discrimination as
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our American neighbours, if not more so, because we have sought to
put a sanctimonious cloak of innocence upon our shortcomings, comes
at a time when there are new indications of right-wing bigotry masquerading under the guise of patriotism, morality, religion and free
enterprise.
There is much to commend this slim volume - indeed, its brevity
and clarity of style will recommend it to many readers who might be
frightened by a bulky ponderous tome. Ethnic scholars will be delighted by the richness of primary and oral sources and by the admirable use
of secondary works, particularly of theses and honours papers. The
footnotes are rich but, unfortunately, there is some disparity between
text and footnote, arising perhaps from grouping all the notes at the
back of the book without page reference to the chapters. The events are
all placed in their historical context - they sometimes explain the
context and often the context explains the chain of events. Thus, we
have good summaries of immigration policies and waves of immigration (although, unfortunately, the study terminates in 1939, so we do
not have anything on the post-war period), we see how boosterism
affected "nativism," and we see the effects of the Depression on attitudes and discriminatory practices. In short, this is a book which will
serve as a useful point of departure for teachers and students and which
will engender relevant discussion.
There are two points of relevant discussion that we might touch
upon at this juncture. The first relates to the concept of "nativism"
itself. The author is well aware of our own reservations concerning this
American import (which does not always fit any more than does the
Turner frontier thesis) and he meets some of the objections head-on
(pp. 8-10, 98). The national ideals of English and French Canada may
seem more accommodating to an Albertan than they do to an Ontarian, nevertheless Albertan nationalism was essentially British nationalism, and Quebec nationalism is a reaction to such a colonial vestige.
Palmer has approached his topic from a regional perspective, and in
this he is to be greatly commended. What was true in Alberta was not
necessarily so in Manitoba. Alberta, as Canada's most "American"
province, is a natural candidate for the application of the nativist
model. Perhaps it implies too often that the source of prejudice and
discrimination is "Anglo-Saxon," a most inappropriate term in ethnic
studies unless certain Germanic peoples are meant, whereas many
other groups coming from the United States or Europe were just as
anti-Catholic, anti-radical, as some of the Anglo-Celts. Higham's three
types of nativism were certainly evident in the period 1880-1939 in
Western Canada, but this categorization does not really get at the
almost universal anti-Oriental or anti-Black prejudice that existed, nor
the anti-Metis nor anti-Hutterite sentiments so important in Alberta
social history. We are still struggling in Canadian ethnic studies to
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arrive at some appropriate vocabulary and then to have it adopted by
scholars. Nativism, for those of us who also labour in the vineyard of
Amerindian studies (another term which under the American predispositions for Native Studies is only slowly becoming accepted), presents difficulties when we deal also with nativist movements and religions. Anglo-Saxons, as we have already said, are perhaps best
represented in Alberta by Mennonites and Hutterites. And then there
is the term British which appears in Table 1 as an "ethnic origin": we
had thought that British was a national group and English, Scots,
Irish, Welsh, were ethnic groups. These are not "problems" of Palmer's
creation, of course; rather, he has started to untangle these twisted
skeins for us.
A second point concerns the model he has adopted (p. 7) - a
schematic representation of nativism as the product of the interaction
between nationalism on one hand, and ethnic, religious and racial
prejudice (in various mixes presumably) on the other hand. In the
Canadian context are there still other patterns of prejudice? linguistic
prejudice? propriety prejudice? regional prejudice? occupational prejudice? which might explain the anti-Hutterian feelings of a FrancoAlbertan who was himself the victim of Palmer's version of "nativism,"
and who was promoting his own view of Canadian nationalism? Perhaps a third circle needs to be added to this schematic representation to
integrate class/ occupational and economic/ social elements which
Palmer discusses in his study. The patterns of prejudice that Palmer
describes sometimes do not involve nationalism at all - they are
straightforward cases of religious, racial and cultural prejudices. In
those cases, by the author's definition, nativism is not at issue. Did
American immigrants simply bring their historic prejudices just as the
immigrant Irish did to nineteenth century Eastern Canada? Can one
assume that British immigrants presumed that no change was required
on their part in settling in a "colony" and therefore their nationalism
was not Canadian nationalism as Joseph Levitt would define it? In
other words, the nativist model is a good point of departure, but the
challenge is to improve upon it and refine it more in order to incorporate those elements which the author has chosen to indicate to us as
being relevant and, sometimes, even crucial.
Let us hope that Palmer is now working on a sequel dealing with
the post-1939 period, and that his work inspires other regional studies
of the same calibre and challenge.
Cornelius J. Jaenen
Department of History
University of Ottawa
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The Canadian Prairie West and the Ranching Frontier, 1874-1924 by
David H. Breen. University of Toronto Press: 1983, pp. xiii, 302, maps,
illus., $28.95.
Canada's Prime Minister offered little hope for relief on the Crow
rate revisions when he addressed western livestock producers last year,
attributing their lack of success to the more numerous and vocal farm
lobby. The livestock producers, Trudeau chided, "didn't shout loud
enough. The pools shouted louder." The historic roots of this internal
regional tension run deep. As David Breen's book on Southern Alberta's early cattle kingdom demonstrates, politics and political lobbying
for comparative advantage in an increasingly agrarian economy was a
central and persistent theme in ranching's economic history. His study
graphically demonstrates the process of challenge and response as the
cattle economy met the great push for land settlement and agricultural
development in the Laurier-Sifton era.
The battle for rural hegemony in the far West hinged on two
competing economic, political and social views of development. The
era before 1900 belonged to conservative British and central-Canadian
cattle barons, who aped the British gentry and their social pretensions,
.as well as their leisurely proclivities, from polo-playing to fox-hunting
[;.1n the foothills. The challenging agrarian ethnic which followed was,
:~'by contrast, American, democratic and very busy, peopled as it was by
';'the ubiquitous "sodbuster," who was lured on by the prospect of free
-homesteads in the marginal drylands of southern Alberta. Indeed, the
.early ranchers' commentaries on the vanishing of this last best west
were reminiscent of earlier complaints by Susanna Moodie and her
contemporaries on upstart Americans in Upper Canada. "The first
families who came in," declaimed one rancher's wife, "were different
from those [inferior, moving Americans] who came after. They were a
superior class of people who came first - no foreigners, except an
occasional Mexican." Breen vividly depicts the conflict between these
warring forces for control of the land - for long familiar themes in
western movies on range wars between ranchers, "nesters" and sheepmen. His study divides evenly into three chronological parts: the first,
from 1874-96, which is devoted to the era of "open grass," then large
grazing leases and stock-watering reserves; the second, from 1896-1911,
characterized by an epic and losing battle by such organizations as the
Western Stock Growers' to stave off the influx of American dryland
farmers; and lastly, from 1911-24, the rallying of the cattlemen during
the Conservative wartime era, and their attempts thereafter to gain
access to international markets in Chicago and London.
In short, this book is largely about the business and political
economy of ranching, abundant in detail about the countervailing
institutional forces and classes which contended for control of western
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lands. As the author's commentary reveals, this study is drawn largely
from four rich and extensive sources - the federal records of the
Department of the Interior and the letters of its key western bureaucrat, William Pearce; the papers of the Western Stock Growers' Association and the Stock Growers' Protective Association; and the papers
of a few ranchers, like A.E. Cross and W.F. Cochrane. As a study of
ranching within the rubric of east-west metropolitan relations within
and without the region, its approach resembles Donald Creighton's
depiction of contending commercial and agricultural interests competing for control of the Laurentian economy in the early nineteenth
century. This study also treats in some detail the lineal affiliations of
the cattle compact's power to eastern Canada - in one case, the
Cochrane and North West Cattle Company to the eastern Townships
and Montreal interests, and in Anstner, the Oxley and Walrond
ranches to British Conservative and financial interests. The author also
describes evolving metropolitan control within the southern Alberta
region itself, with the shift northwards from Fort McLeod to Calgary,
which was reflected in the formation of the Ranchmen's Club of
Calgary in 1891, albeit in direct imitation of the St. James Club of
Montreal. Curiously, the book does not develop much on the subregions, such as those small-scale ranchers in the Wood Mountain
region, distinct both from the big '76 and Matador ranches in southwestern Saskatchewan, and the larger scale Alberta operations.
Perhaps the book's weakest aspect is that Breen's writing lacks a
social historical perspective and readers must search avidly to get
beyond what he describes as "the arithmetic of profit." There are a few
women mentioned, but the author might have given us some of Moira
O'Neill's romantic verses on the range, and more of Shelagh Jameson's
insights into women's roles in the ranching community. Equally, the
work of the ranch hands and hired labour could have been addressed
more fully, despite the limitations of sources. Among the ranchers
themselves, Cross and Cochrane emerge with some clarity as do some
of the larger British operators, but other smaller operators including
American ranchers, are less well-served. However, the folksy appearance of self-made cattle buyer Pat Burns before the Alberta Beef
Commission in 1906 is delightfully documented: "I have never had an
understanding with no outfit in America, I care for nobody. I stand on
my own bottom...." The author has, to his credit, also painstakingly
affirmed for the reader the devastating effects of winter 1906-1907
upon the cattle herds, but such digressions are too few in this heavily
documented institutional history of the ranching business.
In sum, while this important regional interpretation of Canadian
history clearly affirms the validity of the dominant metropolitan view,
something of a myth in itself, it also leaves some unanswered questions.
One wonders whether the delineation, however careful, of the material
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ties which bound the cattlemen to federal policies and to Montreal and
London, is still not a partial answer to a partial question. The cultural
dichotomy of British and European civilization versus North American frontier, so eloquently stated in Stegner's Wolf Willow, and
affirmed in recent studies of Canadian-American connections in agriculture and ranching by Simon Evans, John Archer and others, suggest that there is still considerable room for scholarly manoeuvre and
debate on this question. Equally open to question, its seems, is whether
the two frontiers were totally dichotomous, for as the author himself
indicates in a footnote qualifier on the markedly different and 'lawless'
American frontier, "This is not to imply that the 'image associated with
the American frontier' necessarily fits the reality of the American
experience." While there is little doubt that Breen's exhaustive work
has safely interred the Turnerian frontier as a fit model for the Alberta
ranching economy, the ghosts remain, particularly on the planes of
environmental, cultural and social history.
A. W. Rasporich
Department of History, The University of Calgary

The Land They Gave Away: New and Selected Poems, Andrew
Suknaski. Edited and selected by Stephen Scobie. Edmonton: NeWest
Press, 1982. pp. 160, $14.95 cloth, $6.95 paper.
Andy Suknaski's latest publication combines an intelligent culling
from three collections, Wood Mountain Poems (1976), The Ghosts
Call You Poor (1978), and In the Name of Narid (1981), which makes
up about half the volume, with a few concrete poems and a selection of
new poems. The sequence in the volume is chronological, at least as far
as formal book publication is concerned, and one notes in the new
poems the increasing presence of open form in varied typography and
the use of space as measure that is first evident in selections from In the
Name of Narid. However, those seeking to trace lines of development
in Suknaski's work should recall that prior to book publication much
of the work seen here has appeared earlier, sometimes in different
form, in various chapbooks, pamphlets, magazines, and leaflets (often
self-published), and that the order of appearance there in many cases
undermines conclusions that might otherwise be drawn about
sequence. It is always dangerous, in any case, to build a closed version
of history based on documents: taking composition back one stage
further from first print appearance to manuscript, and one stage back
from that to the growth from a seed in a niche of the imagination is only
to put a healthy check on such quests for certainties. One suspects that
Suknaski himself, with his fascination with Borges, would approve of
such a readerly skepticism.
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But Suknaski, as a self-professed realistic poet, seeking through
document, anecdote, history and narrative, to recreate the world of
Wood Mountain and more widely-ranging experience, is with part of
himself in quest of the certainties his more Borgesian consciousness
would undermine. The tension between his commitment to realism and
his intuitions of its final inadequacy creates the peculiar style, the
"signature" of the Suknaski poem. It is a tension which if not identical
with is closely related to that underlying all colonial and post-colonial
cultures, whether these are in the Caribbean, South America, or the
Canadian prairies. The settler in the new land is threatened with
epistemological annihilation as soon as he opens his senses and mind to
the realities of his change of place. If he chooses or (perhaps more
accurately) if he can afford to deny these we get the legendary and
comic evasions: mad dogs and Englishmen in the noonday sun, Rhine
castles reconstructed on the banks of Brazilian rivers, or dead European foxes dragged through the bush of the Kenyan highlands by
trusty black runners to the sound of horns and baying hounds. But
such denials, as suggested, are generally the product of a higher degree
of power and privilege than that possessed by the average settler, great
as his may be in relation to the dispossessed native peoples, For him is
the immediate encounter with the land and culture, and he can scarcely
avoid some degree of alienation in such matters as climate, topography, flora and fauna, landscape, language and dialect, as well as
experiencing a profound uprooting from the folk and culture as he left.
Few have expressed this alienation and uprooting as well as Suknaski:
it is through his realism that the European sense of unreality in a new
world is conveyed.
Suknaski's prairie is the site (archaeological, one is tempted to
say) of his attempted recovery of history and culture in a land in which
the indigenous is interrupted, disrupted or destroyed, and the imported
is inappropriate, disintegrated, and vanishing. One's sense of the fragmentariousness of both is enhanced by the exclusiveness of poet's
preoccupation with them: Suknaksi's prairie here is, by and large,
physically a very empty place, unusually bare of details of animal and
vegetative life, the weather and topography - of the environment, in a
word. These may appear briefly to frame a poem or a section of one, as
in "Indian Site at the Edge of Tonita Pasture," where the speaker
stands "as the wind passes rustling/ the rosebushes and taller grasses / by the creek" (p. 39), but the concentration is not on these but on
the attempt to reconstruct, from three rings of Indian tepee stones,
what is called the "ancestral space," the history of their discovery in the
context of the poet's past and that of his neighbours, and the history of
Indians who used them. There is no distinction made in the term
"ancestral space" and little made anywhere between the past of the
settlers, of whom Suknaski is a second generation representative, and
that of the Indians, even though the first effectively displaced the
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second, and even though the history of the first is at least partially
trapped in the web of memory while that of the second is based on
reconstruction from secondary sources and scanty ones at that. It is
clear that the link which is seen between the two cultures is that of
shared tenuous grip on history and identity, broken in one case by
conquest and in the other by exile, and while there is nothing patronizing and little sentimental in the equation, I am not sure how native
peoples will receive it.
The poems enact the attempt to rebuild a holistic culture out of
fragments of the native and immigrant traditions and the raw experience with the new land. The poem discussed above is one of several
dealing with the Indian peoples, particularly emphasizing the period of
contact with and conquest by the European. Of these I find least
engaging those that deal with the most documented events, such as
"Healy's Ride/ Fort Walsh to Helena, Montana" or "Poem to Sitting
Bull and His Son Crowfoot," not because they are inadequately done
- they are not - but because the known historical facts which cannot
be overlooked seem to stand in the way of the uniquely Suknaskian
effects. In the Indian poems (as in the others) the most forceful often
seem to be those drawing on a minimum of raw material: three rings of
tepee stones, as above, or, strikingly in "Ajiiman," on the Ojibway
phrase "It no longer exists" (the closest they come to our many words
for destruction), on a legend of their pictographs destroyed, and on
three of their teaching stones in a small Ontario river, one of which "no
longer exists" in one sense but endures powerfully in others. Similarly
moving is the small change representing the abandoned cultures of the
settlers: phrases in the mother tongues; or English overlaid with their
sounds and cadences: "all time slem ting" (p. 27), or "vhat me an dido
slayfink forr all deez yearz" (p. 83). Shards from memory and custom
function similarly. In "Cornelius Warkentin" the titular speaker recalls
the crystal clear pools of the Dnieper where he swam as a boy, while in
"Ukrainian Christmas Eve" the poet revives a bit of folk culture in
leaving behind "for some spirit" a gingerbreadman on the Christmas
dinner table, only to break off its head and give it to "old bill
hanowski,"who eats its slowly, saying "those were good times / it's all
different now."
The term "anecdotal" has been frequently applied to Suknaski's
poems, and while I don't think it applies accurately to all, even all in
this selection (the Haiku, sound and concrete poems? meditative lyric
like "The Faceless Goodbyes"?) it does accurately describe a genre
central to his writing, and, I think, ncessarily central. It is notable that
even several of the longer poems in this selection, such as "Union
Hospital in Assiniboia" are made up of a series of anecdotes, sometimes interspersed between meditative commentary or a framing narrative (as in "Walk Somewhere Along Mistawasis Jackpines"). Ever
since Roland Barthes' disparaging remarks about anecdote became
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widely circulated among the cognoscenti it has fallen somewhat out of
favour as a poetic mode in Canadian literary circles, a phenomenon
which reflects both what the Australians call "cultural change" (abbreviated as CC) and a less than adequate conception of the relation of
writing to culture. Whatever the exigencies dictating the slighting of
anecdote in an older culture it performs an essential function in newer
ones: if it had not emerged in prairie poetry when it did (initially
through Purdy's impact, I believe Robert Kroetsch suggests somewhere) it would have had to emerge at another time. Anecdote is the
building block, the DNA molecule of the new culture built on and
partly from the ruins of the abandoned and destroyed. Socially, it
becomes the cement of community union, the linear which functions as
public narrative, alternating in the individual with the deeper intimacies of lyric love and death. Ultimately anecdote recedes from the
particular occasion, the history it records, and becomes part of the
emerging myth of the new land. It is easy to trace this process in these
poems.
In "marx' woman," for example, anecdote is virtually coincident
with its occasion, that of "suknatskj" being hopelessly outgunned by a
socialist female who in the last lines of the poem confirms his suspicions that with the demonstration she might be telling him something,
maybe to keep away, or that poets are not marksmen (or marxmen):
they just write about it. When we turn to a poem like "Abandoned
Oblate Seminary" the source of anecdote recedes further into the past
and narrative is rendered in the softer focus of nostalgia and memory
as a friend takes the poet through the buildings, recalling moving
moments with lost friends and acquaintances, or simply alone.
"what I loved about this place
was the sound of the wind
along my south window"

muzhik

(p. 124)

With poems like "West to Tolstoi Manitoba (circa 1900)" and Capreol
Red" anecdote approaches the point where it begins to escape living
memory of the original incidents, and the unilingual Ukrainian immigrant shuttled annually back and forth between Montreal and the
Manitoba in which he wishes to settle because nobody can understand
his intentions, or the violent CNR bull murdered for his brutality by a
man who (the story goes) still talks about it in a Winnipeg pub start to
assume the simplified contours and exaggerated dimensions of figures
in myth.
Suknaski is not known as a lyric poet, and much has been said of
the matter of fact, even flat proceeding of his poems. Given his minimalist narrative vision of broken cultures seeking to rebuild it is hard
to imagine a lyric manner appropriate to it. But often emerging in the
poems somewhere near the point of their narrative upshot are objects,
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nearly always austere and humble, that resonate beyond themselves in
lyric effect. Such are the head of a gingerbreadman, tepee stones, the
single light bulb hanging from the frayed cord in his father's shack (p.
26) or the cello to be built from the wood of his native Eastern forests
by carpenter Laurence Morin (p. 135). These are strong in the record of
our poverty, its hidden sources of power, and such revelation becoming part of our emergence from it.
Ian Adam,
University of Calgary.
Laird of the West by John W. Chalmers. Calgary: Detselig Enterprises,
1981. pp. 289, index, illustrations, $19.95 paper.
David Laird, the subject of this biography, had an interesting
career. Born in 1833, he was editor of the Charlottetown newspaper
The Patriot, became an important Liberal politician, and helped negotiate Prince Edward Island's entry into Confederation. He was elected
to the federal House of Commons in 1873 and, when Alexander
Mackenzie formed his administration late in that year, became Minister of the Interior. In 1876 he became Lieutenant-Governor and Indian
Commissioner for the North West Territories. In the same year, he
helped negotiate Treaty Number Seven and to establish the territorial
capital at Battleford. Following the conclusion of his term as
Lieutenant-Governor in 1881, Laird resumed his journalistic career in
Charlottetown but achieved only limited financial success. In 1898 he
.returned to theWest - this time to Winnipeg - as Indian Commissioner for Manitoba and the North-West, a post he held until 1909. For
the last five years of his life - he died in 1914 - he worked for Indian
Affairs in Ottawa. He was buried in Prince Edward Island.
John Chalmers has performed a useful service in resurrecting this
important, previously shadowy, figure. He has written an interesting
book in the tradition of "life and times" biography. In seeking to
capture the "life" aspects, Chalmers emphasizes the role of Laird's
Scottish Presbyterian background. This background undoubtedly
helps to explain Laird's public persona as both a politician and civil
servant. He was one of that small army of upright, sober, and stern
Scots Candians who dominated public life and economic institutions
in Canada during the late nineteenth century.
There is, however, a rather one-dimensional quality to Chalmers'
evaluation of Laird as a person. Laird's sense of duty is well delineated,
but there is little discussion of his political ideas or of how Laird's
religious beliefs affected his politics. This is unfortunate because the
Presbyterian Church, in which Laird played an important role as
perhaps its most prominent layman, had very distinct and important
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views on social questions in the late nineteenth century. By placing
Laird within the issues of the Presbyterian Church, Chalmers could
have added an important dimension.
In dealing with the "times" in which Laird lived, Chalmers has
achieved mixed success. He is very successful in placing Laird in the
context of the Prairies in the 1870s and 1880s. Chalmers has a sure
grasp of the details of that period, and he writes in a lively style. His
discussion of life in Battleford is particularly illuminating. His understanding of Prince Edward Island, however, is less complete, and one
suspects that Laird's full career is inadequately examined; the very title
of the book suggests a limitation of perspective. Certainly, the discussion of Laird's participation in the schools and Confederation issues in
Prince Edward Island is brief and superficial. Similarly, the discussion
of Laird's last thirty-five years does not describe adequately his contributions as either an editor or a civil servant.
One explanation for the rather limited perspective on the man and
the gaps in evaluating Laird's impact on his times may lie in the sources
Chalmers has used. He relied heavily on family papers and secondary
sources. The use of records from Indian Affairs, judging from the
footnotes, for example, appears to have been limited. Thus Laird's
most public involvement in the negotiation of major Indian treaties is
well described, but his daily participation in the conduct of Indian
Affairs is inadequately assessed. This is unfortunate because it was in
the routine, mundane world of department work that the native / white
relationship was largely defined.
There is one other difficulty with this volume: although it is
handsomely presented in most respects, it does suffer from an unusually high number of typographical and printing errors.
In total, then, this is an engaging book, albeit one with serious
flaws, about an interesting, important, and too long ignored figure in
Canadian history.
Ian MacPherson
History Department
University of Victoria
A Heritage in Transition edited by Manoly R. Lupul. Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1983. pp. 272, 16 pp. illustrations, $9.95
paper.

In 1891, the first Ukrainian settlers arrived in western Canada. In
the space of ninety years their numbers increased through continued
immigration and natural increase to over 600,000 people.
U ntiI 1914, most of the immigrants were peasant farmers from the
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Western Ukraine seeking free land on the agricultural frontiers of the
prairie west. In the inter-war period, the character of the immigration
changed as did its geographic destination. In the aftermath of the
collapse of the independent Ukrainian national state, politically aware
and nationalistic Ukrainians from a wide variety of backgrounds
sought refuge and opportunity in the urban centres of the prairie
provinces. A third immigration of Ukrainians into Canada was
spawned by the turmoil of the German army's retreat from Ukrainian
lands in 1944-45. Thousands of those displaced in the chaos of war
chose emigration to Canada over return to their homeland. This
group, in which the urbanized intelligentsia were predominant, gravitated to the large cities of central Canada.
The Ukrainian ethnic group in Canada is thus no monolithic
homogenous group. It is often deeply fragmented along social, political, religious and geographical lines. Thus, much of the material which
pertains to the history and social progress of the Ukrainians in Canada
is either filiopietist or is written from a particular political viewpoint.
The goal of A Heritage in Transition is to offer a balanced and
comprehensive account of the complex ethnic background, settlement
history and socio-economic progress of the Ukrainians in Canada. It is
a formidable task.
Much of the credit for the success of this volume in meeting its
objectives belongs to editor Manoly Lupul for assembling a list of
contributors which well reflects the breadth and calibre of UkrainianCanadian scholarship in the 1980s. The fifteen contributors furnish an
excellent overview of Ukrainian-Canadian society and culture although,
as Lupul notes in his introduction, the emphasis of study is "too
exclusively on the organized Ukrainian-Canadian community, where
records are most readily available." Regrettable, perhaps, but hardly
surprising, given the sources open to students of the community and
the relative recency of serious scholarly interest in the development of
Ukrainian-Canadian society.
The volume is prefaced by a note on transliteration and names,
and a brief introduction by Lupul, in which he explains the structure of
the work and identifies some areas of weakness. Following come
fifteen essays, each devoted to a facet of Ukrainian life in Canada, with
the exception of that by Jean Paul Himka which offers a solidly
documented examination of the socio-economic and political conditions in Galicia and Bukovyna from 1848 to 1914. I t was in the latter
half of this period that Ukrainians first began to migrate to North
America. An understanding of the behaviour of immigrants in the New
World is seldom possible without a clear understanding of the social,
economic and political conditions which lay behind the migration
from Europe, thus Himka's essay is central to an understanding of that
later material which discusses the role of pre-1914 immigrants in
shaping the nature of Ukrainian-Canadian society.
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The process of settlement and colonization is treated by V.J. Kaye
and Francis Swyripa who explain the various characteristics of each
phase of Ukrainian immigration into Canada. This is a valuable synthesis of both primary and secondary sources, which, like Himka's
essay, provides a framework for understanding the later accounts more
directly focussed on the nature of Ukrainian society in Canada.
Having explained the historical background of Ukrainian immigration into Canada, attention is focussed upon the evolution of
Ukrainian culture in Canada, with an emphasis being placed upon the
role of formal institutions: political parties, religious and community
organizations, the Ukrainian press, and private and public education
systems. Occupational and economic development, a difficult topic to
cover in the confines of a brief essay, is well handled by Wsevolod
Isajiw. Robert Klymasz has the almost impossible task of surveying the
entire field of Ukrainian fine arts in Canada. In attempting to cover the
full range of endeavour, Klymasz is able to devote only a few paragraphs to facets of the Ukrainian. arts scene, each of which is worthy of
a major interpretive essay in its own right. Yar Slavitych faces a similar
problem in discussing the work of well over one hundred UkrainianCanadian novelists, poets and playwrights. Nevertheless, both offer a
concise synthesis and, for those unfamiliar with their topics, provide
valuable introductory essays.
Other contributors with more defined topics have different problems to confront. In hissurvey of religious organizations Paul Yusyk
achieves a good balance and provides a scholarly impartial account, as
does Oleh Gerus in his analysis of the genesis and growth of the
Ukrainian-Canadian Committee. This scholarly approach is evident in
the trilogy of essays devoted to the Ukrainian involvement in Canadian
politics and the two essays devoted to Ukrainian-language education
in public and private schools.
This volume, in short, is a collection of informative scholarly
essays. Its shortcomings are those generated by the magnitude of its
goals rather than by any failing of scholarship. Indeed, it is to be hoped
that the success of this volume will encourage the editors of the series to
commission a companion volume, or volumes, in which many of the
themes briefly considered here could be given a more extensive consideration. If the scholarship were of the same calibre it, too, would be a
most welcome addition to the literature about Canada and its peoples.
John C. Lehr
University of Winnipeg
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Saskatchewan Gold: 25 Stories of the New West edited, with introduction by Geoffrey Ursell. Moose Jaw: Thunder Creek Publishing Cooperative Limited, 1982. pp. 292, $3.50, paper.

Saskatchewan (Placer) Gold
All that glisters is not. . .? Fool's Gold ... ? Silver threads among
the ... ? Good as gold ... ? Of the many associations that the title of
this story collection brings to mind, it is probably the last one that
Geoffrey Ursell wants to evoke. But he would have been less ambiguous and more accurate if he had called this narrative mineral placer
gold. These stories are not bad, certainly they are not simply fool's
gold, but neither are they hefty nuggets or ornate filigree; there are a
few extremely fine stories here, stories which are like beautiful, precious particles mixed with a good bit of sand and gravel.
Before further outlining my response to these stories, I should
begin at the beginning with Ursell's introduction. Like the title, the
introduction is unhelpful. Instead of providing the reader with factual
background information (since many of the writers are new, this would
have been of interest), or providing a thoughtful perspective from
which the reader could approach the collection, Ursell rushes through
";his remarks with a breathlessness that is supposed to arouse our
excitement and curiosity but quickly dissipates them. It is, finally, the
.reader who will decide whether or not these stories are "unique" and
"marvellous."
ii,

What the editor does explain is that he has arranged these stories
"according to a natural, loose plan; they progress from stories about
childhood or about life viewed from the child's perspective to stories
about old age. This plan is a satisfying and unobtrusive one because it
does not interfere with the many other possibilities suggested by the
best stories in the group. With two exceptions, "Clara Smiling" and
"Red Dreams, Blue Dreams," the stories are formally conventional
depictions of ordinary life, manners, social and personal relations, and
human psychology. In the traditions of the short story, they belong to
the Anderson, McCullers, Lessing variety, not the gothic and fantastic
flights of Poe, Borges or Calvino. Within a Canadian context they
remind me most often of Margaret Lawrence, Alice Munro and Clark
Blaise and, like the work of these three established story writers, the
best stories in Saskatchewan Gold manipulate the banal surfaces of life
in order to explore the mysterious, at times terrifying, depths below.
Indeed, several of the stories achieve a delicate balance between their
focus on boring, trivial activities and those precious moments when,
without a flash or fireworks, one receives a sudden, partial insight into
life.
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The most disappointing stories in the group are the two experimental ones, which Ursellieaves to the end, and the rather juvenile
efforts of Newlove and Carpenter. All four fail for a similar reason - a
strained, self-conscious effort to shock, whether formally or through
subject matter. Not surprisingly, they are the least shocking of the
stories because they leave the reader (at least, this reader) bored: so
much technique and rutting for so little! Brian Bowman's "Ice Dream
Parlour" and Bradd Burningham's "The Girl with the Baby Arms" are
also disappointing, but in both stories one senses the writer struggling
to reach through the easy and sensational to a more sensitive, albeit
inconclusive, treatment of the dilemmas of growing up male.
Among my favorite stories are Pat Krause's "The Lookout
Stone," John Hick's "The Fable Frogs of Sligo Slough," Edna Alford's
"The Garden of Eloise Loon," and Byrna Barclay's "The Woman who
talks to Canada Geese." These stories differ widely, but they do share a
tight compact structure and an extremely well-controlled narrative
voice. In each the reader is carefully led from a position of ignorance to
one of awareness without being nudged and prodded along the way.
The end, the moment of insight, or the gradual increase in understanding, come smoothly because one has relaxed, co.nfident of the storyteller's craft.
"The Lookout Stone" has, perhaps, the most complex structure of
all the stories, and through its circular movement in time and space it
balances a deeply moving confrontation with death against a tenacious
hold on life. "The Fable Frogs of Sligo Slough" and "The Garden of
Eloise Loon" are both lightly sketched-in by comparison with "The
Lookout Stone," but both touch upon a magical quality in life. In the
first, the magic stops short of anything dangerous while in "The
Garden of Eloise Loon," by far the most unnerving of the stories, the
sense of totem and ritual tips quickly into madness. What makes these
two stories so successful is the handling of narrative voice. Because the
first person speaker of "Fable Frogs" is an outsider, he is able to pull
back from the mystery of Sligo Slough and to develop the mystery of
his encounter there in his own mind. In "The Garden of Eloise Loon,"
however, Alford keeps the narrative voice so close to the main character that the reader is necessarily drawn into her world.
I have reserved mention of Barclay's "The Woman who talks to
Canada Geese" until last because it is my favorite, and it is my favorite
because in it I find the greatest sensitivity to language. The story of a
mother's futile efforts to separate a hostile father and son is simple in
the extreme. The story is also told simply, covering only a few hours in
a primarily linear manner. And the prose itself has the simplicity of
pure gold:
It started at midnight, she heard the call to fly south long before they flew over
her house. At fifteen minute intervals, she counted four in all, the answers came,
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first from the east, then west and north, geese grouping at each and every curve
of the prairie's circle, their short, sharp kwonk kwonk kwonk an echo of the long
calling from the main line of the first to leave; until the beat of the wings and
initial call were inseparable from the joining answers; until she seemed to float
up from her bed, her arms spread; and she saw her grey shape drift between the
curtains and through the open window; it rose higher and higher until it
disappeared, until she could not tell where the low falling cloud bank ended and
the umbrella of geese began. It was the only time she wept.

Whether or not this is Saskatchewan gold - though there's
something about the flow of the lines, the open space of its syntax and
punctuation, which come to earth so abruptly in the final line, that
suggests the prairie landscape behind so many of these stories - finally
does not matter. Shapely narrative and fine prose are gold coin on any
market, and on the basis of this sampling I predict high quality from
some of these writers in the future.
Sherrill E. Grace
University of British Columbia

Letter to the Editor
I would like to comment briefly on Dr. Frits Pannekoek's
extremely negative review of Alberta, 1954-1979: A Provincial Biblio.graphy. The concerns expressed by the reviewer merit a more extensive
discussion than is possible in a letter, so I will restrict myself to the
': following comments.
(1) The stated scope of the bibliography was Alberta, not Western
'Canada, and general works such as those cited by the reviewer were
specifically excluded.
(2) The Archaeological Reports noted by the reviewer were
excluded as restricted documents at the request of Alberta Culture.
(3) Alberta Government Publications for the period, which have
their own bibliography, as noted, total 12,500 items. The costs of
duplication were both prohibitive and unjustified.
(4) Local histories published in the period were examined in all
departmental collections and elsewhere.
(5) Since there is no comprehensive collection of Alberta materials
in any library, privately published items were elusive but the pursuit
continues.
(6) Typographical errors and omissions are regrettable. The compiler welcomes such information for a proposed supplement, with
corrigenda.
Since few if any institutions employ bibliographers, such work is
largely a labour of love, expensive to produce and of interest to a
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limited audience. I am grateful to Alberta Culture, the University of
Alberta, and the Alberta 75th Anniversary Commission who made this
undertaking possible. I hope that Dr. Pannekoek's comments will
encourage, not discourage, additional studies in Alberta and Western
Canadian resources.
Gloria M. Strathern
Professor
Faculty of Library Science
University of Alberta

Comment on Letter to the Editor
While lam not surprised that Prof. Strathern is taking exception
to my comments on the Alberta Bibliography - they were rather
direct - I am not sufficiently persuaded by her rebuttal to retract
them. Bibliographies, if they are to be useful (and I speak as a user not a
bibliographer) must be comprehensive. This one, as indicated in the
review, is not. I should like to point out that I have checked with the
Director of the Archaeological Survey of Alberta, and the archaeological reports (there are some 1200) in their library are open to qualified
researchers. In fact an M.A. in Library Science completed at the
University of Calgary two years ago listed all relevant reports relating
to the southern half of the province. These reports are critical to the
understanding of Alberta's prehistoric past and no work should be
done without consulting them first. I, too, share Prof. Strathern's
concern that my review will not discourage other bibliographers - it
was certainly not expected to do so. My only expectation is that they be
more rigorous in their task.
F. Pannekoek
Editor

